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RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
ISSUED

BY

term he took part in the rhetorical exereis| es with credit.

Rev. I. D, STEWART,

Publisher,

plied him with new
arguments. He
urged that another term would fit him to
a All communications designed for publication
teach a district school; that he would
should be addressed to aor The Morning Star,
Dover, N. H
earn but little on the Lake that season
erms 1—§2.00 per year, if paid strictly
any way ; that navigation weuld close in
th adoance; $2.30 7g aid within the
three months, and then he might be idle
first thirty days, and $ 50 if not.
all the fall and winter ; that if he was once
remittances

money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

© The Bloming Star.
WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST
7 2

;

G

11;

D-BYE.

Good-bye! fis

1880.

3.

;

:

=

@ften heard;

;

And'yet how hard to say it!
. Oh think'what bitter sighs have stirred

. Lips that reluctapt framed the word,

And how will love delay it.

Good-bye!

this life of ours

~

Hath never bliss unbroken;

. A shade to haunt its happiest hours,
A coming foot to crush: its flowers,
The word which must be spoken,

, Good-bye! sweet wish that springs
From pain of those

who

-

sever;

May God Ye with you! ah, there clings:

Around the flower the footstep wrings
Its richest fragrance ever,

—S, BE, G., in The Leisure Hour.
>.

A USEFUL PRESIDENTIAL
ik
DATE,

OANDI-

of #

intendent of Freedmen’s missions

was opened by

prayer “by

Lash, of Ohio.”

Rev.

= °

ing.

His friend Bates watched this point

delegate from the Baptist State Convention. Ile made a fraternal address in be-

half of his Convention, and expressed joy
’
over Freewill Baptist prosperity. Both
James A. Garfield is just now a speta-|,his mind.
The ensuing winter he" taught “the denominaitons are seeking the glory of
cle and an inspiration to every young
school
in the ¢:Ledge district,” not far God ‘in the salvation: of men. If our
man in the nation. It is most fortunate
that the salient features of his life’ and from the seminary, and succeeded admira-- ‘methods are dissimilar, there is no oceacharacter are all helpful, elevating, enno- bly. In the spring he resumed his stud- sion for other than the exercise of frabling. Elections are educational. No ies. During the winter he had professed ternity and good will. His denomination
one element in American life is more so. religion and uninted with the Disciples, isinot-narrow and bigoted, but would alCandidates for high office become ideals, and now cherished no desire other than low to all the principle of soul-liberty.
types to be copied, examples which pro- to complete his education and to devote his We are bound to wish each other well.
foundly impress our most talented andam- life to usefulness. It was the ‘next fall, Let us not strive for mere party triumphs,
.bitious youth. The climax of worldly I think, that he went to Hiram Institute but to give efficiency to the great army of
successis an election. to the Presidency of which the Disciples had just opened, and Corist. The strength of the two denomithis great nation. No honor among men where he remained until able to enter nations.in the State is nearly alike. * The
Baptists have contributed $5,316 for besurpasses this. The characteristics of'the the Junior year in college.
I kept watch of him from that time on- nevolence the past year. Their memberman who wins, are accepted as conditions of success and hence to be cherished ward, butdid not meet him for more than ‘ship in the United States is 2,133,024.
and cultivated. The influence for good a dozen years. In 1863, I think -it was, They have thirty-one colleges, .. abeut
ot evilis immense. Close inspection of while on my way to Washington, we met twenty theelogical scliools, a good litera 1
Mr. Garfield's career adds force to manly again. T was going from the Northern ture and a stro g foreign mission. The
impulses and inspires to noble endeavor, Central depot, to the Calvert St. depot, Southern States have separate missionary
The value of this fact cannot be 6ver- | in Baltimore, just in advanceof several organizations from’ those of the ‘North,
. estimated.
army officers, and turned to inquire my and the denominational strength there is
My first acquaintance with Xin +was in way. A stout, -full bearded General led great. IA" closing, Mr. Hall invoked
11849, when he was a youth of seventeen. the company, and I inquired of him. In- ‘Strength and prosperity to the Freewill
In May, 1847, 1 took the pastorate of the stead of answering, he grasped me by Baptists in the future, and pleaded for
|
Free Baptist church at Chester, Ohio, | both shoulders and looking me eagerly in’ loyalty tothe truth:
and became assistant teacher .in Geauga the face exclaimed, ‘“ George H. Ball!
- Rev. G. ‘H. Ball responded to. Mr.
seminary, located at that place and then Is this you? God bless you. I am glad Hall. While we have a warm fellowunder the superintendency of Rev. Daniel to see you. Don’t you know me? Don’t ship, he said, for all Christians, we are
Branch and wife. S. D. Bates,” now a you recollect James A. Garfield?” I need peculiarly interested in the success of the
worthy Free Baptist minister, and Pres- not speak of my delight; of the invita- fundamental
principle
of soul-liberty
ident of Ridgeville college, Ind., entered tion to breakfast with the General, and which the Baptists represent. He wished
the Seminary as a student the ensuing our fraternal visit. It was such as. only the amenities between the two denominafall. * In the winter of 1848-9 he taught a a great hearted, noble man like Garfield tions might be increased. ;
distsict school in the adjoining township could afford, and I refer to the occurrence
Revs. C. D. Dudley and J.-N. Rich took
olOtangs,’ where the Garfield family re- to illustrate the warmth of his nature, the places of Revs. J. Woodman, and J S.
sided. James had returned from his_ toil the simplicity of his manners, ™ sincer- Neal; who had left.
There 1s ‘not a
on the canal, sick with chills uy fever, ity of his friendship.
The four surviving ministers, Revs. J.
unable either to work or st
with particle of gilding, aristocracy or sham Chaney, S. Curtis, D., "Waterman and J.
much vigor. Mr. Bates found sever about him. His great talents, acquire- J. Butler, who originated the call for the |
young men in the distript about Garfield’s ments and honors did not separate him Convention in 1846 which formed the Edage, who had * gone thfough arithmetic,” from~common’ people, ol the ardor: ucation Society, united in presenting.
but really knew little of" its pyinciples, of his frigndship in the least.
resolutions of gratitude to God for all|
" and he indiiced them to form a class and
Another incident’ which came to ‘my his mercies, Which the Conference adoptmeet an hour before school Jor drill. knowledge some time since illustrates: ed.
* This was‘ extra and gratuitous work for the same trait of character. Years had | The Home Mission committee's report |
Bates, but he was’ ager fo do. good and passed since he had met his early friend, was then adopted, as follows:
“|
delighted in the effort. ‘Young Garfield S. DD. Bates. Being in-~Washington, and
was induced to join the class, and soon
became so enthusiastic that his arithme-

tie, bedame his *‘meat and drink” between
"his shakes and fever. Thus passed the
winter.
In the spring James

intended

to

en-

hearing that Gen. Garfield was there attending a court martial, Mr. Bates called,
thinking to listen’ to the trial and ‘see his
friend. It chanced that Gen. Garfield

responded to the bell.

At first he did not

recognize the visitor; but

on mention of

his name, he flung his long arms around
Bates had become impressed with-his rare him with much emotion, and followed his
ability and urged him to turn his atten- greeting by interrupting -the court to ingage as a sailor

on

the

Lake, but

Mr.

tionto study: The purpose to become
a sailorwas firmly held, snd the appeals

troduce him, saying,‘ Gentlemen, let me
introduce to you the man who did more

of the teacher for some

to make me what I am, than all other
men on earth, my early teacher, Rev. -S.

effect.

time had little

But his health was not firm and

Mr. Bates urged that the hardships of the

Lake would be too severe for him; that

he might better attend school ‘one term,

improve

his learning

and

recruit

his

health and then go on the Lake in the fall.

His mothér vigorously endorsed this plan,
and it was finally adopted. He decided
to accompany his teacher to Geauga

seminary.

His mother fitted

him -out

with facilities to board himself, and his
cousin and another young friend, about
the same age, joined him.in the new .de-

D. Bates.”

Gold

straps made no

buttons and shoulder-

difference with his feel-

ings of friendship, nor the
sion of them. Such is the

frank expresgenerous na-

ture of the man this great nation delights
to ‘honor.
I would
talents w,
recognize
his severe

;
| like to speak of "his great
foh the great men of the nation
; the purity of «his daily life;
honesty which has kept him

poor while other public men have grown

i.

That the history

ofour

in

South, we recommend

to the Home

Mission

ing the teaching force of that. Institution.

the

$5,000 for the purpose of erecting

in his memory, and in Tecogniion of his
cient heroic service.

to conduct the school,

It was recommended that we. publish ‘a

Sunday-school

Quarterly,

but

Dr.

Ball

doubted the propriety. of it. . We could
expend money to better advantage.
Rev. C. 8. Perkins said we must publish
.a Quarterly or have our lessofi leaves displaced by those of other denominations.
The item ‘was adopted,
The item recommending the consolidaSecretary, O. B. Cheney s Treasurer, S.
tion of the two Sunday-school papers was
Curtis; Financial Secretary, E. N. Ferexplained as aiming at producing a weeknald; Auditor, E. P. Smith; Executive
ly
paper for the children, one page to be
Committee, J. Rand, J. M. Brewster, D.
devoted to the Sunday-school lessons.
W. C. Durgin, T, H. Stacy, A. Lovejoy,
Mr. Brewster said we were all
D. Lothrop, A. L. Houghton, P. W. Perterested in this ‘matter, but he Pelievd
ry, O. B. Cheney,N. C. Brackett, C. S.
the Corporators of the Printing EstablishPerkins, S. D. Bates, J. L. Hammett.
P. W. Perry explained that I.-D. ment would do the best thing concerning
declined

a

Te-election

to

the

it.

:

and

to labor

in

Inds,

there-

share in the work of hastening the good: time

other publications. Let us bring it up to
that standard. The item was then tabled.
The item recommending the removalof

when the heathen shall be given to Christ for
his inheritance and the uttermost parts of the
earth for his possession.
2.. That we recognize the instrumentality of
our General Baptist brethren in Englar.d,under

God; in introducing

us to the field

in India,

and
we would gratefully acknowledge
many favors which they have shown to
missionaries,

the
our

3. That we would express our boop sense
of gratitude for the efficient, faithful, self-denying missionaries whom God has “raised up
to labor in our field, but who are now among
the dead, and that we will remember and seek
to profit by their heroic and saintly qualities.
4. That we would express our appreciation

of the noble

and

efficient

laborers

who are

now in the field; that we renewedly pledge to
thém our prayers, sympathies. and material
support; and that we will not relax our efforts
in the work we have undertaken there until it

shall be accomplished.

5.

That we recognize the fulfillment of the

promise:
“ Lo, I am with you alway,” in the
manner in which our laborers have been sus-

tained in all their trials) in India, in the converts won to the Lord Jesus, ih

the churches

ture unless it wasp to the

May 1, 1879, this Conference recognizes the

shand of God; and feels that the denemination
has occasion

for gratitude

this geod providence

im-

to him;

and

that

lays ws under renewed

obligations
to continue our
the maintainance of that

centribmtions for
Institution;
and

that we appreciate the energy and ability with

than in

]

part of the country, demand a special increase,
of contributions and earnest effort in that direction, and thatiunless something is done 'immediately to resuscitate and save many of the

work

o

7. Whereas in

answer.to.

the appealef

Dr.

Sutton in behalfof the heathen in ‘Orissa, India, the Fereign Missien Board,

dying churches in the West, before amether
| General Conference a large percentage of
them will beeome extinct.
8. That it is of vital importauce to our

in

1885,

sent

out two missionaries, Revs. El, Noyes and
Jeremiah Phillips, and ‘whereas Dr. Phillips,
a vete)
and ‘pioneer in the Christian work,

has fallen ia death since our last session, afler
forty-three years of service, nearly all of

home missionary interests that all parts of our
denomination co-operate with the Home Miissionary Society.

which were spent in active labor

in India, nnd

whereas after witnessing the establishment of

4, That the work of the parent Society
should be confined‘ mainly to cases of national

an efligient mission, and receiving assurance
of the additional help of a Bible© res
turned home to recruit wasted health, “but, as

importance, such a8 work in the South, building churches on the frontier and in the large

it proved,to die in the arms

cities, while the work in the Northern and

of American

Christians, therefore,

present condition cheering indications of a still
broader and better work in the future. :
1. We recommend to the:Corporators the
following general policy in- the management of
the Establishment: That all publications be
furnished to the people at the lowest possible

rates

oonsistent with

moderateeprofits,

and

that all surplus earnings be, for the present,
devoted to the improvement of the publications

and te the increase of
2. ‘Wee recommend

their circulation.
the publication

life of Benjamin Randall

of a new

and of other Fathers,

of such quality and appealunce as to render

them valuable and attractive, and at ‘such
a price that the books may by within the

reach of all who may desire them..
3. We recommend

-

the publication

of a con-

densed edition of the Treatise for the use of the
‘fiétibership, generally, of our churches, and
for gratuitous

we may

distribution among

desire

to

make

our doctrines and polity.

those whom

acquainted

with

Whom he recited.

He made the grammar

tags especially lively.

Chapin’s gram-

“ar was in use, which called prepositions
“and conjunctions verbs and upset all the
‘Notions of Kirkham and Brown. Young
Garfield thought it quite lawful to upset
Chapin in return, and Miss Abigail Curtis,

Ids teacher, though «skillful and resolute,

strong ' men

wavered, but I must close. I rejoice over
his nomination and prospective election
most of - all, because: his “example ~ will

elevate the thoughts and purposes

of the

millions of young men in the land and
greatly advance the cause of political and
social morality.
i

:
EF

40

a

found it impossible to defend her author, | A pul pit ‘silent on tensperance, discredits
and frequently expressed a wish that his ‘itselt as much as g pulpit "silent on dis

book was: in ashes,

At thebe vlosg, of tie honey: “Rev. Jojeph ‘Cook,
.
0)

be,
ped

3
nt

ations to make an arrangement

meney raised

for

home

by which

missionary

all

purpoges

shall be reported to the Home Mission. treasury, while the State

Boggs

and

Associations

|

8.

That itis with profound

sorrow
s

that

we

lishment.

6. We recommend that most vigorous meas
learn of the afflictive sickness of Dr. James Li.
Phillips, news of vghich has“ reeently come to ures be employed to increase the circulation of
us, and that we will earnestly pray that he- the Morning Star: and that for this -‘purpose;

same to the treasurer of parent Society.

v igor and efliciency.

of our denominational” field—ns shall render it
protitable to them to make a thorough canvass

em of raising

money,

and

earnestly

request

| our churches to adopt it.
8. That with gratitude to God for the
perity he has given. our

Southern

work,

pros:

9. That we Joylully recognize the tnvreusing
interest among the

churches

in

the

cause

of

Foreign Missions as manifested in the prompt.

ness with which appeals for funds are met,

wa. and

earnestly recommend it to the care:of the
Board and to the generosity bf the people. -

that-we, express our hearty sympathy
with the Foreign * Mission Board fn view. of

heir great

responsibility, and our

confidence

That the fact, which

denomination

statistics.

has

devoted:

years to

tional purposes may be admissible for the col-lection of ¢¢ widows’ mites,” experience’ proves
that a call for larger sums is. the only policy
which will meet the necessities,
which now

press upon us.

2

7. That in order to abate certain abuses
connected with the present plan for bestowing
aid upon young men preparing for the min. istry, the Education Society is advised only to +

loan monéy without interest, to needy students, .
inisuch amounts as the Board may deem wise and needful: but if the beneficiaries remain five
years in faithful service in the Christian min--

;

‘istry, the money loaned shall be remitted.
* The committee

on

Requests “reported. .

the majority being’ in favor of locating
the next General Conference in Towa, and - °

the minority
Ohio.

in favor of locating it in

The majority report was, “adopted.

The

session

prayer by
achusetts.

Rev.

adjourned

A.

at

noon

P. Tish:

s
AFTERNOON. |
The
Conference
convened
‘Prayer was offered by Rev. R.

of

with

Mass-

-

at 1,30.
A. Coats,

of Iowa.

‘The. committee on the State of the
Country, Rev. J. B, Lash, of Ohio, chairman, reported,

The first item of the

re-

port was re-committed, and the remaind- '

er was adopted with "some amendments.
The report urged a more strict observance of the Sabbath, denounced the spirit

of slavery, and favored woman's sifftage.

reports

ef

the

~~

sessions. In the latter report the use of
Tétmented wines at the communion was
objected to, and the formation of Juvenile
bands was commended.
. THE

ANTI- "SLAVERY

fig

A

RECORD,

The order was then changed,

and the

position of the denomination on the

sub-

ject of slavery during its history wis

considered, Preliminary to th® addresses

|

the following letters were read, from persons;more or less prominent. in the anti-NR
offer such
inducements
to |
¥
agents—earefully selected in different. districts slavery movement: - .

way be speedily restored to health so that
he can résume his work with his Accustomed-

sys-

1.

that our

teaching force and also enlargesjts buildings so or
as to meet the rapidly increasing demands for.
educational facilities among the Freedmen: '
6. That {while $1 subscriptions: fer educa--

The

the

That we heartily commend the card

in.

committees on
4. We_.would
call attention
to, the inDurgin, chairman, a
créasing ¢pmand fora Hymn and Tune Book Doctrine, Pres.
suitable to the services of our churches; and! pon Temperance, Rev. T. E. Peden, chairwe recommend that some book, already pub- man, were then taken up and adopted as
lished, be selected and adopted and, with our
already outlined in the report of previous

reserve the right to appropriate a certain percentage of the amount’ and receipt for the
7.

has

proposed by

5. That
Storer college to a large degree
holds the key to the moral and political future ofthe South, and should be sustained ' by such
liberal donations as shall ‘greatly. increase its -

and he now hoped the question would be
left to.be decided by circumstances, The
price of the paper Mas just been reduced,
so that removal could not be so well af-

We most gratefully record our appreciation
of its work in the past, while we see in the

Society

manned with abler boards of instruction. .

Rev. S. Curtis said we had been pretty

planted, in the schools and other instrumentalforded. ,
’
ities established, in the efficient force of naThe item was defeated. The -report
tive helpers which has been raised up, in the
new fields open.to our missionaries, in the in- was then adopted as follows:
cteased «interest manifest among the heme’!
Weare deeply impressed with the denomichurches, and in all the reflex influences “national importance of the Printing Establishwhich have come to them.
ment, and bespeak for it an interest on the
6. That in the establishment of the Biple- part of our people no less than that manifested:
school in India, and its successful opening,
in Education and Missions.

Education

ed and intelligent piety, and we earnestly re‘commend persistent liberality towards them
and especially to enlarge® the endowments of
the colleges that their efficiency may be equal
to the public demands.
3. That the 18 centuries have proved
that
the example of our Lord in educating men’ as
the first step in planting churches, is the
very best we can follow, and that we therefore
should make it our first business
to,educate
men-for the ministry, fully assured, if we once
secure able men, strong
and
prosperous
churches will inevitably follow."
4, That the chief object for which
money has been contributed for educational :
purposes has been to increase the number. of °
efficient ministers, and hence our Theological «
. Schools should be more liberally endowed, and *

Rev. E. N. Fernald said he wanted to
hear:the opinions of Conference’ on the
subject.
in

The report of the committee on Educa~
tion was then taken up. The proposition ;
to aid young men preparing for t
istry by loaning them money, and not
giving it to them, was opposed by ‘A.
Smith and E. N. Fernald.
.
:
- R. Dunn would have the beneficiaries
bond to give five years of service to the
Freewill Baptist Ministry if they accept
aid.
z
E. N. Fernald said the Executive Com-

necessity of education to secure a well develop-

its time.

it,

cations, as a great means of securing the im=:
provements deménded as expressed inthe res«
-olutions presented before the ,comniittee fom
various parts of the denomination.

our financial ability is more than doubled and

intelligently

Star

people

rapidly increasing.
2. That we recognize our several colleges and
preparatory schqols as indespensable auxiliaries in Christian work, having been founded in"
the spirit of sacrifice and standing as examples *
‘of wise foresight and appreciation of the

formed. :
Mr. Parker said the committee did not
desire to press removal, but to let it take

the

whole

much more for this cause'in-.the 30

located whereit is, but the present ppety

with

the impor-

upon our

come, since our numbers are much: larger, and

litera-

years past, and lost nearly $50,000 by

we urge

©

nearly
$1,500,000 to educational
purposes
since we began our-edueationai work, a little
more than 30 years ago, calls for profound
gratitude, and inspites high hopes of doing

in Dover could not be disposed of witho
great sacrifice. Opinions on the subject

well over the’ country

literature,

Resolved,

standard of

to be

ing to create for ourselves a worthy

verify,

center of influence was discussed. I. D.
Stewart said if we were to begin de novo
the Establishment would probably not be

ought

be pub-

Dr. Ball would have the notes canceled,

the Printing Establishment to some large

of removal

so extend its circulation that it may

if the beneficiaries remained five years in
the ministry. The item was so amended:
and then adopted, and the whole Fepore
was adopted as follows:

President Durgin said Sunday- schools

* Resolved,

of bi=

people to:

prospect a plan like that
Prof. Dunn.

work

would not take our Sunday-school

instead

monthly, and that we encourage our

mittee of the

i

Mz. Gordon made Sunday-school

to publish the:

monthly

tance of patronizing our denominational publi--

The report of the committee on Publi-

and that

buildings must be provided by other
means.
The following persons were nominated
as officers of the Society for the ensuing
year: President, J. Rand; Vice-Presidents, R. Cooly, M. Phillips, G. H. Ball,
J. M. Kayser, E. W. Page; Corresponding Secretary, C. S. Perkins; Recording

Helper

lished without increasing the expense.
9. During this time while we. are endeavors

effi-

denominational imprint upon ‘it farnitred to"
rich ; of Lis wondertul industry and tena- Western States can be mere wisely and ecoResolved, That we devoutly thank God
parture. Mr. Bates introduced him to cious memory which has made him a. aomically done by State Boards or committees. for hig example of self-denial and zeal, for the our people at ag reasonable rates as possible. i
6. We recommend the publication of a neat
5. That we recommend to all our Yearly
spirit of love Which his life sets “forth, and for
the faculty, with this suggestive remark, thesaurus of wisdom; of his broad statesand attractive Sunday-school Quarterly, simi“He is decidedly. smart, though rather ‘manship, which has made him a “recog- Meetings and Associations ‘where no loeal his long and successful service, and that we lar
in Jeharacter and price to the « Scholars”
organizations
exist, ‘to select committees’
green and awkward.” Be ~ was
tall, nized leader in all the important measures through whom the parent. Board may operate tender our sympathies to ‘his afflicted family; Quarterly ” published ih Philadelphia; and
with a pledge of fidelity to the missionary insallow, emaciated, and awkward, but ea- that have agitated the -countty for many" in home missionary work.
.
terests they so extemsively und efliciently that any deficiencies in meeting the expense of
such sbublication, during the period of introger to learn, sober and wakeful, I saw years ; of his foresight and bravery which
6. ‘That we recommend to the Home Mis
represent, and with Which Hey aré 80 happily
duction, be met from the rods of the Establittle of him in his classes that. term, but led him to stem thetide of wild fanaticism sion Board and the ‘State Boapds and. Associ: J.identifled.

7 heard good reports from the teachers: tol on financial issues when

the 'Woman’s Mission Board
Missionary

The officers nominated have been pre- cations was taken up, and the subject of
hymn books being undo consideration,
viously reported.
Mr. Goodrich, of Oberlin, O.,described the
The report of the Fareign Mission commerits of a book which he is publishing,
mittee was taken up. The proposition to
and commended it to the: Conference, It
raise a fund of $5,000 to give the India
has already been adopted by Hillsdale
Bible-school
a building was favored by
college, andrby several churches in the
Messrs. Perry, ‘Brewster, Gleason and
Perkins; the latter speaking strongly in West. Rev. I. Ds Stewart explained that’
favor of the school. Rev: E. N. Fernald a committee from the Printing Establish- |
said the'income of the $25,000 fund was ment already had the subject of a hymn
book under consideration:
needed

ence, in #o short time, to ‘obtain a subscription of more than $25,000, over -$18/000 of
2. “That the present rapid Haase of pép-, which is‘already well invested, and that we,
ulation, and importdnce of the West, and the -appreciate and commend the liberality with’
great number of astorless churches in that which the people contributed to this’ noble
the past.

intelligence and arousing interest in the cause
of missions, therefore,
Resolved, That this Conference config:

a suitable building for that Institution, to be
called the ** Jeremiah Phillips Memorial Hall”

:

which our dear brother, J. L. Phillips, D. D.,
denomira- | was enabled, since the last Gemeral Gonfer-

tion a much larger share of attention

ination raise

Board to take measures to provide for increas-

1. That we wo Id express Bere
and now, our profound gratitude to the Sovereign Ruler who has permitted us to have a

our Werk, but more, we would have the home
from

of students-in Storer college and of the present need of educated Christian laborers in the%

heathen world
fore,

portance; and that while’ we* would not have
lens interest.fely for any other department of
missionary work receive

8. Whereas the Missionary Helper hus been

meeting a long felt want, diffusing missionary

a specialty. The undenominational pubThe report was then adopted as follishers are able to produce these publicalows:
tions cheaply, and ,he would use them,
‘Whereas God in his Wonder Working proviuntil Wwe can get something better. In
dence called the attention of our fathers, near-the training of our children is the hope of
ly a half century ago; to the condition of the
the denomination.

denominational

te none

teach and Christiarize them.
11; That in view of the increasing fumber

Stewart
Board.

work for the past one hundred vears demonstrates the fact that home missionary worl,
or chureh-extension, is second

in the Miss-

=

in their integrity, wisdom and ability as manifested in their policy and decisions.
E
10. In reference to the proposal of the Ohio

issippi Valley at a reasonable salary,
_| Central Yearly Meeting that 4-memorial- fund
“10. That the coming of the Chinese opens
of ten thousand dollars be P#ised in memory
to the Christian churches of America a hew of the lamented Jeremiah Phillips, D. D.,
door for missionary work, and we recommend
your committee would recommend that, into all our churches located in the vicinity: of stead of such a fund, in view of the pressing
the Chinese to use all reasonable efforts to. need of the
Bible-school in India, the denom-

J. B.

The opening hour had been assigned
to Rev. A. Jones, of New York, since he
desired to be heard on the Subject of a
centennial mission among the Chinese on
the Pacifjc
coast. In urging the estabqualified to teach he could sail summers lishmenWéf such a mission he’ said that
and teach winters and thus have constant: the commandment iis, “ Go into all the
1 employment. - The effort was successful ; world.” The Chinese greatly need misthe pledge was made to return to school sionary and Christian help. Tt is re.
again in the fall. The delight of Mr. spectable to be known as the early friend
Bates made his black eyes Tart dance of the black.men ; it will eventually be
so in the case of the Chinese. He prewith joy.
I saw more of him during the fall term, sented several weighty reasons why
as I had full charge of the school, Mr. and Freewill Baptists should engage in the
Mrs. Branch having retired on account work of evangelizing this race “which has
of failing health. He was in my ad] rsuch a powerful civilization behind it,
vanced arithmetic class, and I recollect His remarks were received. with favor,
that he was accustomed, not only to mas- ‘but no definite action was taken.
The committee on Temperance repartter the lesson, but explore outside of his
text book and enrich his recitations by ed, re-aflirming the position of the denomquotations, references and suggestions, ination on this question, commending the
bearing upon the problems in hand. position of Mrs, President Hayes and
"This was characteristic of him in all his Senator - Blair's proposed
constitutional
studies and has been a habit with him amendment, and objecting to the use of
ever since, At that early day the opin- intoxicating wines at communion. “The
ion’ was often expresssed. that he would report was laid upon the table for Tuite
distinguish himself as a scholar and ora- action,
-|
tor if once cured of the passion for sailRev. K. S. Hall was pretenied as the.

of danger with vigilance till another and
better passion expelled the thought from

BY REV. GEO.oO. 1. BALL, DD.

9. That the Home ‘Mission as Board be Tequested to employ Rev. d.S. Manning as super-

WEDNESDAY.—CONFERENCE.
agaid turned his face to the Lake: ~His |
“The
morning session Sof Conference
‘faithful friend anticipated the danger and

THE

To whoni' all letters on business,
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His health was now improved, and he

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
2J]

THE GENERAL

Corporators

"BOSTON,

Jute, 9; 1880,

REV. Dr. O. B. CHENEYi—
and secure subscribers for the paper among all
DEAR SIR :=Your favor of the 7th inst. inviting me to be present at the Freewill Bapour people.
1. That we recommed’ yA
Q. M. ap] 1 tist Centennial at Weirs. the 26th, inst., Was
I. regréy very. mach that I
point a person aw: ésagent to soficft substyib- duly received.
ers for

our

publications

Printing ostablis shment, 7

and

report ‘to the,

as Vie

shall be unabled to be present on. so intoresting ...
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8, ‘8. | Department. :
Sabbath-School Lesson. -Aug.

29

~~

Lesson

see

Questions

(For

Papers.)
\

THE COVENANT WITH ABRAM.

+

Ts

Gal.2:20-29.

The seed of Abraham.

F.

Ss.

Rom

Christ's covenant.

S.
PJ

.

10:1—13.

Gen. 15: 1-18.

The covenant of Abram.

.In view of a bit of informal

recognize

nant with every believer in Christ.
Sy

expedition

the result of his
He

tempted

was

to fear that the prontise of God that he
should be the father of many nations

Wa

is

God

might fail. “Iam thy shield.”
the protector of his own.

:

In the

"Thy exceeding great reward.”

.

pre-

commentators

modern

God is the reward, the great reward,

of his peo-

the exceeding great reward
. ple.

¢¢ Lord God.” The Hebréw here presents two names Adonai Jehovah for the

deity, not to be found elsewhere in the
Mosaic books, except in verse 8, and in
Deut. 3: 24; 9:26. Both of the terms

when alone are translated “ Lord.”
we might read, « Lord Jehovah.”

ious themes,

and theland that was to be his still wasin
the possession of the Canaanites. Such
a state of things would have tried the
faith of any man, The only opening that
he could see through this maze of difficulties was that God meant to make of
“him a great nation, not through any child
of his own, but through his favorité servant, Eliezer, who had been born
his house while he was in Damascus,

into
and

Here. who then stood to him in the relation of
heir. And that thought was wounding.
His successor, and heir of all

\childless.”

Abram’s question there is just a tinge of
querulous complaint and of reproach.

The reward expected related

to the promise that Abram should be the
of

‘many

nations,

and

should be blessed in him.

that

As Abraham

son of possession” we do not know.
“One

born

in

my house.”

<< "he son of my house.”
mean,

Literally,

This does

a slave born in my house,

taken as a son.

not

but

one

The most esteemed

ser-

vant treated as a son. ‘This shall nol
be thine heir.” Here is a clear and distinct promise that would put to rest the’
fears of Abram.

“ Brought

him

forth - abroad.”

was done in a vision.
The

stars.”

sky

in the

“And
East

is

This

tell the
noted

for

clearness; and for the brightness and
muir of the stars that can be seen in

it.

<« He believed wn the Lord.”
_as true, as sure.

4s the result
is

of those

immutable,

avorthy of ‘trust. .

His

and

*

so

iv

« Countedit to him for righteousness.’
~The sdme as it is now...counted”to_ those
who believe in God.

_ great truth,

Christ

taught

that faith is the

only

this

possi-

ble righteousness of sinners. As sinners
, they are unrighteous; as believers ‘they
« -arecounted, or accepted, as righteous.
"© {a view of this fact, believers in Christ,

<are declared to be the children of Abraham.

:

+s J am the Lord,” &. The history of
"good men always reveals the hand of
God. Looking to the past we often get
“our present faith in Providence confirmed.

« Ur of the Chaldees.”

ThW. Chaldees

inhabited the country of which Babylon
was

the

capital.

Tigris and

It lies

between the

:

shall I know.”

and yet

:
;
it is faith. = .
«¢ Take me-a heifer,” &c. The Leviti. eal law required these animals to bd of-

experience, or as the result of many

In

50k

m.

according

105 teachers

tion?”

_“wided in sacrifices. Lev. 1:17.
Los Abram-drove them away.” So now
should the altars of God, his. house, his

Baptist church of Iowa Falls on Septem.
ber 6th, 1879.
:
ke,
If there be .one -trait of character,

and

Let all the

which, “siiore

and

1,200

scholars.

erature.

If every

on

FEI

PE

_ cameon him .as he slept.

xodus

marked “his

whatever his hands

foundfo do he did with all his might. He
threw his whole life in whatever he did.
Whether it was preaching the gospel,
teaching school, editing a newspaper or

this is a land “where rice twice

engaged in any business, it received
his

without fat, ‘and goat

they

can

so-and-so, or from some

re-

good sister, and

that just about*half spoils it.

iy

having asked a gift.

We

New York, July

don’t

ask

the

we ask no one lest we be served again in
the same way. Some such plan as this,

church.

I think would work to the satisfaction of
all concerned. Let the Secretary of our
mission find some good reliable commis-

in his native State.

shorter time.

the

Of these 166

were from

China, 101 from Bengal,68 from Bombay,
43 from East Africa, and the others from
Madras, Goa, Punjab, Burmah, Persia,
Ceylon, Mauritius, Japan, Malaysia, Asia

sion merchant; in New

to.ascer(question

is the only obstacle in the way of a union
of Free Baptists and Regular Baptists.”
Soon after, the Star published extracts

the

vessel

in

which

they

stitution, who

visits

the

Baptist Calvininsm is certainly

ex-

lent,

subject

as preva-

vinistic, as it was in the

:

of Ohjo,

preaching the gospel.

He was for some

time one of the 1éading ministers in the
Q.

M.

He

served,at different

times,

most of the churches in thé Q. M. as pastor. . He was engaged in numerous revivals; one, in

1835, long to

be remem-

bered, at which time he baptized three of

his children.

n,
His dutiful companiowas

with whom he lived fifty-two

years,

ever ready to do her partin the work.
She died July 28, 1877, aged 73 years.
In

1865, Brother

Stebbins and family

moved to the State of Iowa, and "subsequently joined the Agency City church of

which he remained a member till death.
But living some distance from the church,
he enjoyed but little. of its privileges.
As to the nature and extent of his gospel
labors in Towa, little is known by the
writer. Butitis probable, as his health
we shall have what we want, and when had become considerably impaired bewe ask it, and no one will be troubled: fore he left Ohio, and age was advancing,
with it whose business it is not to be that he wus compelled to abridge his ministerial labors to a great extent.
He retroubled.
A'VoIGE FROM INDIA.

inmates of the

guages.

modifications

The institution is an undenominational
one, comprising in its committee of man-

days of Randall

agement, members of various evangelical

to a few

preaching

terly Meeting. Here he devoted twentyfour years—the best purt of his life—in

waste the money.” Weare a thousand
the officers of the Home provided vessels times obliged to. you but that I am afraid
for 238; and obtained passage for 11 will spoil it all again.. I for one, and. 1]
others. The number remaining in the dare say I speak the feelings of -all my
Home, on January 1, was 33. The con- associate mission workers, could never
fidence felt in the officers of the Home by feel free to be always sending you orders
these men is shown by the fact that, dur- for one thing after another and expect
ing the last yea 124 of them deposited you to look after it promptly. It is vastly
with the Superintendent, for safe keeping easier for -us to part with our money than
during their stay, an aggregate of $11,- to worry our friends. No, give us the
756 in cash, besides watches, jewels, &c.
name of some man who will do the
A missionary is employed by the in- business and take his pay for it, and then
|

from replies, from Baptist sources, to this

few years after, he entered

and became #& member of the Meigs Quar-

York, or Boston,

er getting up to say, ** I will do it; why

but

A

In 1843 he moved to the State

to whom orders from India,and packages
from friends could be sent, and by him

went, or

otherwise provided for themselves,

was con.

the ministry, and . commenced

lascars, 196 firemen, and 118 cooks and ‘a plan would involve would be nothing
stewards. The oceupations of the others as compared to the convenience and
are given as servants, doctors, travelers, regularity it would insute.
magicians, &o. Manyof these returned
Now just here I see some good brothin

He

siah Fowler, at the age of twenty-four,
and united with the Freewill Baptist

meeting, May 26, 1880. During last year
thete were 570 inmates for a longer or

.denomina-

‘the communion

15, 1803.

verted under the preaching of Rev. Jo-

The idea of

same oue twice as a rule, and more likely.

has
All

Sunday-schonl

one centa year to spread the
we should have $70,000 for.
of far-off countries, and one
would give $840,000. How
sands would thus be taught

told, **Mr. A—— is the only man

in’ the

neighborhood who prays in his family,
ly a needejl qualification.

‘diy-sthools have jugt

his

existence

because

it is’

pleasant to do so, but simply because over

and over again, we are compelled to. Mr.

Perkins’s Walch Tower critic intimates that

Twonew Sun-

been

among the freedmen.

organized

wit

4. Thor-

waters;

<a

Soon after his baptism the subject of the
Christian ministry presented itself forcibly to his mind,and seeing his way clearly
in the matter,

he consecrated

himsell

to

there .ave cases in

there is evidence

of conversion,

of these persons correspond

and many

with the missionary wheg they retarn

endeavoring to make the

their

impression that

Christian

proggess,

and

the matter of communionis the sole is- furthep instrustion from him.
sue worth mentioning between Baptists,
WANTED;
and Free Baptists. It requires, however;
x 5

y

2

oman

ply
=
My

to

of:

seeking

pv

ae

sided fifteen years in the West,

‘He died

at * his residence “in Wappelo . County, ~
Towa, January 29, 1880, al- the advanced
age of seventy-seven years.
.
He was a wan of firmness and integrity

of character. - Ile was

not easily

by different winds ot doctrine.
built upon the rock, and

moved

He had

he was not easi-

ly persuaded to leave this foundation.
Being -well read in the Scriptures, be
could easily defend

himself

trine he preached. :
ai
As a preacher he was calm, deliberate, ,
Strangers at first sight
but: energetic.
often

were

deceived

in

him, as

his 4

pearance as a minister was not altoget
er prepossessing. Their first impression
he could
believe that
would lead then to

5

Pp.

EY
+o)we

.

‘honest
We hear
There is such an article, and a
doubt.”
a great deal about

lower

and ‘which

finally

culminated

in

death.
'
a
?
The greatest revival work in which

5. Never

Whe

id

Wi

and

servant of God.

Being

con-

his verted at the early age of sixteen years,
preaching at eighteen, at thirty-five or-

for the mioitry, by his earnest:
he {dained
ness aud zeal he won many hearts to Je.
was engaged was at Berwick,near Marion,
sus, All down through the years of his
Ohio, which resultedin the conversion of life until its close he has held up the banmore than one hundred persons where at

ner of the cross; Though disease had for,
some time past parti iy dethroned his

‘the close of a seven weeks’ meeting he
reason, the light of a Saviour’s love shone
persons and received undimmed in his’ soul, and Bible. truths
He often ex
June session of the Bulasore Q."M., held into the church tue hindred and twelve. | seemed clear in his mind,
:himselfin his lucid. moments 9
pressed
Failing
health
and
a
broken’
constitu“with the Saiitipore church. THe churches
waiting fol the change... . ..
were well represented and the toeetings tion obliged him to relinquish the pasHe ‘has been in fellowship with the
torate andto secure respite from severe | Freewill
years:
yes
Baptist cliurch for many
full of interest.”
t and worThe jetters from the various churches mental toll. Being anxiadus for the sup- His Christian life was consisten
ssessed of) &
imitation, always
were hopeful and altogether the condi- port of his increasing family, which was thy of and
quie Spirit, is funeral services
meek
wholly
dependent
upon
his
earnings,
he
tion of things ‘in the Qi M. is cheerful.
S. P. Waldron,
by Rev.
were conducted
On our way to and from the Q. M,, it became one of the editors of the Wil selecting
the text from 2d Tim., part of

:
"The writer has . just-returned from the _baptizéd ninety

they receiveto their membership not a
few persons who are thoroughly Armini- was our privilege to pass a part of a day |
an and as suth belong in, Arminian
chtirches.
Supposing’ Calvinism to be each time with Miss Crawford. Among
many pleasant things enjoyed, was one
dead, and having the privilege assured of that called up pleasant memories as well
‘believing
to them of inviting ‘ali their
as bitter disappointments. I refer to a
friends to the Baptist communion table,
dish
of apple-sauce,
which had been prethey see no particular. reason why they
‘pared
especially
for
the
occasion. I can
1d join the Free, in preference to the
taste
it
yet,
and
ever
and
anon I beginto |
s.
Baptist
r,
Regula
say,
‘In
my
father's
house
is enough and
Understanding it, then, to be true that
to
spare.”
1
promised
Miss,
Crawford,
be,
might
Calvinism'is not so dead as it

rules for teachers: ¥. Never tell a pupil for preferring ‘‘ Freewill” to the’
what you can get a pupil to tell you. f comprehensive
term ‘‘ Free.”
8. Never undertake to teach when your

which

the former had: ar evident ‘‘ object” in

Prof. Wilkinson givés ‘the following we still see no good and sufficient reason
more

2. Connect what,
you do tell your pupil
us be ‘with something which he already knows,

cast upon the

foreign lands, giving him an accoupt

but little thought and observation to perBaptists ‘lose more than
scholar ‘gave: céive that Free
gain by overlooking the deeper doc,
‘they
work abroad,
trinal differences between the two denomthe children
inations. Baptists are accustomed pricent a. month:
.vately to muke such practical concessions
many thoutouching the communion that every year
of Christ in

‘This pupil is not paying attention.
Thus God ‘oughly master your subject,

horror of great darkness.”

than another

life, it was, that

mington Journal and

afterward the Reg:

ister, which under his zealous labors secured a large circulation. He was also
cotiniected with the Blanchester Press.

fourth verse,’ ‘I, have fought » good _
A profusion of flowers covered
casket. The * Temple of
and
the altar,
Hanar,” of which he was a member, fol-

fight.”

his remainsto their last resting
On July 1, 1858, he was married near lowed:
in procession with their
place, forming
Blanchester, Ohio, to Mary E. Whitacre
noer and regalias draped in mourning,
who during the twenty-two years of mar= paying the last sad duties to their loved

listen to
chaplain. They can no longer
words, but his counsel und
cheering
|'his
counsellor, sympathetic companion, shar- upright life make afitting example for
oe
ing in his joys and" sorrows as no other them to follow.
Jit
ried life was. his-eonstant helper,

vise

A large assembly of friends. and neighanother visit
iia very few days, intending’ but a faithful wife could.
bors gathered at the church ‘where thatn
Tn
April,
1879,
Mr.
Whitacre
and
fam.
“to stay at least one whole week, and take
4
‘voice now hushed in’ death has so ofte

myfamiles-5

0

0

I ‘read in the Star,

Ln

inthe

ily went to Iowa Falls, Iowa, -and locat-

columnsof ed.on a farm pear the city, wherehe bad

market reports, Dried apples, E1sterh and

hoped

he might. regain’ his

health and

and so earnestly been lifted in admonition

and exhortation, to pay the:last tribute of

respect to
work | mourned.

one

who will be missed

i

an

yor

his _
With great tenderness and patience
7 1-2c. ‘Quartered, 6 to 7¢. Evaporated, ofthe pastorate. Something less than a family and friends watched over and,
01,
whatever that means, choice new,14 to.15¢. year ago he exchanged his farm for the’ cared for him during the weary weeks
hardware
stock
of
Hon.
T,
B.
Knapp,”
of
J
‘
illness.
last
hig
Peaches new,14 to 15¢. Blackberries11 to
it be said.of him, he was one
Northern,

new

sliced;

per

1b. 6 1-2 to

soon be able to resume

the active

good many possess it in its genuine form.
But the characteristic of those who secure
consider
that
you
know
a
thing
until
you
a
‘In
sive
impres
ce
it is that they are never content to keep
presen
his
made
Falls,ahd moved his family to town
0. Re- 1 it, any mére than the chrysalis is content 12¢. Beans$1,65 to $1.70 best. Mediums Towa
land not theirs® Tn Egypt is meant. can say it in more than one way.
where he lived till thé day of his death.
‘$1.45
10
$1.50.
1
remember
now
that
|
430. member that you teach by what you ' are, to maintain its aurelian shape. Thi best Miss Crawford said that she sent onde for | In April, 1879, Mr. Whitacre and famLise How hundred years:i-3o-was
the departureof Abrani,et of 7. Teach under divine inspiration.—5."S. remedy for honest doubt .is honest inquia peck of white beans, but never after ily wentto Towa Falls, Towa, and locatry. Christian at Work.
ar
7
:
Lay
Times.
«4

ee

friends

annual

Morning

_ The point in mind was

tain whether

teachers are required to be church-mem-

a

protected from all birds of prey.

them. ' There is

home,

lls o Riot b 0

I have before me the last annual report

&c.,.a8 to be justly regarded, as they al-

recognize

Mr. Spurgeon’s school in London

to the Speaker's

over

of the

the doctrines’ of divine decrees,
atonement, final perseverance,

HERAT

SHR

years.

which comes

o The birds divided he not” The Le:

. truth, his holy

sweet

‘It may interest the the preaching of the glerious gospel of not preach; but aftér hearing
‘and Buzzell. Without going back far- denominations.
him they
peace in the Holy Ghost. He counted ther than five years,we could fill this paper readers of the Star to know that Mr. John
would Teadily change their opinions.
the
Son
of
God!
i
ts
arguments and appeals
it tp him for righteousness. By this it with extracts from acknowledged Bap- Freeman, who has been Supérintendent
Having completed his college course at Hi# powerful
js apparent: 1. That Abram, godly as he tist authorities, whose bottom and sub- frqm the. organization of the institution, Hillsdale he entered manfully inté the against infidelify, in its various phases,
No one ever al
are seldom equalled.
was, had no righteousness of his own. stance are their Calvinism.”
Now, is'deacon of a General Baptist church in + work of the ministry. His first pastorate tempted to reply to his bold and lucid ar2. That righteousness was imputed unto whether the difference between Baptists - London, of which Rev. Thomas Goadby,
hey “were unanswerable.
was at New Hope, Ohio, where he was Fuments.
him, faith being taken as an equivalent and Free Baptists is especially in the mat- D. D., was formerly pastor. Ile is an
erhaps others excelled him as a pastor
ordained
and
preached
acceptably
for
and revivalist. - but ip the preaching of
for a perfect life. 3. Thatthat imputation ter of communionor not; it seems evident earnest Christian
man, and able to consome time. Resigning his charge there the Werd to promiscuous: congregations,
was of grace, and not ofright. Faith can enough that such a difference still ex- verse with some of the ‘inmates id their
him. He
he became pastor at Butterville, Goshen, but few preachers excelled
:
have no * claim” that can be recognized ists, on other grounds, as to make it nec- own language.
.
spent u long life in the service of his .
Centerburg,
Chagrin
Falls
and
Berwick,
rightas being a sufficient substitute for
aster, and no doubt rests from. his laessary to emphasize still the doctrine, us . But, what of the results? A primary all in Ohio. His pastorate at Centerburg
eousness. It makes no demands, but Randall preached it, of Free Will and object of this institution is to care for the continued about”four: years, resulting in bors. He leaves a family of several ¢hil-,
parts of the”
rather kneels in humility. With” only
dren, scattered in various
Free Salvation. No doubt:€alvinism, to- moral and physical wants of, theSe men much good to the church and building up West,
BARRETT.
H.
S.
faith as a condition, how easily rightousday, goes bat little abroad among the while they are strangers if a strange
—
Rutland, Ohio.
Tie
.
ness ought tg be obtained!—
Nat. S. 8. masses, but the old giant is still in his land, and this object is secured, and they the cause of Zion.
uP
WW
In
“connection
with
pastoral
work
ie
:
.
Teacher.
strongholds, not dead but sleeping ¢ with go away with good impressions of Chris- there, he became principal of the Ohio _
od
.REV. WARREN A. POTTER.
—_———
A
one.eye open.” Controversy over simply tians and Christianity, and are preserved Central Normal school, which required a
died at bis
Warren A. Potter
Rev.
| SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
the communion question does not require from evils and dangers with which’ they large part of his time and-attention; and home in Monticello, Wis., July 23, 1880,
(From the Congregationalist.)
| his presence in the field of strife, but he would otherwise come in contact. And the double work of thg school and the of heart disease. He was born in BenHis life,
The Lord ‘Chancellor of England has is doubtless ready to show himself when so far as the work of ‘the “missionary is
nington, Vt., Jan. 12, "1820.
commencing sixiy years ago, has been
been a Sunday-school teacher for forty the times shall demand.
‘We do not thus concerned, while much of it;:ig-as: bread
devoted to his chosen work, a faithful folI

by ‘the He-

government

which

of this institution, as read at

in the matter, of com-

so generally accept Calvinistic

not only for his salvation, ‘but for all
things, and then will he have joy and

Mvitical Jaw did not allow birds to be di- |

“w

may put

a day; “chickens

turn to their native lands.

Four years ago, a correspond-

views on
election,

from a.verb that means to cut, hence to and therefore the only. man fit to be
«« make a covenant” is literally16 ‘‘cut a superintendent of your school.” Certain_ covenant,”

other way opens by

Star, ‘“ whether it is not true that the

“offered as a-burnt offering to God. * Divid- youth, the tine of all times. »
t
|
ed them in the midst.” These creatures were |;
A missionary organized a school, at
© cat inte-two parts lengthwise and separatSylvania in Arkansas, and when inquiring
"ed from each other and the parties:to -the
for
a%uitable superintendent
for it was:
covenant passed between them; an ‘allufor" ‘covenant

you

sweet,

Iowa Falls, and moved his family to town

meat ditto abounds, and from ‘this there best thought and the whole energy of his
going to the Home, and have been rob-p is no variableness nor shadow of turning, /
bed of all they possess ; others have been except to fasting ; though such a diet as’ ; A Taithfil wife and five interesting

periences, he must be led to trust God,’ which do not maks it essentially less Cal-

: slaying them was concerned, but were not

brew word

that

But
ed, the institute is self-supporting.
some of these strangers are destitute. Some
of them have fallen int6 evil hands before

minds re-enters

Baptists

And sooner orlater, in one

of idolatry.

fered insacrifices to God. These animals
were inthis instance, sacrificed ‘so far as

. gion to this custom.is shown

human

ent asked in the columns

prom-

slave!

the

tists is ‘¢ especially

'munion.”

By what

Faith often needs confirmation,

home,

“4
abound in seaports, and are on the look- country, as well as food.
out for prey. The institution was founded | readers of these lines pause

Baptist friends received the declaration of

bers ; 103 scholargare church-menubers.
The widow of the'late' John C. Green
shall I know. This was asked by | gives $100,000 to the American Sundayie
Abram as others in similar circumstances school Union for the purpose; of develophave asked. Jud. 6:17; 2 Kings 20: 8. «pg a higher order of Sabbath-school lit-

« Wheraby

however

=

Arabia, south of Mesopota-

mia.
“Ur.” ‘The modern Mugheir,
near the confluence of the Tigris and
Euphrates.

“There is more than music in these words,

where he lived till the day of his death.
He with bis wife ‘united with the First

Home, giving them
portions
of the
inquiry.
These replies were such as to
Scriptures
in
their
several
languages,
and
make it clear that the communion. quesreligious
instruction
when
he
has
opporlearned to rely upon God rather than
tion is not the only obstacle. ~ One of
upon anything external. He believed in these replies contained the following sen- tunity. He also visits foreign vessels'in
SEL
2
—
*r ere
the doeks for the express purpose of
his goodness, his power, and his wisddm,
§
tepces:
*
The
communion
question,
is
work
things
all
make
would
Christian
mission
work.
During
the
last
he
and that
{
REV. W, WHITACRE.
among the Jeast that divide the #reewill
year he paid 142 visits to 58 large vessels, |
together for good to him who loved God.
tev. Wilford Whitacre was born in
Baptists and the Baptists in our country”
Henceforward he walked as seeing him
“mostly steamers, and besides giving - ad- | Blanchester, Ohio, Aug. 30, 1833,and died
—« Whatever the difference was or 18 bewho is invisible.” He had learned the
tween the Freewill and the Regular Bap- dresses where congregations could be of consuinption, July 7, 1880, at his home
lesson that every man must learn whom tists, it is made very little less by adopt- collected, and conversing with individuals in Iowa Falls, Hardin Co., Towa.
God calls out of the land of Ur. First ing ‘free commuaion.’”
he distributed 446 copiesof the Scrip;
In the same tuttes.
Converted in early life he united with
or
port
*"
EEA
jor
come the repentance and the belief in eolumn-in whieh these
int-|
repli
the
Freewill Baptist church, in which
salvation that leads one out of that land ed, the Star expressed itself thus:
Old ious tracts, in twenty-five different lan- from his boyhood he had been interested.

Confidence in the Lord

full,

the pastorate.
Something less than g
year ago he exchanged his farm for the
hardware stock of Hon: T. B. Knapp, of -

Minor, Arabia, Egypt, Turkey and the
and Arminius are dead. We saw lately South Sea Islands. Most of them were forwarded to us, annually or otherwise
with what face some of our *¢ Regular” connected with ships; there being 200 as directed. . The extra expense that such

ApraM'S Farr. He believed in the.
Lord. Atlast, completely, he trusted in
him as his shield and his exceeding. great
reward. He did not, be it noted, merely
believe in his word, but in himself. He
no longer felt any uneasiness relative to
God's time, or God's way. He had

The word

qualities in Him which assure us.
goodness

soon be able to resume the active pork of

any of those white feans on the table, I
don’t know where I would have been
now, but I think most likely at Miss
Crawfords. Dried apples, peaches, and
Beans, dried apples and peaches.
beans.

glso covers the other im-

ways have been, a Calvinistic

He accepted it

of a perception

the

ises, was to be not a son, but a

:

~of the Lord was enough.

Baptists.

go to London as sailors; and are in dan“ger of being robbed and otherwise injured by the class of nien and women who

again and again the old fields of conflict.
It is, to say the least, an open question,
whether. the old issues between Calvin

all

was old and childless, he asks how God
can fulfill his word to him.
«Steward of my house.” Most modern
critics think this means ** is the heir of
my house.” How he came to be ‘the

'-

so

nothing,

were

«« What wilt thou give me?” What reward wilt thou give me? * Seeing I go

father

Free

Many of these

and South Sea Islanders.”

he had

hoped he might regain his health aud

.
shipwrecked, and have been picked up |. this may have the merit of being a healthy ‘children mourn their loss.
He was buried from the Baptist church
in one, I protest that it is not always palatalanded
and
vessel,
passing
some
by
portant ix.
‘Communion.
forwarded ble. In our agony we have written har- on July 7, 1880, where solemn and imOpposition to the ¢¢ Freewill,” however, London, and others have been
Cow.
found rowing letters to friends asking them to pressive services Were held.
‘who
consuls
should not proceed on the supposition to London by British
0-0-0
ror
send
us
something
to
relieve
this
dreadthem
’
destitute
in
continental
European
that Calvinistic theology is defunct, and |
REV. GEORGE A. STEBBINS.
ful monotony, and just here the trouble
need of longer emphasiz- ports. These destitute persons are prothat there is no
Rev.
George A. Stebbins was born
begins.
If
they
respond
you
are
loving|
vided for gratuitously, and Kept till eming Randall's doctrine of Free Salvation.
ly
informed
tfat
this
is
a
gift
from
Aunt
near
the
city of Rochester, in the State of.
ployment
is
found
forthem,
or
some
The old issues between Calvinists “and

* Freewill "yuif

end of his life seemed to be drawing near,

shall be .exceeding great,” a rendering
fer.

of

religious

Home for Asiatics, Africans

Strangers’

long as he had no son to whom he could. Arminians are not so sharply drawn toleave them. They were as transitory. as day as formerly, but, after all, they may
his own life. It is no wonder that be not so much dead as dormant. A wisAbram’s faith isethis matter was. sorely ty liberalism envelops our age, through
tried. God’s promises and God's provi- which the outlines of things appear soniedences did not seemto agree. * From him what blurred and broken. The atmos>was to spring a great nation, and yet year phere may change in another generation.
by year his natural force was abating, the In the revelation of thought about relig--

Septuagint this is rendered, ¢* thy reward

. which some

and influence

power,

against Chedorlaomer. He had also to
fear the corruption of his family by the
surrounding idolatry.

that

and

it save palpable and weighty reasons
such as, to the great majority of the denomination, East and West, seem'to have
* Free” not enly
no present existence.
sufficiently covers the point expressed by

(ABRAHAM'S Question: What wilt thou
Gen. 15: 1-18,
til
4
give me seeing 1 go childless? In that
Notes and Hints.
question the secret hurt of Abram’s heart
things.” About three found utterance. He was not satisfied in
these
«« After
months after the events of the lastlesson. God alone. He desired the tangible re«In a vision.” One of the usual ways ward that had\been ‘promised’ to him.
of God's revelation to the apostles, proph- His thoughts were running uponi pos.etsand patriarchs.
terity. He longed to have in his arms a
had enemies to child of hisown,. To him his possessions,
+ Fear not.” Abram

as

only

and

benevolent institutions of London is ¢* The

action tak-

old designation of Freewill Baptists

W. H.

numerous

the

Among

7

gf

en at the recent General Conference, the
time seems net far distant when the denomination will abandon altogether the

¥. God even binds himself in a cove-

.

“ Abraham believed God
TEXT:
GOLDEN
and it was counted unto him for right.
=
Rom.4:3.
cousness.”

_ fear

.

ed on a farm near the city, where

"| heard of them; and that is-what I“meant
as the'disappointment. Had there heen

THE STRANGERS' HOME.
BY

—

right here,
II, God will provide the waysfor bring- | The * Freewill ” is certainly falling into
and
draw
no
conclusions,
nor
make any
these
protect
and
for
disuse, and if there is no good rea- in 1857, to provide
ing his promises to pass.
tesolves, and ‘above all * put on the cloak
proare
lodging
and
Board
persons.
IIL. Confidencein the Lord when he son for. retaining it, of course it wouldbe vided at a fair price for those who are of charity,” lest you say, that the writer
betterto drop it. A mere sentimental atspeaks is an excellence in man.
able to pay for them, and this class is | is making a strong bid, for charitable
IV. Our only righteousness with God tachment to the name is not enough to
benefits. Tmean only this, my friends,
justify its retention; nothing can justify numerous, and as faras they are concernisfaith.,
+,
%

Gal. 2:19.
Gal. 2:10—=19.

Likeness to Abraham.
Tikeness to-Abraham.—

—

to his

~ F. God is a shield and a reward
1
servants.

DAILY READINGS.
Abrahamic descent. Matt. 3: 1—8.
Faith of Abraham. Rom. 4: 116.

M.
T.
We

BY REV. C. A. BICKFORD.

the

God's presence, and of his ratifying
covenant with Abram.
Ea
~ PRACTICAL LESSONS.

.

OR “FREE.”
FFREEWILL"

These were symbols’ of |

burning lamp.”

vi

iy

Communications.

The

Amorites.”

of the

Amorites'were then so strong that the
name was often used for that of Canaanites.
« Behold, @ smokiny furnace and a

J. A. HOWE.

PROF.

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

The iniquity

si

.
i

fr

‘Well may
who ‘ has been kept by the

power

©

God troul-fuios unto salvation ” and 18

in possession of the divine inheFuGe,
he

MN

|

THE BREVITY OF PASTORATES.
chirch.

One of the workers of the-world

Living toiled and toiling died ;

And only a few men sighed.

as great as it is among other Protestant
denominations.

:

One of the heroes of the world

.

i

Fought to‘conquer, then fought to fail,

‘And fell down slain in his blood-stained mail,

<e
And over his form they stept;
bis banner furled;
His cause was lost-and‘And only a woman wept.

If they add. .much

consumed

dreary process of candidating.
rk denominations must look

healing songs from an o’erwrought
heart,
:
But ere nien listened the grass and wind
wave;
a
like
Were wasting the rest unsung
And now of his fame-that will ne’er depart

to it,

they will have the most stable ministry in
the country.” Even now they possess the
advantage that there is. always ‘a pastor,
for every church, and never an interval,
between the going of one minister dnd
the coming of another,

One of the singers among mankind ,

to

their

% humility is perfect and proportioned
but that which makes us hate ourselves
as corrupt,
but respect ourselves as immortal,—the humility .that kneels in the
dust, but gazes on the. skies.—drcher
Butler.
>

. THE GREAT VEGETABLD

JOY OF HEART.
A street fiddler,. who' had been a most
profane and dissipated chdracter, was re-

in-

| Rheumatism,

of our

readers

to

preach

themselves

a

ferior, and fall behind in usefulness.

Western States it is even shorter.

Tak-

sermon as they idle away the summer Sing the country at large, we doubt that
Sunday morning on the mountains or by the average duration of the pastorate in
Fo our own churches will exceed three or
.
the beach.
Three or four year$ ago a half-drunken
three and-a half years. *'The facts are
____young fellow, driving furiously along a amazing, und disgraceful “and disastrous

crowded street, ran gver a little child and

as they are amazing.
:
hurt his spine. The boy was the son of | The loss sustained by the churches and
a poor cobbler. His bed was a straw the ministry,owing to the frequent changes

pallet on a garret floor. When the injury
was pronounced incurable he was removed from the hospital to this bed.
There

was nothing for him to look forward to but

years of misery in the filth and half darkness of the wretched garret.
His mother
was dead. . His father in the shop below

could

barely

keep

them from

starving.

The young fellow who hurt him’ was sorry but what could he do? He was a fast
i fs on a small salary Now and then

of pastors, is beyond

one to estimate.

the

ability

{

of any

Think-of the time the

ministry spend in the single occupation of
moving. Think of the money required
to change the residences of the whole
twenty thousand Baptist ministers of
America every three years. Think of the
interval while the church is destitute of a

pastor, often amounting to one-third" its
whole history, a period practically
lost

$

Y

PERSONAL WORK.

*¢ How

Jvith the poor ‘babies, and when he went
back to his hotel wrote to his mother of

the pleasant sunny rooms with flowers in the windows and pictures on the
walls, aid the motherly nurses taking
care of the little children.
*‘I have seen

been
him
him
and

nothing

which

pleased

me

better

in

God will care so little

for the

happiness

Force, the Dispersion of the Body,

books, pictures for

woman

who lifted

The good

them all.
him

toys,

were

there

acquaintance;

smiled

at

him;

he thought his mother must have looked

like that.

Outside

the maples

reddened

in the sun and:rustled.in at the windows,

and thé
nests.
- brought
the city
his cure.
full

of Christ's love

and tell him of

teach him,"

came to

his unkhown Saviour.

At his bed head hangs a little card which
he probably never has read or under,of
stood ; *¢ In memory of Richard
Dla
Sussex, England.”
Something - this little story hints -in a
. dim way of the infinite inextricable tangle

. of human lives and their inexorable influWhen the English
ence on each other.

lad obeyed the generous impulse to give
a moment's pleasure to the little children

as he passed,how could he tell that he lift~

ed this other life up into the sunshine for
alltime? ‘‘‘I'he word that -we speak today,” days the Arab proverb,‘ shall it not
in

Inthose denominations which require

a collegiate and theological training as
indispensable to the ministry, like the
Congregational and Presbyterian, the evil
exists in full force, even asin those like
the Episcopal, where the

requirement

is

chirped and built their not so imperative.” Perhaps the ministry
were dainty little meals may partake of the general discontent of,
There was the best ekill the age, whigh leads everybody to rush
command given to effect and fret in order to improve his condition,
women with their hearts ‘which inspires men to take enormous

robins
There
to him.
could
Good

meet us

er.

and again

* Tribune. .

OONFIDENCE IN OHRIST.

upon

iS%Shed

wasting spirit with refreshing consolation
My sonl ladguishes, but soon it will exult
in thee; my flesh withereth, but after a

compelled

perish ? Thou

Satan shall not have

power

over thee.

firmly believe, nothing doubting, ‘that
thou wilt permit me to enter the marriagesupper of the Lamb.

. Thou

hast

clothed

me with the wedding garment, which I
received when baptized (Col. 8: 27) into

“Christ; nor will 1 stitch to this precious,
most beautiful robe the tattered

rags: of

my righteousness. How dare I spoil its
beauty with my abominable tatters? In
this robe will appeat before thy face,
when thou wilt judg ge the world in righteousness - and trath.—Gerhard's Medita-

) tions.

:

recent
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or
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;

used
it will

never

irreligious
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and
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to read
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y
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ho are over us..
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NEW

YORK

AND

Saxon race; but it is difficult

for us to

yield to the unwritten law, by the mere
determination of our will, when there is

to enforce it.— Watchman.
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GRAY!'S

(Will
send post paid.)

. GLEANINGS. .
TY
There is this special value in a life like
shows

how much

God's

“We talk of religious education,

the

of our courage as searchingly, though not

as terribly, as battlefield or fire or wreck.
For wo are born into a state of war ; with

falsehood and
misery; in

a

disease and wrong

thousand

forms,

lying

and.
all

around us, and the voice within calling
on us to take our stand as men in the
eternal battle against these. And in this’
life-long fight, to be waged by every one
of us single-handed against a host of foes,
the last proof and test of our courage
and manfulness, must be loyalty to truth,

the most raré and difficult of all. haman
qualities, For such loyalty, as.it grows

in perfection, asks ever more and more of
.

case = ot
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pires.
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‘THE TRUTH

OF

Butler,

cone.

Gospels. and the

schools

THE
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a

Corinthians.

It is an

and

reading.
$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.
Lectures

familys
iy

BIBLE;

an

lent book for ail who would ‘‘search.
tures.” Twenty-two lectures
ou the

excel.

the Scripmost im-

poTtans points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
Cts.
at
Minister's Manual,
;
designed especially for ministers.
but useful

for

all

church

mempers.,

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different juestings} Formulas and Suggestions.

The Rules of Order are comprehénsive, and yet

very concise and well auianged ; stating in fiftéen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deHerative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents.
<
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The Fhuich SM cwny ens Maoh

:
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e wrok,
and every Christian
by reading it, 26 es postage
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INSTITUTE.

— Pittsfield,

Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
«al, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
ull beard of teachers. Expenses low.
!
4a For Catalogue address K.-Bachelder, A.
; 8., Princi
Jor C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
%

Pittsfield,
EW

:

i

Me,, Aug, 2, 1880.
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HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
—New Hamp0 H.
Rev. A; B. Meservey, Ph.
D.

ton

principal, with eight associate teachers.
| courses of study or both sexes. Connec
with
the Institutionis the best commercial college in
New England,
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Benmanship in’ the State. Bipenses
lees than in any other/of like grade. Four terms
| of 10 weeks each.
all Term Begins August 23,
18680; Winter Term begins Nov.
15 1580. Spring
| Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins
| Apr. 18, 1881. Summer Term closes June 28;
d
for Catalogue to,
.

REV, A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Rules of Order.
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- are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents,
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Denomination, which contains a historNormal, , ieal statement, apd a brief notice of our doc.
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Commercial, College Preparatory and two College /trinal pasis,chyreh polily ana institutions,
courses, viz. : Classical and
ScientificOn Filth &, Covenant is a confession of
17 ar...
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week,
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
‘For further information apply’ to A, A. MoULPrinting
Establish:
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TON, A. M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
statement,
&e. Published
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of home, or the uninterrupted esteem of
his fellow-men?
Itis mean to say that
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10 meet serious cases, contains all the FS

Sores,.

to Christ.. He has been a most useful
a kindly Irishwoman on the lower floor,as of the fretting and worrying associated in Christian ever since... But he told me-that
1 was the first person who had talked -to
wretched as themselves, would ‘run up to the minds of both minister and: layman
* « hearten the creature up a bit”: but with all this moving, the chafing and dis-. him about his soul in nearly twenty years.
that was all.
The only view from the satisfaction which lead- to it. Think of One hour of pastoral work did more for
that man than the pulpit effort of a lifesquare window was a corner of the next thé souls of the
people lost because of the
Sie
roof, and the event of the day for the mis- disgust holies by quarrels and bick- time.—7'. L. Cuyler.
erable cripple was to see the cats climb erings which attend these separations.
' THE APOSTATE'S OREED.
along it, or fight each other. Foul smells
But the most serious evil of all is the
and foul language came up from the effect produced on. the minds of young
The following grim travesty is perpe.
rooms below to him. There seemedto men who feel drawn to the office of. the trated by the Independent :
be no other possible chance for his life iinistry, but finally turn from it on ac- |
“¥'béliévein the chaotic. Nebula, Self-exthan to die down into still more brutal ig- count ofthe degradation it suffers in these
stent Evolver
of Heaven: and. earth, and
norance and misery, to go out like an ill- days, when a man is no sooner through
in the differentation of its original "homosmelling flame into the eternal night.
with the recognition service than he finds geneous Mass, its first-begotten Product,
Now, just at that time a little English
occasion to beginto prepare his farewell which was self-formed
into
separate
lad, who had come with his father to visit sermon. The Presbyterian press is giv- ‘worlds; divided into land and water; selfthe Centennial Exposition, while passing ing more attention to this phase of the organized into plants and animals; reproalong a quiet street of the city in ‘which matter than any other, and their state- duced in like species; further developed
the cripple lived, saw some pale-faced ment is that their ministry is coming from into higher orders; and finally refined,
children peering at him out of the win- a lower grade than that from which rationalized, and perfected in Man. . He
dows ofa loge house set ‘back among it . came
two
generations
ago.
Is descended from the moukey, ascended to
trees.
Over the gate was. the name, it any wonder? Who, except one accus- the Philosopher, and sitteth down. in .the
Children’s Hospital. The boy's kindly tomed to hardship, and ‘no longer “sensi- rites and customs of Civilization, under
English heart wasitouched; he turned tive to it, will enter a profession in which, the laws of a developing Sociology. Fromm
and went in, jokgd and played awhile unless he proves to have exceptional™abil- thence he shall come again, by the disintegration of the culminated Heterogenfrom the records of its usefulness.
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Christ's life, the more earnestly and faithfully we stady it.— Hughes' “Manliness of
Christ.”
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cently led to the Lord Jesus Christ. At
The average~‘pastorate grows shorter; a‘meeting of friends the musician rose to
He wished to tell
instead of longer. The evils of such a relate his experience.
of his. exceeding great happiness, but
brief
service
have
been
set
before
the
He has never heard in his grave.
churches for thirty years, with no. effect. could find'no words, until the appropriAll denominations are troubled in about ate illustration of his former émployment
One of the women who only love,
Loved and grieved and faded away—
equal degrees, and no system of ecclesi- -ogeurred to him, and he said, ¢“1t is as if
playing in my
y| astical governmentis exempt. The Bap- I had a fiddle always
Ah me! are these gone to the God above,
,
heart!” The Psalmist of Israel had said
What more of each can I say?
tists,
the
Congregationalists,
the
PrésbyThey are humangflowers that flower and fall,
terians, the Episcopalians, lament it alike. centuries ‘before, ¢ Let them that love
This is the song"and the end of them all.
thy name be joyful in thee ” (Psa. 5: 11);
And. all * thoughtful
men
perceive
—Arther O'Shaughnessy.
and the Apostle Paul exhorted the EpheS-0-O--0
that it is increasing. In one of the New
>+0
England States it 1s said that the average sians {a*‘ make melody in their heart to
:
ONLY A ORIPPLE.
.
; duration of the pastoral settlement in one the Lord” (Eph. 5: 19). The poor fid‘Here is an incident, true in every de- of the largest of these ‘denominations is dler had evidently entered into pussession
tail, which may serve .as a text for some
two and a half years, In some of the of the heavenly gift.— Cristian Herald.
Sang
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But others worked and the world went on
‘And was not changed when he was gone,
A strong arm stricken, a wide sail furled;
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THE MORNING. STAR, AUGUST 11, 1880.‘
I have a great respect for your
an occasion,
derdmination, and should be glad to meet the
old abolitidnists. ~~ Yours very truly,

* 8. E. SEWALL.

Tee

:
ae

1880.

15th July,

:

CAN

My Dear Sir:—Gladly would I join you
and my other anti-slavery friends on the 25th,
but the state of my own health and illnessin my
I ean
family, both prevent my leaving home.
‘only send you all my heartiest sympathy. and
hope that you may haye a pleasant reunion.

that
spoken praise as I have remembered
I welcomed them to a church or a minis-

try that had never bought and sold them.
We may well pronounce the anti-slavery
record of the Freewill Baptist church a

Faithfully yours,

WENDELL PHILLIPS.

or
Rev, OQ. B. Cheney.

PRES.

CHENEY :—

the

to -attend

and courtesy of your invitation.

baal of human clavery: But we are not
here to fight over again the battles so
well fought by them, most of whom have
passed to a country where ‘all are free in
Christ Jesus the Lord, but to face with all
humility and earnestness: the work which
the new century brings to the sons of

kindness

-for-the

you

Pear S1r:=T thank

‘happy one, for upon it there is no stain.
Our fathers'never bowed the knee to the

aly 9, 1880.

LEICESTER,M Ass

0

:

H,
“Freewill Baptist Centeunidl at Weirs, N. Antiinst., and especially its” *

the Sth

on

slavery day.” It would beyond a doubt be a
interesting occasion to me; and one
most
which, if my powers of pliysical endurance
were equal to out-of-door meetings (as I imThere
.agine this to be) I should much €njoy.
was no * religious” paper, which came to the

and stimulate us by their presence. God
bless them. May their last days be as
peaceful as their early struggles were
glorious.
As the obligationto love one’s country

me

interested

which

so much, and which seemed so. clear-sighted
‘and brave, and was-at the same time so able).
with slavery,
on nearly all points of the contest
as the Morning Star; certainly there was no
exception to this unless it were the Covenan-

ter, of Penn., which

rests

been well told, .and from

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

than

take

|

engagements for every day of
that it will not be possible for
your invitation. I ‘wanted to
good friends and talked over a

gittle the two questions of temperance and anti-slavery, but it is impossible. - On the first I
have been misrepresented, and have a personal
motive for desiring to be present; and on the
last question, it would give me pleasure to

talk a little, but much more to hear the old
veterans. Your stalwart ideas in politics as in
*

have from the first impressed
1 J pr most truly yours,

:

My

. hand.

Dear

me.

D. F. Davis.
MENTOR,

‘Sir:—Yours

7th

Itis quite impossible for me

is at

to attend

your meeting. I am so overwhelmed with work.
Thanking you for your kind inyitation,
I remain very truly yours, J. A. GARFIELD.

»

0. B. Cheney, Lewiston, Me.

?

HARTFORD,

CT. June

12, 1880.

Dear Sir:—I regret that I shall not™be able
to attend your meeting, full as it will be of interesting remembrances.
Ihave not forgotten |
- and shall not forget the-comfort it was to me
vhen making the investigations needed. for

writing the © Key to Uncle
«come upon the record of the

and see how they honored

Tom’s Cabin,”

to

Freewill Baptists

Christ

in the

per-

son of his poor afilicted ones
My husband, the Rev. C. E. Stowe, feels the
warmest interest in your coming anniversary,

being fully acquainted with

the

formation

of

the society which is to hold “its re-union at
.~ ‘Weirs, the particulars of which he has just

related tome.

Ifhis health would permit, he

‘would greatly enjoy being present with Christian brethren for whom he has so high an esteem.
Very truly yours,

H. B. STOWE.
WARHINGTON,

D, C., May

16, 1880.

PRESIDENT CHENEY':—
My

DEgAR

SIr:—I have little hope

able
to attend

fo

the centennial

and

of being

triennial

in half of Virginia,

for an empire, containing more than a
million of inhabitants, about a third of
whom are nearly or remotely connected

you invite me, I would bear
doubtful testimony.
When

ctant or
no r
I escaped from

slavery forty-two years ago, and sought liberty in New England, the Freewill Baptist
churches were abgut the only churches open,as
a rule, forthe advocacy of the canse of the slave.
You were not ashamed of the negro’s cause when
it was hated and despised, when he was perse-

cutéd and mobbed
‘ shared

ingly.

his

The

ignominy

from «ity to city.

Morning

bravely

and

You

unflinch-

Star gave light and

hope far beyond the limits. of your ‘religious
denomination. It wasa star of hope to the
It declared the
¢ enslaved and down-trodden.

whole counsel of Truth,Justice and Humanity

‘against the great erime of slavery .

Among

the first to open his pulpit to me "in those

days, was Rev. Martin Cheney, of Providence,
R. I, a truly grand man, long gome to his
e. I was thrilled by his eloquence
etefnal

against slgvery and his courageous’ example.

For in that day it required jomething more
than a warm heart and generous impulses to
It required
take up the . anti-slavery Cross.

ard,

with the African race. It is a sort of key
to the whole southern country, containing:
the very best and most intelligent class.
tian education and to ‘be brought under
Christian influence, to become sélf-supporting missionarieS. This territory lying midway between the North and the
South, penetrated by some of the
great
thoroughfares between" the East and the
many

As well might a
before a Tidrkish
agdinst a‘native
here in the very

for

the

sections,

colored

public

in

as a

representative of the race. ’
:
Or if a colored man i8 accused of crime,
especially if it be against angther colored
man, if his attorney is only smart

enough

to plead that he is a Democrat and there'fore being persectited by “his Tacé, he

stands at least a fair chance to save. him
from the chain-gang or” penitentiary. 1

know it will not be pleasant to the youffg
lady who has just been on this platform,
but I feel constrained to make” a single

their
y

Christian

at

since Lee surrebellion at

In this soil ‘yor will find

the Younes of fifty thousand of your

brave

sons and brothers who died in, the Sug.
gle for union and freedom.
You will
perhaps find fifty collegiate or normal in-

Work

grades,

several

of

a

Respectfully yours,
. FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

anti-slavery sentiment in the denomina-

tution and the laws which- declare

that

their

earnings.
ana
:
-We have here the English Church, Sti
Andrews,
the Union Chapel for all Dissenters and a Roman Cathelic Convent. Your:

correspondent attends the Chapel, where a.
Presbyterian service is conducted on Sab-

bath mornings by the Scotch missionaries
resident here. There is alsoan evening
service

conducted by

any

ministers

who

may chance to be here; Baptist; Methodist, —
Independent, etc. This community needs

the diligent labors of a true pastor, and I"
believe.

a

humble,

devoted

and

studious

tween man

toad building” has received a great impe-

and they are orthodox Hindus.
The adherents of the Somaj are Bengali babus connected with the Government offices here.

Spanish

be said

soil,

tus,

brought it into Spain, can

choose

And

and

it

new

has already

returned,

manufacturing

are heing announced.

and

enterprises

One item in regard

to the latter is noticeable.

be

a

that

Itis the

news

is
that a silk manufacturing company
chartered with: a capital of $200,000, its
works to bg located in a town in Massachusetts. The tide of emigration to the farm
lands.of the
West caused by the business
depression of the past half a dozen years,

| assuresto

the

country

food.

It Would

linen

manufactures

among

us and

an abundance

gation.

There

could

take-rank

be

with

a

In the bazar I find a Hindoo tem-

are several excellent schools’ here

mission

here,

and

three

missionaries,

two. of whom have beén here but a few
months.
This MissionTias a school for native lads, a press for printing English, Hin-

of

dooand Nepaulese, and a zayat in the bazar for preaching to the people.
The Gos-

Rel is faithfully pablished in the ears of the
Hindus, Bhuteas and Lepechers, the last
two being mountaineers 6f the Chinese or
Mongolian type of feature and language.

developed
our

gather a fine congre-

for Europeans and natives.
on
:
The Established Church of Scotland has

be of great profit if silk and
cotton

and wool products!
This would find a
home market for much of our surplus

that the affair in New

preacher could soon

heat and corn and meats, and at the same
Ee save paying out profits to Europe, for

"Mr. W. McFarland, thessenior missionary,
has been here ten ‘years; and has had fair

the manufactures which to such an extent
swell up the grand total of our yearly im-

success amongst these people.
Some of
his Nepaulese helpers are intelligent, exemplary Christigns, and thoroughly in earn-

est for the conversion of their own

psople-

Their language comes from the Sanscrit,
like our Bengali and Oriya, so I easily un-

derstand their preaching.
Not many miles from here to the west is
the Nepaul frontier

which no

European is

Benominational Hebos.

kindles only to have its light put out while
|.
thinking of the

priviigges

of school life

enjoyed by this one and that “one of its
playmates, but denied to itself? Many a
father and mother bears the hardest bura
denof all in not seeing a possible way towards educating a som or a. daughter ‘in
the lore thatis to be found within the
_|
walls of some academy or college.

feet above the sea.

B. Spalding, Rev. A. F. Schauffler, ‘John
B. Gough, Dr. Behrends, President. Bart-

of

train drops the traveler at the foot of “the

LAWRENCE CHURCH. *
:
- ‘Within two years after the construction of the dgm across the Merrimac river

hills, after nineteen hours’

at Lawrence, eight churches were

nigh fatal mail-cart; but now the

wv

Sunday-school

miles

the journey tamake in the furious and well- |

THE union communion service in Mr.
Sangean church in London, in connectioit with the recent

The Massachusetts Quarterly Mesting.

I came before,

in 1872, we had -over a hundred

lett
and ‘Rev. G. C. Waterman are among
the speakers announced, ' The music will
be in charge of Dr. Tourjee.

When

run

sweltering heat of tlie capitol.

railway
from - the

The

fiftys ized; of these the

way

to

obtain

a

done, as the traveler elécts,

tennial, was held according to announce-

either on

talk is but a half-truth.

There is 8 mar-

A

address.

Several ministers

and

offered prayer, and: the whole

aly

laymen

son, or,’as we-say in India, the mon
n
has burst, ‘Already torrents of refreshing

assembly rain have fallen, causing the lietrt
of the

united in praise. Delegates from all parts

velous nieaning of nobility and pluck and of the world | were there, some of ‘whom
endurance revealed in this half-truth, but had come as far as 16,000 miles. The
Christian Union remarks that ‘‘ the ob-'
it is a half-truth after all. *
. And what a pathos the other half of this jectiohs against this service which were
truth reveals! Suppressed ambitions and ‘some time ago made by some of the

organ-

Baptist church

sisting of Revs.S. Curtis, D. P. Cilley

ment, and is said to have been one of the

Spurgeon presided and made the

Free

miles of ascent, by the easy and gracefully was the second or third, having been orrounded zigzag-patlr up to Datjeeling, is ganized Jan. 17, 1847, by a council con-

ceri-

foot,in the saddle or by** tonga,” asough, and D. 8.
them carriedon by State and church, but
In this country, where dwells ¢ Birdo- most interesting of the commemorative two-wheeled cart drawn by . two * tats” | deceased,
this young woman borhi of parents .of
exercises. Several thousand delegates (hill ponies).
:
} | the church
whom any one might be proud will find fredom Sawin,” we are accustomedto
ixty-four
no door open to her,
Not one, save the think and to say that ay one “who wills. assembled in the great, Tabernacle.¢ Mr, - 1 |his is'the beginning of our rainy sea-. ing
stitutions of different

portion of the
SoGth, ‘among a péople,
many of whom are more generous than
either the courts of justice, the churches
then read a very .or the institutions of learning. I often
CAB Mev. 1. D. Stewart
| hear if said that the colored man in the
ntevesting paper, giving an account of eyes of the law is the equal of any man,
the rise, growth and the results of the I deny its The provisions dF the Consti-'
i

as

have four

ple, and alyo a small building occupied by
the Brahmo Somaj. The Nepaulese constitute the chief element in the population,

and beast en

:

The See¢iety for the Prevention of Cruel- «R.” Davis, who received the letter, is
considers this question with reference to
ty
to Animals has been laughed at and pastor of the Big Island Freewill Baptist allowedto cross. Nepaul is an independent
the girls. Among other ‘points it calls
kingdom, has an English * Resident” at
upon its readers to take into account derided in numberless ways and by num- church in Ohio, was never in Maine, and Khatmandu, its capitol, and is on friendly
berless
people,
yet
it
is
a
power
for
good,
"knows nothing of the person who has terms with the British government,
t whether the school chosen will send out
Its
womanly women, or manish women, of and the roughest element of New York's written him.
x
*
.population has been estimated at two milall products most hateful and repulsive. population is compelled to submit to its
lions, but there ean not be a doubt that its
:
:
:
Now is a favorable time to subscribe for
Self-reliance is praiseworthy, but flaunting dictates.
54,000 square miles furnish a home for vast:
This ‘futile attempt to inaugurite the the Star. We can supply a limited number ly more human beings than this’ low ésti+
independence is unnatural and revolting.”
‘The rajah of Nepaul isa’
While sincerely ‘appreciating ‘the senti- pastime of bull-fighting in the metropolis from the commencement ofthe Conference. mate indicates.
Hindu and exceedingly jealous of any enment with which “flaunting independence” is a subjectof laughter to the reporters ; Yeports. Only $2 per year,
croachment on either his faith or his terriis regarded, yet we should characterize it is also a newly set up landmark in the
tory by the white man. And the saddest
self-reliance with a more emphatic term progress of humaneSAideas.
EIS
“fact
I have to note now is this, that in all
than ¢* praiseworthy.”
.
CURRENT TOPICS.
that gpéat fleld of Nepaul there is not one
But there is another side to this general '——Tue New England Sunday-school asWan India Letter.
Christian preacher!
Gazing from these .
question of school education. Can we sembly for 1880 is to be: held at South
hill tops into that fair land, how my soul
:
!
.
DARJEELING,
June
28,-1880.
wholly forget that multitude of boys and Framingham, Mass., beginning August
longs to go and tell its sons and daughters
girls who can not be sent away to school, 23 and closing Sept. 1. Ample arrange- _ A sick head has driven-me up to these of the only Savior Jesus Christ!
who from the inexorable circumstances. ments have been made, and a pleasant grand hills for cold and rest. This is our
me
L.L.P.
of their lives can not work out their own time is anticipated. Dr, Vincent, A. O. Bengal - Sanitarium; only * twenty-eight
rt
tr
pe A Ap Ap
text-book education? Who is there that’ ‘Van Lennep, Mrs. Alden (Pgnsy), Dr. G. hours from Calcutta and seven thousand

not with you at the centennial Conference, ,ed"'by your benevolence.
We are very apt to
school education.
accept m y thanks for your kind invitation.
But you are still in the most favored “become deaf and blind to the fact that this
Tam, dear sir,
:
os

undertakings as soon

York proved to be so utterly a travesty of portations.
=
~a bull-fight must also be laid at the feet of |
Mr. Bergh and his agents, who were
i WE are requested to state that -the
present and who interfered in behalf of person who writes from Maine to Rev..C.
the animals several times during the «K.” Davis, in Ohio, évidenfly mistakes
course of the exhibition.
or the person whom she addresses. Rev. C.

made a

:

for new

house holders

its advent will be quickened by the perusal’
of the statistics showing the increase in
the foreign trade of this country.
Rail-

among us.

commence.

already

Ne

Calcutta, and the

or five months of quiet for counting

as the points had been sawn’off and the
ends adorned with rubber balls. The whole
‘affair is said to have caused derision on
the part of those who had taken pleasure
in witnessing the hideous struggle be-

| been modified” by a general sentiment
| which will-not tolerate the public exhibi| ‘tion of the coarser cruelties. This modification of the public sentiment "is due
more tO the prolonged and untiring labors
of Mr. Bergh than to any other man

can not pick out many a face from this

conjaining the home 6f Washington ' and
Appomattox.

soon

forget

has proved all along that there was capital
to spare

| different method in their manifestations;
l.and , secondly, those propensities have
I'S

exer-

to

~——TuAT the times are improving in busi=
ness affairs is especially seen by the governmental statistics of the exports’and imports during the last fiscal year, a summary of which was published in our news columns last week.
The low rate of interest

Moreover, the horns of

| propensities found in America

in “imag-- “throng of fresh lives, many a face which

ination ‘over this territory, larger than all
Ney v England, in the heart of the country

Jefferson, full fifteen years
‘réndered the armies of

—

|
successfully introduced into this country ; |
“-and this for two reasons: First, the brutish |
|

Editor.

who ordinarily

self-control

themselves and behave clownishly when
they are in a crowd; for example when returning from a picnic.
Don’t!”

paper

has seemed to inherently crave ever since

should be addressed to the Editor, and’ all letters
on business, remittanceg of money, &c.; should be

In an editorial the

one is

to

cise reasonable

spectacle.

colored

the ar

rival of the Bengal .Government, takes on

| the proportions of a first-class office trans.
mitting more than tenfoldits usual aii

brieflet from the Congregationalist? * How

easy itis for people

and much laughter on the part of the
uninitiated.
We very much doubtif the cruel and
barbarous amusement which the Castilian

All communications designed for publication

children.

offense is
whom- the
Then the

‘Go with her

aa

MOSHER,

as to what school they will send

that they

conceited blockhead is’ referred

brightly

The feat—

The little

on

confidence was more fully restored.
That
confidence is returning, if it caw not better

.| the Moors

school

with

very

the steers were not especially dangerous,
even if the animals had shown more life.

‘of

choice have but little time left. to decide

filled

Spanish arena.

procured,

Parents who have not

perhaps

ive no higher grade to colored people.
he crime is as great against the ignor-

reference to her:

was

AUGUST 11, 1880.

The school year will

teachers’ certificates. Oneis thoroughly,
qualified, three moderately prepared; and
two totally unfit. In most counties in
Virginia they will all alike receive a low
grade certificate,
and if the scholar pro-

disconraged and the other, is

We are

about the

season of

of a small hill station like this.

third class post-office suddenly,

ure to be derived from them are fresh in
matter. The houses fillup and the hBtéls
the mind, and while fresh in the mind,
| swarm with boarders and Waitors.
Durmay we not with profit read this editorial
ing November the Government returns to

to

fool's er-

Board for

tests he will perhapsiibe told

it may

sending

THOSE WHO CAN NOT GO.

protests of all the patrons of the school. .
Or perhaps half a dozen young colored.

County

a Register

G. F.

Ee

‘Lures about picnics which lessen the pleas-

streaming from their ends were comparatively harmless, and the rosette with

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

spite of his infamous character and the
people apply To the

of Me;

WEDNESDAY,

man.

proved to be a liar and a drunkard, and is
set aside hy his associates in the ministry,
he has only to proclaim himself a Democrat, and fall to abusing some unfortunate
put into and kept in a

desire

day.

Spanish

The wands with

The Morning Star.

becomes bankrupt in character, is openly

up,

General

also in last paragraph, 12th line, for
tens” read ‘to tens.”
;

portion -of the South, if a colored preacher

rand” and he will be taken

genuinely

line, following, for ¢‘Mack” read ‘Mark ;”

Christian bring his case
court as a. colored man/|
white southerner: Even
best and most cultivated

representative * fool” on ‘a

tan.

happy to be able to name it a sham affair,
since, as to cruelty, there was nothing

In the Star of July 28, page 236, last
column, in next to last line of first paragraph for ¢ thousands”
read ¢themselves ;” in last paragraph but one, in 9th
line, for ‘*Apollo” read ¢ Apollos,” and in

has been a paradise to the colored man.
In the palmy days of the Ku-klux even,
there was comparative peace here, partly
due to the fact that the native whites were
in so large a majority that Negrdes and
carpet-baggers had no political power,
and’ partly to the higher character of
Virginians and Marylanders. But even
here in this favored portion of the South
in most of the courts of justice-se-ealled
there is no justice

who

_strong.and. almost. heroic. If. I am of lttle Institution
on Camp Hill; establis h= | it can make or find a

-

that city the other

for the signature of members of Conference and visiting friends. A large number of persons signed the Register, and
the book will be preserved in the historical library.
ish

of colored men and women, in the whole
South, many-of whem only need a Chris-

with

. Those

to receive

flying ribbons which was stuck vith
mucilage on to the forehead of one of the
the Post-master, B. S. George, Weirs
animals was far different from the barbed
Bridge, N. H., the necessary directions. | darts which are stuck into the necks of
the Andalusian bulls by the chulosin the
v Through the efforts of Rev. R. L. How-

all of West

conceit, while the principal
against the inngeent victims
ignoramus assumes to teach.

to which

Conference.

the

have their mail forwarded by

Virginia and. western Maryland. You
have here a vast territory, large enough

ht person
as the scholar.. The

the occasion

Brewster, of
some cordial

recently in attendance upon

river, so as to

to attend. I remember, and can never forget,
the debt of gratitude I owe to your religious
denomination. It rendered the cause of theslave

Could I be present on

J. M.
offered

unclaimed at Weirs, directed to persons

then extend . it

the Ohio

Conference appointed for Weirs, N. H., 28th
July, though I confess I have a strong desire

immense Service in the early days of the anti:
slavery conflict, and all through that confiict.

.

to

West, as compared

OHIO, JuliN4.

of the

“two hundred miles,

west-ward

My DEAR SIR :;—Your kind letter is before

everything

stated that ** Rev.
Providence, R. 1.,

and

The New York papers contain reports
of a sham bull-fight which took place in

it is

remarks about the underlying unities that

of Baltimore draw a line south-ward more

AUGUSTA,
ME, July 19, 1830. §

me.
I have
next week, so
Tie to accept
have met our

for |

self

A LANDMARK OF PROGRESS.

of the Unitarian

grove meetings at Weirs last week

“And

Mason and Dixon’s line, alittle north-west

:

May.

Durham,

In the report of one

shall learn to deny

I stand here upon an anti-slavery plat- are common to all churches.”
3
form which is a very synomym of free:
dom, Take down your map and from. ~~ A'large amount of mail matter is still

£.

SAMUEL

.

expected

precious gifts from others. To do these
was detained two things is a liberal education, indeed. ——PicxNics are in order. The
| holding them is not yet passed.
.

by illnessin his family.

« moment seem to be verging upon the
field of politics, I shall be pardoned, - for

ing :and that the old faithful spirit of devotion
‘to the-true though struggling cause may continue to animate your denomination and make
Respectfully yours,

we do?

can

-in answering that question, if I shall

I wish you a fall and happy gather-

it a power in the land,

more

are asking what

GENERAL NOTES.

to speak atNew

of

borders

the

/

Prof. J. Fullonton, who was

the Southland, from the very spot made
sacred by the blood of John Brown, has
comeup a grateful responge. But you

Christian anti-slavery sentiment.

.

race in-

oppressed

and

to ap ostracised

creased by the “glorious anti-slavery record of our fathers, Shall we dishonor
that record? This presence assures me
thatby God's blessing we will not. But
the story of the anti-slavery Record has

I aland in New England was little known.
ways regarded the Morning Star as a pioneer
in the warfare for freedom,as effective as it was
fearless. All honor to the men who ‘made it
what it was and to the denomination—men
ang women—who sustained it, and who did so
much to strengthen and diffuse pg sound moral

exertion.

of

sons

the

upon

heavily

more

patriot fathers,—as Elisha emerged from
‘an obscure Theological student. into a
prophet and leader when the mantle of
Elijah fell upon him,—so is our obligation

appearcd only mofithly,

: If I can not be present,I shall hope to see and
read some good account of your doings. I am of
Jate obliged to avoid all unusual exposures and

A few still linger to cheer

noble fathers.

old Anti-slavery office in Boston during the
years from 1847 to 1865

tection of the humanity that is stimulated and children and arrest their attention to ing belief that in breaking away from &u- is a- Roman ‘Catholic!
the first that has
by ownership. We see a region where a , the simple and heaven:born truth that it perstition Protestantism in some of its ever held this high post, I am ashame
d
colored lady, the more modest and beauy is the privilege of every boy and girl first forms has gone to the other extreme and of the outcry
in England against the Pre.
tiful the greater her danger, cdn not travel
does
not
foster
in:
the
house
of
God
that
en in the public conveyances without to be somebody and then add whateverof reverence ‘which is at the basis of all mier’schoice of a Romanist. It isa shame.
less offense’ against Christian charity!
| eing subjected to outrages such as I can school-life they can avail themselves of.
‘People go to church,” This
t mention here, and her fathers her . The true nobility of character is neither true worship.
commotion and “indignation in thebother or her husband are alike power- necessarily given nor taken away by text- says the Christian Intelligencer, ‘*-to hear rmothe
r
country is - little sympathized .
less to protect her. You will find a re- book education. The sweetness
of humil- the sermon and vo enjoy the music; but, with in India. The Christian public was gion where a colored man’ might almost
it
is
to
be
feared,
too
few
attend
the
sanctas well go voluntarily to the guillotine as {ity and the genius of helpfulness to others uary to meet and to worship God.” .This sick of Lord Lytton, and sighed for his
“accept a public government office. And are independent of rank and scholarship.
Better for a Romanist Chyis.
is a good sentence to remember, especially successor.
vet tis full fifteen years since Slavery:
We would not'overlook the great bless- on Sabbath morning.
tian
who
fears
God and keeps his com.
We may add, that,
died. Brethren, if it be contrary to the ing ofan educgtion ‘which the schools
mandme
nts
than
a Protestant drunkard
with
all
due’
modifications,
it
may
be
found
spirit of our Institutions for the Govern- confer, but we would emphasize
the fact that ‘the most. of i$ Are greatly benefited fond of his cups and his wars!
Ugder
ment to give protection to the weak, then
our Institutions oughtto be’ changed.
If that the benefits in .charadter-growth to: by some ‘symbol of reverence.
Lytton’s rule (I hate that title * Lord? in
Because
our Constitution prohibits it,then our Con- be derived from books and teachers are symbols of worship have been so largely such company) the Sabbath was virtua
stitution@ ought to be amended.
ot-what they are imaginedto be by those -abused;
are their intrinsic uses to be ig-| abolished in India. Ilearn with intense:
But are anyof you asking, What shall we who have not received diplomas. .
nored?
°
satisfaction that the new Viceroy has or.
do to counteract these evils? I answer,
Whether they have them or not, let the
deréd the discontinuance of the practice
by your contributions put life into our
struggling school gt Harper's Ferry, and: readers of this paper not forget that life is ——It is reported that an English mission- of doing official work of any kind on Sunenable it to go on in the useful career more thaw diplomas, ‘that the all-wise ary, Dr. Parsons, and two servants, have dayass,
has hitherto been the practice in
upon which-t has entered. Its beneficial L Father furnishes. each of his children, been murdered at Ismid, a market town of
f
certain
depart
ments of the Government of
influences
are already seen in that section lavishly furnishes each of them, with the Asia Minor, situated about fifty miles from
India.
I
believe
the Marquis of Ripon
ofthe South, and freely acknowledged by
- Constantinople. How much’ longer must
many who have'been its bitterest enemies. materials and the opportunities for the the civilized world wait for the establish- will prove that a good Catholic is an in.
In the education of the colored people is great education, for. character-growth.
finitely better man for a ruler than a misertheir only hope, and the hope of the conn- In this universal school of experience, if ment of a tolerable government in Turkey?
able, hypocritical Protestant. May God
While
Berlin
congresses
and
supplementary
try, for the national welfare is intimately
we will but look and learn, we are taught
conferences are being held by the high pow- bless him, and make his rule ‘a blessing
connected with the condition of that race.
In the name of patriotism, phiJanthropy to have and not to have, to. enjoy privi- ers of Europe, thosedwelling in the land sub- to India. °
Gd
ral
and Christianity, let Storer college be leges, and io go without them, to dream ject to the Porte are being robbed of bless- " The Lieut. Governor ‘of Bengil, the
suitably endowed, so that it may help to dreams and to wake to the fact that they ings which it is the duty of governments to
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner
complete the grand record which Free- are dreams—in this school, open to every
bestow. Life, liberty and the pursuit of of the division are all here just now.
‘will Baptists have so nobly begun.
soul, whether rich or poor, sick or well, happiness, are words which must sound These dignitaries with their respective un- (To be continued.)
the education may be gained whereby we ideally sweet to the subjects of the Sul- derlings fully double the white population

A distinguishéd Grecian philosopher
taught that no life should be pronounced
happy till it was wall ¢nded. By that
theory, we may to-day pronounce the
anti-slavery record’of the Freewill Baptist church a happy one. I thank God for
that record. A hundred times during the
rast fifteen years as I have extended the
[Rand of Christian fellowship ‘to the sons
and daughters of Africa, my heart has
swelled with gratitude and my lips have

YCentinued from first page.)

farmer to ‘rejoice.

In Bengal

we

have

been having so much rain daring the hot

weather, and now that the rainy season

sets in so early and so vigorously,

some

people are prophesying a _failire

of the

Frost.

Rev.J. E. Davis, now

was the first pastor, serving

nearly three years and receivto its. membership. Je...
QuE.

was succeeded by « ¢* Father” Woodman.‘who received sixty-six to the fellowship

of the church in less
In

than three years.

., 1852, Rev. G. P.

Ramsay,

now

deceased, became pastor of the church
and continued in that office nearly three

years, receiving

sixty-seven members.

During this period of about eight years, -

latter rain, on which the rice harvest de- the church had occupied a small chapel

there sifailbe no distinction on account of ‘aspirations, bitter tears and angry heart- Baptist ‘papers of "this country seerg to pends. Your readers will understand on Haverhill St, Rev. A. D. Williams now
© tion. It was listened to with marked and ‘race
have died out entirely.”
fi
: | that a failure of the fice crop means fam- becarpe pastor of the church, and it was
color in one quarter of this nation rebellions are wrought into young lives,
"
. tender interest. “As it will be published is as ormuch
a farce as. theydeclaration of because they can not go to school and be ine, May heaven avert the dire calami- decided to remove to another location and
—1s it much more profitablg to worship
_ in a permanent form,no outline of it is Independence was which proclaimed all
ty!
What pen can write of it, or what build a more commodious - edifice, Ac;
the fruits of the intellect embodied in armen to be equal, while men and women somebody.
given.
thought
grasp the terrible reality! Hay- cofdingly the present eligible site was
There is rank heresy intermingled with guments and philosophies.than to worship |
Miss, Franklin, one of the Harper's were being sold at. auction within the
ing
witnessed
the fearful famine” of 1866. secured, and a church building erected
much
that
is
held
up
as
an
ideal
before
shadow
of
the
Goddess
of
Liberty.
But
external forms of religious service? Idola-dents, responded. ITer matter let us glance over beyond this favored’
|
I
pray
God
to
spare
me another sight. like ‘and dedicated in’ the spring of 1857.
boys and girls. It is to go to school and try is not abolished by simply excludicg relrere such as to: deepen the
and
ner were
ortion of the Southto that vast empire be somebody,it is to go info a store or {es
it.
The
famines
in
Ireland and Persia | | Meanwhile an extensive revival -was in
and heads
from the cathedral,
Those |
s the Gulf States, and what” do
rage
oR..
As
India
and
China,so in these progress and Mr. Williams welcomed 180
into
the
professions
and
be
somebody,
it
alone
worship
God
in
the
highest
rever—
in Chaney made brief rémarks we see? ' We see a region where men by
other
lands
may,
this
dreadful
scourge members to the church during his. pastor-.
is
to
become
rich
4nd
be
somebody.
*
°
ence
who
worship
him
in
spirit
and
in
‘the
thousand
are
accused,
convicted
and
ing the efforts of Dr: Howsley in imprisoned, simply to get rid of their in:
the financial panic of 1807
ate... Jubt'then
prepare
the
way
of
the
Lord.
truth;
and
the
devout
spirit
may
use
a
rit. What we need is a voice of a prophet,
po
| 1830, and of his purposes.
Puence or because they are too smiart™ for crying aloud in tones that cdn not. be wal or it may find a help in a system of ingreatly crippled the church as it was: be- .
“Thank
God,
India,is
rid
of
Lord
Lytton
!
following address was prepared Negroes;
and thén they aré put up at pubtellectual faith, but these ‘ought - never to 'Thé Marquis:of ‘Ripon is how Viceroy ‘ginning to seem strong. The history of
r Thethe occasion
by Prof. N. C. Brackett, lie auction apd let fora term of years to drowned midst the hum drum noises of become more than aids There is a grow- and Governor General of this empire. He | the dark days that follo wed reveals 2
for
‘the highest bidder without even. the pro- life; a voice that shall startle alike parents

Ferry stude

{ Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
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Pratt and Timothy Johnson, resident ministers and members, with itinerant preachers,
broke the bread of life to the church for many
years, with the usual results of an unstable
ministry.
Seasons of revival and declensidbn
followed each other for about forty years,
In

debt. Rev. E. M. Tappan, a man

His’ memory" is still

"died Dec. 12, 1860.

\

_ but in spite of the excitement and the
draft pon its membership to fill. up the
ranks of the army, they were prosperous

Altera long inter-

. years for the church.
val, Rev. E. G.

the pastorate

Chaddock succeeded

June

21,

1866,

to

and

the’
and

Tuesday evening at 7 1-2 o'clock;

C. T. D. Crockett. ‘Business
nesday, at 8, A. M.;

India.

at

13-4

@uarterly Heetings.
WARREN
& CLINTON Q. M.—Held

its last

‘session with the 1st Wayne church, Bro. Chirisley Hisey was elected
moderator.
Granted

of Q. M. to Rev. Bro.
Reports of Shneien;
and delegates.
el

M.;

place

| Has

Price, 50

¢REAT INVENTION
TEE

poap Jfor

- Sold

18 eowl6

and.

Clerk.

its

Representative

A

SAVES

TIME

and LABOR

AMAZINGLY,

ih and is rapidly coming into general use. ‘Sold by all’
_ Grocers; but beware of vile counterfeits. "Its
great success brings out dangerous imitatioms; but PEARLINE

Newspaper

announce

Comprehensive

or

that

we

Catalogue,

American Publication

is the only safe article.wr]

‘Alwaysbears the name of

to

containing a complete list of American and For- ;
eign Serial Publications.
It gives the nature, frequency of issue, and price
of over SEVEN HUNDRED Magazines and Periodi“cals, embracing each of the above named, and oths,
er departments, classified for convenient reference.
Mailed to any address, on receipt of six cents in
postage stamps.
=

FOR WASEING AND CLEANSING

James Pyle, NewYork

357

Washington

Co., .

Street.,. Boston,

Mass.

Publishers’ Agents for every class of Magazine,
Periodical and Newspaper.
‘| Reading Rooms, and Clubs.

HAZELTON,
HAINES,

.

The above well-known Pianos are unequalled in
Flee, at prices which cannop fail to
variety
ully warranted. Send for Catalogue.
_ suits’

HUNT

SEBEC'Q. M., with the Dover & Foxcroft church,

B.S. GERRY, Clerk.

Discount to Libraries,
x

6mb

WANTED!
Graduate
perience,
school fora
as principal
;

" BILLINGS.

' WEARE Q. M., at East Weare, Aug. 24-26.
Churches which have not paid’ the Gen. Conf:tax
of ten cents will please forward the same at this
session.
. M, RICHARDS, Clerk.
Sept. 17—19.

&e.

Boston,

Journal. We beg
have prepared

In hard or soft water, WITHOUT SOAP, and
without danger to the finest fabric.

‘Derby, Vt., commencing Aug. 27, and continuing
over the following Sabbath, i usinoss conference,’ A
Friday 1.80, P.M.
C. S. FROST, Clerk.
CEDAR VALLEY (Iowa) Q. M. Next session with
the Mitchell church, Sept, ony
H. C. INMAN, Clerk.
HANCOCK & QUINCY Q.*M.,» with Wheatland
church of Foe Hage;
H
Aug. 97-29. Sister Q. Ms.
are invited to atte
“
2 MASON HIBBARD, Clerk.
CUMBERLAND Q. M., with the 2nd
-Buxton
church; Wednesday, Aug. 25, 9 o’clock, A. M.
Ministers? Conference, 24th, ats o’clock, P.M.
J. M. BailEy, Clerk.
SANDWICH Q. M.,
church in Moultonboro’, Aug. 24—26. hi
edgesday atl, P. M.
are Tequested to
All churches in debt to the Q:
pay at that time to the clerk.

tism. Several more expecting to follow the
Saviour in that ordinance at the next regular
meeting... No Sunday-school.
Silver Grove;
a verbal report by Rev. John
Hisey. As good

Statuary,

by ROBINSON BROS. &

| Profession, Business and Trae

Sept. session to meet pRpropriations to aid destitute churches in the Q
ill pastors and ‘officers
of the churches please attend to it?
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

Whitacre.
In a good working ition,
Interest and union good. One admitted by bap-.

conve

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS.

Raymond’

N.C. LOTHROP,

other

puns,

Made only

CO., Winthrop square;

o'clock “Tlie

Rev. L. W.

It 1s far superior to any

cleaning fine House

everywhere.

Wed-

9, A.

WHEBLOGE (V1) G. 31 ith tho church at West’

pastor of the

public: and social: Sed
admitted by baptism.
Sunday-school.
ClifAvenue, DY letter and delegates. Church
Also, THE GOLDEN SHEAF,by Mrs. H. atton present
wit out a pastor, but are making
C. Phillips. It is an intéresting book of Jreparations to secure one. A: good Sunday« V
118 pages, revealing characteristics of school. SegarBun a verbal reportb

Santipore,

at

more

Nearly Every
Nationality,
\
Sect
Orgasgation, and nearly every

up a collection and forward to the treasurer; to
meet current expensés, and also one
before the

=

privileges and liberties
ulse, of Mainville.
Beech irove, by letter
inter
inifested in
ed. Thisis the third edition, just dssued. ¢ gs
;,,
S vers) recently
Price 10 cents.
arge and interesting

at

sermon,

will be discussed ; speakers,

Rev. F. M. Washburn becomes
Evansville church.”

discussed doctrinal questions, andby request it was afterwards written and print-

church

afternoon

cate skin.

the church
2. Meeting,

Gonference,

8il

rid Mir

It is much

ient and effective ‘than plate powders, and may
used even by inexperienced help with perfect satety, a8 it contains nothing that can possibly injure
the finest plate or jewelry, or even the most deli

Bible standard of
self-denial, “liberality and
Christian work. for the support of the Gospel,”

Was « shining: light in the church.

He

Made expressly for éleaning and po

ver and Plated Ware and for, Window

Sermon by Rev.

Prayer meeting

r

SILV ER SOA

rors, Marble, Tin, ete.

Clerk.

Sermon 2.1012, by Rev. J. L. Weeks. In

of the

‘Wisconsin.

of heaven.”

Tuesday

J. E. BAYLESS,

OTISFIELD Q. M.. will be held hid
at Berry’s Mills, Bridgton, sept. 1,

righteousness. ‘Rev. J. P. Henderson is severely afflicted in the loss “of .a daughter who

‘church entered upon a period of unusial |
Hindoo life, and narrating the conversion
prosperity.
Extensive
improvements
and experientds of Bai, a member of our
were made: upon “the church; edifice,

wo

_ Ycansas.
in
There are two F. B. ‘churches in Cowley
Co. These are at work spreading truth and

New ' Books,

is the kingdom

Opening sermon,

and Bro, W. G. Gammon. Others will participate
“~| in the discussion . At the June session the following vote was passed: That the churches take |

been converted and added to the church
through bis ministry; and brethren are much
encouraged.
A. B.

of such

17-19.

JI ISPYLES

Western.

brief visit to this country. Rev. J. Burn- | : SERMON by Rev.. BENJAMIN RANDALL,
ham Davis was the next pastor, and dur- | at Farmington, N. H., Feb. 27, 1803.
It
~ing his ministry of four or five years one was “preached at the Yuneral of .a child,
hundred and twenty-four were added. to and from the text, ** Suffer little children
the church,and the debt was reduced about to come unto me, and forbid them not; for

These were the years of the war,

Aug.

-

INDEXICAL

evening, by Rev. E, Tuttle, Churches, that have
SUI
$125 & upwards sent on trial
not done so, are requested to send 10 cent fax.
(2t31)
E. W. RICKER, Clerk. : logue treo. Address Daniet F. Beatty, W ashing22eo0w
WOLFBOROUGH Q. M.,with the 2nd Wolfborongh'
church, Sept, 3—5. Persons coming. on R, R® will
slop at ‘Cotton hf alley Station.
B. F. PARKER, Clerk.
J15508,0. M., with the church at Whitefield,
g ep.
3—
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
Reais City Q. M., with the Webster church, |
A
commencing Aug. 20.

|

itinerant labors, and engage in pastoral work.
The Greenwood
ane. Plumb churches have
dell, 8. P. Morrill, F. Reed, A. Deering, O. chosen him for their pastor. On the last: SabRoys, W. C. Hulse, C. E. Blake, J. H. Yeo- | bath in March, just before his returno Pennsylvania, he baptized twenty-four Defsons, ;
man and J. Burnham Davis,its present pastor.

ence at the Weirs, N. . H.—supplied the
pulpit for several. months, while on a.

$3000.

church,

notwithstanding the

he has concluded to suspend for a season his

tor, wh was succeeded by Rev. G{ W, Bean,
who in turn
was succeeded by
Tev. Isaae
Libby. From Mr. Libby followed I M. Be-

1 STOP ORGANS,
BBASS
Hans

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
NEW DURHAM (N, H.) Q. M., with the Gonic

~

the’ Byron thurch

Rev. J, C. Nye; after’ an absence of ten
months in Ohio and Kentucky, returned home
April 3.’ Having-poor health and being the
only,ordained minister in'the Crawford Q. M.,

pastorate,
In 1835, the society built the
church which is: still its place of worship.
In 1840, Rev.D. Waterman became its pas-

sowing the good seed of the kingdom, : Rev. J.
B. Davis’ labors have bebn blest; souls have

Nottingham, England—one of the English
delegates to the recent centennial Confer-

York.

reports

pi ann)

)

"Pennsylvania,

ABout this time, Rev. Thomas Goadby,
college,

New

tr

weekly meetings and influence of what he
terms ‘ Infidels” in a grove near Jie church.

tenderly cherished in the church. During
his pastorate one hundred wére added to

D. D., now President of Chilwell

i

still holding on its way,

Besides Randall and Buzzell, such itinerant
preachers as Phinmey,
Curtis, * Hathorn,
Hutchins, = &e., have contributéd liberally in

its membership.

I]

- Rev.R. Martin

1834, Rev. John Chaney accepted a call to the

put his
wha
T
undehis labors, the society was gradually reducing its debt and gaining in
strength and standing in thé community,
till alas ! the pastor's shealth broke down,
a distressing ‘illness, Mr. Tappan.
After

5

STAR, AVGUST Tr, 1880.

of Bates College, and teacher: of exdesires a situation in any grade of
fair comp€nsation,
J.ast employed
of Grammar School. Address,
/
* TEACHER,”

20tf .

. Care of Box 1588, Concord, N. H.

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA

BROS.

For Purifying ‘the Blood.
WANTED. .A man as janitor of Bates Colle e,
New Eng. Gen’ Managers,
two hundred and fourteen were added to cents ; postage, 4 cents.
and to take’care
of the grounds. Any
person
This compound of the Vegetable ‘Alteratives,
BOSTON.
ST.,
TON
WASHING
608
te
with
siring
such
a
ition
can
correspon
its membership in a period of about four
a condition to-day as ever.
ave admitted
Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stillingia, and Mandrake, with
seven by baptism and expect to admit that subscriber, stating terms, &e.A. M:JoxNES, Treas.
years, when Mr. Chaddock resigned.
the Todides of Potash &nd-Iron, makes a most ef.
"VASSAR
COLLEGE.
number more,
A veryY Prosperous SundayBates
Soller,
Lewiston,
Mo.
,
July
28,
18807
After another long interval, Rev. A.
fectual cure of a series®of complaints which ‘are
school. Pleasant Grove,
by letter and delePOUGHHEEP IE, N. Yi,
Binisters atid Churches.
very prevalent and afllicting.- It purifies the bled, gates.
In good spiritual condition. - Service
FOR THE LIBERAY, EDUCATION
OF
A. Lowell became pastor in October,
WOMEN.
Examination for entrance, Sept. 15th.
The large number who have already sent in their
every two weeks by Rev. B.
F. Zell.
Propurges out the lurking humors in the system, that
1870. During Mr. Lowell's brief pastornames for the centenni«l picture of 18 of the oldest
Gatslogues sent on 2pplieation to"
tracted meeting
closed
with an accession
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis9t30
Ww. L.
DEAN PA Registrar.
a
Eastern.
misters of the denemination, are hereby notified
of
twen
ive
a
ditional
members.
Seventeen
ate, thirty were addéd to the church:
orders. Eruptions of the skin are the~appearance
many of the pictures are now ready and will
admitted
by baptism.- Have raised $23.80 for that
be sent as soon as the copyright can be stamped
on the surface of humors that should be expelied
‘Maine.
Rev. AlphonzoL. Houghton, the last
missions.
An
interesting
Sunday-school.
IMPORTANT TO AGENTS.
upon them. .
from the blood.
Internal derangements are the
Fis
Wayne,
a
verbal
report
by
John
Hisey.
THE
LIFE
OF
the
AUBURN.
The
first
Sabbath
in
August
I
of
‘pulpit
the
aecupied
- pastor, first
determination of these same humors to some inter.
No preaching nor Sabbath-school during the
Benevelent
Societies.
closed
my
pastorate
with
the
Court
St.
Free
church in March, 1872. . On the complelast
yeuts. Old folks prayerietiug susnal organ or organs, whose action they derange,
Receipts jor July.
:
Baptist church in this city.
For five years
tained last summer.
Bro. Hulse,
of th 2
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
tion of his studies in the Bates TheologiF.M
H.
I.
Ed.
Soc.
ersonal friend, MAJOR BUNDY, Editor
Bye
and three months, I have sustained the above Miami Q: M., reports service every two week
in the Star
ail, is the only" edition to which Gen. _AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
cal School the following June, he accept- relation, and the time as u-general thing has with the Blanchester, -Mainville and Pleasant Reported
Aug. 4
34181 227.27
14f44 Garfield has given personal attention or facts. the blood. When they are gone, the disorders
ed an urgent and unanimous call to be- passed pleasantly, rapidly and we trust, profit Plain churches.. Are doing good work in Bible tdSchool
Prin
25.00
Beautify
illustrated,
printed
and
bound.
they produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of
46
Int
30
; {
raising funds for the mission, and making
Full length steel portrait by Hall, from a picture
immediateand
ably.
During that time we have given the Preparations for the centennial meeting of the AE
come pastor of the church
the Liver, Stomach, Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and
per CB Mills
33.50
\
taken expressly for this work.
Active Agents
church,
Interesting
Sunday-school..
Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
ne
Prin 1da PhilWanted.
Tibeal terms.
Send $1.00 at onte
ly began to supply the pulpit. He Vas ‘hand of fellowship to 164, a majority of whom The B.following
lips
India
(Cen
Ofbrethren and sisters were chosen
for complete outfi
Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Biotches,
fering
25.00
A.S. BA RNES & CO, 1m & 13' William st, N.Y. Boils,
ordained -and installed pastor Sept. 4, we have had the pleasure of baptizing. - Twen- as delegates to the Yearly Meeting, to be held
, Tumors, Tétter and Salt Rheum, Scald
LittleEstute Hatley PQ 54.00
51.00
ty
of
our
number
hdve
been
culled
to
the
4130.
withthe
Blanchester
cburch,
June,
18—20,
years
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
1872, and aftera ministry of eight
0 Warris Franconia
church triumphant, among whom are some of 1880.
George Kitchen and—Lugg, of Clifton
52
Gold,
Crystal,
Lace,
Perfumed
&
Chromo
.00
2.00
Neuralgia, Paio intheBones, Side and Head, Feresigned in May last on account of ill the early and honored members as well as some Avenue; B. F. Zell,—Garlow,E. Skillings, A. Mercy Bowles Franconia
Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10¢c.
Clinton
.50
50
male Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhea, arising
Bros., Clintonville, Ct.
28teow37
Kitchen,
W.
Laybourne
and
Mary
Nave,
of
Mary
Norton
Sublette
111
5.00
him
for.
necessary
it
made
which
health,
of the young and promising conyerts.
‘I have
from internal ulceration and uterine
digeases,
Svers fom sale at Gen
Pleasant Grove, John Hisey, Chrisley Hisey
21.00
AGENTS: WANTED everywhere for the LIFE, Dropsy, Dyspepsia,, Emaciation and General Deto seek entire freedom from labor or care. married while here about sev enty couple. A and George Sle, of First Wayne; Edwin |

GEN. JAS. A. GARFIELD.

is unnecessaryto dwell upon the events

of this remarkable pastorate which is the
longest in the history of the church and of
the whole Quarterly Meeting.

Extensive

improvements have been made upon the
church edifice, the debt has been reduced
congregations

£4000, the

have

doubled,

and twobundred and eighty-seven have
been welcomed to the fellow ship of the
and the. gain

church,

in general

standing

in the city and in s6cial position has, heen
very marked. . During all this time the
church his enjoyed an almost uninterrupted work of grace, whieh still con-

new and larger house wus

demanded,

meet this, one dt the

beautiful

most

and

and

to

Pimlott; Josiah Rogers; Charles Berry, George
Fornshell and Margaret Compton, of Beech
Grove,
Geo. Shawhan and
Geo. Ridge} of
Silver Grove. "M. V. and Aquilla Whitacre
and Charles Norton, of Sugar Run.
On motion by Edwin Pimlott, that the ministers of
this Q. M. be requested to preach one’ sermon,
once a quarter,on Home and Foreign Missions.
On motion by Bro. Hulse, that it is the sense

con-

venient church edifices has been erected and
furnished that can be found in thes denoming-,

tion.

On this isa debt which the' society is

amply able to pay. I did not find this church in
a low divided state, nor do I leave it dead. It
was on the wave of a glorious revival and
furnish work enoughto do, Workers for the
Master have gone out from it into other fields,

of this Q. M. that for each

and gathered sheaves for the skies, but many
home workers are worthy of no less credit.

clerk

This home body guard will never be forgotten.
Rev. John Chaney, a young man of 87 years,

is a member

of this

church,

and

although

tinues, though the beloved: pastor
~equenuy been absent for months
d
ysevere
his pastoral
-God-bless
such local ministers who work with
and not against the pastor in charge.
On. the
connection with the church.
The Lawrence church has a very flour- morning.of the last Sabbath with this people,
Wwe administered the ordinance of baptism;
ishing Sunday- -school, thoroughly equip- ‘then we preached in the forenoon to a tond
intereste
deeply
is
it
;
ped and efficient
gregation of about 800, composed of all denomin Missions, contributing therefor $152 inations in the city excepting the Methodist
best

and, in short, is one of ‘the

organized, “Jost wide awake and éminently successful churches in our whole denomination. During its brief history of
thirty-three years, 1157 different persons
have been members of the church,and the

membership Jan. 1, 1880, was 4517" Rev.

J. T. Ward,of Georgiaville,R. 1.,and Rev.

Frank K. Chase, Dover, N. H., were formerly members of this church.”

Tt is safe

fii, 0 (ns
Bia.

bard was re-elected
McKim, treasurer.

To An-

J. MARINER.
~ The cliurch in Kiungfield is still rejoicing in
accessions to its numbers,
July 25, the pastor,
Rev.J. Longley, baptized three joyful converts, just at the hour the Saviour was taken
from the cross. Ther. scene was most solemn

Qonference

©

re

Finances.

—

It gi ves me great pleasure to report what
must be very gratifying to all cur people both

in and out of New Enghand, that every bill

arising from the late General Conference is
If any person has a legitimate bill
paid.
which has not been paid-and of which we dog
. not know, we ure prepared to pay at once,

Churches, in New Humpshire \that have "not
paid ten cents per residént mys wil fore
Prescott, New
ward to Treasurer Rev. E. H.
Hampton, to meet

apportionment to. General

Conference,
“Allow me, now, in behalf of the Committee
upon whom the work of arranging for the Conference fell, to, thank everybody. for the re-

1st.

In the evening of the same day,

HONORABLE

confidence of all who know

new.

gver $3200 pledged on its debt. of $3825, ‘amd

Rev.

A.

L.

was

Morey

a

baptism

administering.

formerly pastor of the church, and

Gonic,

He

The

Haverhill church, is just

Ob

was

the present

Ohureh..”
(
Farmington (Me.)

4 The éarly records ofof this church have been
lost, but * Parker's History. of Farmington,”

recovering -from

them.”

2t32

%

inas

York for coughs, colds,

bronchial

and

tubercular

consumption, scrofula
mogt mild, bland, and

and general debility. The
nutritious form in avhich

‘| this Jelly than bysdouble the quantity of the liquid

‘pastor is not ordained..... Rev. N. A. Avery,
markabile patience and forbearance exercised a graduate of Bates Theo. school, has engaged:
This did much| with the Epsom church.
3
throughout the meetings.
towards making the Conference a glorious sucMassachusetts,
H. F. Woop.
«cess, (Praise the Lord!
the beloved pastorof the
Rev. J. Malvern,
Concord, N. H,, Aug. 2.
»
+o

| -

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of

This is
at

MEN,

QUERYU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
“Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

i

church.
“The Merriutack St. church in Manchéster has

‘August 1, there

Mrs M D Matthews N Y
City
Mrs EP ogswell NH

~T
:

a

oil and the most delicate stomach

iL

For sale by all druggists, and E.
“oi St. New York.
TIT

RS

ER

<

NE

-

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned; low-priced,

"ed.

1017.93
CURTIS,

150.11
Treas.

not

reject

H. TRUEX,
1y6.

E————

Cat this out and Save it,
If those persons laboring under diseases proceuding from vitiated humors in the blood; caus.
ing Ulcers, White Swellings, Coxalgia, or Hip
Joint Digease, and the class of dieases termed

Scrofulous, proceeding from hereditary faints.

gevere attack of diphtheria. “He was unable to where the bones are destroyed, defying the usual
treatment of physicians, will procure SWAIM'S
occupy his pulpit for several Sabbaths......
The Lowellschurches efijayed- the great privi- PANACEA, they will find a remedy which has savlege of listening to the : distinguished “brethren | od thousands of lives; and thoroughly tested by
the late Professors Chapman, Dewees and. Gibson
constituting the Lnglish- General Baptist de-

In my

Rev N H

84

A2

1.60

80

1.75

1.75

50

4.83

Ha
4.46

96

It appears

*brthe” old

University

of Pennsylvania;

6.23

6.23

3.12

3.08

1.55
:

2.00

ers as a committee from the Yeurly Meeting,
after a proper dxamidation,he proceeded to extend the riglit hand. of fellowship to the church
already formed, as a sister ¢hurch in. the I,
Baptist denomination on the 23 day of Sept.
1793.

From

this root sprang the I Farmingtod

“and Anson Q, Ms. and dso geveral citurches if
other | Quarterly, Se
evs, 8, Beniah
HH ; i,

BX di

tized

fn

9

xe

“

dale and Chicago, and attend the General BapDr. Goadby, dur-"
tist Association of Indiana,
*ing his gtay in Lowell, remarked that he and
his colleague were not here for mere senti:
mental purposes; but to strengthgn the bonds
of brotherhood between the libdpal Baptists
|" Phgland-and’ America. To wihtien fen
Lid Bapljsts resspond, Amen!

canny

YoticecrsTr

Yenrly ‘Meeting

Notices.

| INDIANA, Franklin church; Sept. 10.
tM AINE CENTRAL, Madison Bridge, gopt. 1.

mr

Boards;

1. 0

of

Reeds,

Miss Lura A. Mains, Batdvia, Mich.
(25)
REV. KE. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens

from the churches for our ieneyal lent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
“All money contrivuted for the Maine” State Mis-

Portland,
(20122)

*

GREAT WESTERN

pliances, to those suffering from
Nervous Debility, Weaknesses, or

JF Bury S Covell—A Cotton—CT I Crockett
pM Carter—F Cooper—W F Crangle—M 8S Col
ns—J H Decker—E
F Duryea & (Jo—E J Doyle—
GW Davig
Fi Dorsev s Daggett—Flemington

its superiority over all: other remedies of the
+ kind, for-

Lung and Throat Affections. ‘ ] |

M Adams—T L Avgell-R E Anderson—H S
Ball—A Buzzell-G R- Berry— IL. Bowles—M L
Baker—

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparaileled sale, are sufficient evidence of

tt
Send stamp for Catal
. * Rifles, Shit Guns, Revolvers, sent c. eH for examination.
We serid on 30 Days’ Tfial our
ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELTS, BANDS,

E

|

Is RS. POTTS

Lost Vitality from: any cause; orto
those affticied with Rhétimatism,

“1

Raralyas, Dyspepsia, Liver or Kid=

ares Fubra
Whesly VO
ALC
1yll

troubles, ete., eu

fon

Ou Nllustrat
BELT CO Marsha

FOR MUSIC

BY MAIL.

St.,

Rupture.

1, Miche!

‘GOLD DETACHABL
IT HANDLE,
CHL
WALNUT AE
HEAT QUICKER THAN OTHER IRONS)

STUDENTS.

Bradford,

PALMER’ S

BREN

. Married

i

D HANDLE SAD IRL

other ap-

W Va—E
anders—G W Fellers—E W Fox—§
w bho
dab S day~-A A Gordon— J H Heath—
‘Miss C .C Hill-Miss E Herron—W O Jones—A |
AGENT
Ww ANTED for the Repullicen Manuel,
G Jones—W R Kimball—J W Lucas—T W Lubee
Historical, Documentary, BiographiJp Tangle —A F Murphy—A H Morrell—M Mal,
Statistical,
Financ fal and Political. Six books
Torah
ason—dJ ‘8 Meloon—J_ H Masters—D
hh net, P Moulton—B H McMurphy—Mrs R vg one. Edited by Rey. E. O. Haven, LL. D. Including
a
life‘of
oy Garfield, with a sketch of
Totver— A Pope—Mrs F 8 Page—E
Gen. Arthur.
By Rev. G. Draper, D.D., of New"
Hocus i P Prickett—CJ Ric¢hards—H L Russ—
York.
Over 500
pages. ‘60 illustrations.
In .auVG Snyders B 8 Stone—B, A Sherwood—P
Tharp -D wire BE Teachout—Mrs W CC Tue thorship, authenticity, style, and termsto agents,
tellotte—F L
iley
: we have no Sowpetitor, E.B, TRE IAT, Pub Wo 107
Broadway, N.Y.
ay
’
Beoks Forwaraed.
prRev. J W Vad Zandt, 42 Carydon

—

Whooping Cough,’
And other Lung Affections,

TCH: CO., PITTSBURGH, PA
5
GUN PARRY:

Suspensories, Trusses, and

FOR

|Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

ELS] IN WAT CHES:

Ferry, Va.

D Blakeslee—O

~~

musical)

Money Letters Received:
Batty—E

EI.IXTER

13

Wier “Gitalorns
G
to STANDARD: AMER:
|,

;

PULMONARY

.

oudfit, for $83.
Send to
MARCHAL & SMITH, 8 Jest

i

N. 6G. WHITE'S

DR.
!

{11th St. N.Y.

Addresses.
:
North Parma,
N.Y., fo
within the bounds of the
be sent.
52

sion should be sent to Rufus Deéiing,
Me.

by mail.

2 0PS,
Sets. IT

say,

“in Jull of pledge.”

35¢ each

Sets

i

Woneser Academy, Word, das,

Young: men of
Prepares for College or business,
good ability. and diligent Appusa ation tharovighlyHtedfor Harvird, Brown,
Yale or Amherst in
three'years.
Bxcellent facilities for an’ English
Jo INDIANA YEARLY MEETIN
will be held with
Rxpe nses very low, and liberal pro.
M
a
40pe
|
x
ucation,
the Franklin chureh, in the Dearborn Q
mencing Friday before second Sabarda aks Soh ail ion made to aid students of limited nieans,
Address
tember.
Ny LEAVEXWOR! 'H, A. M. Pringipal,
Sm2d.
Xt,

100 in

76 East Ninth Sti'eet, 1 ow York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

1tf

besides

Big

p.%
oO
Ta Cincinnati; A" 0

BICLOW & MAIN,

1.00

’

per

L.B.P.

Beacham—J

%

F ULLY

C atalogue seme. Free.

GOOD
AS
GOLD, ‘the newest
Sunday School Song Book pubeh ¢d by them, is considered by
any the best.
$30

7.10.

:

¥

the Bandy river;-who “srith—oth--Eewiston; and-then- go_as far West—as Hillstraveled up the

warrants

tion.

2.00

Rev. M. J. Bailey, News

;

Superior
Music.
for
Sunday
Schools,
Devotional
Meetings,
Singing Classes, Musical Conventioms, ete.
Catalogue and Specimen Pages sent free on applica-

Rev. GW) Mofrgt, Sheridan, Mich.
. EXPRESS.
2
te the United States, Sunday, Aug. 1. hundreds of medical men, eminent in their pro.
© Mrs Susan F Harveys Red Oak Hill, Epping, N
from this that a revival of religion commenced. putation
in
holden
was
service
union
a
evening,
the
In
oc
YP
fession, continue to be a * forlorn “hope” to. suf.
in that part of the town now known a8 West
Bt ‘which addresses were ferers worthy of its fifty years’ reputation.
Farmington, early in 1793 under the labors of the Paige St. church,
made by the pastors of the Lowell churches,
SwaIM’s PANACEA is imitated and a preparition
«Oliver Billings, a layman of the Calvinist Bapfor it by druggists with a mame Somewhat
ist order, who afterwards became an efficient Rev. J. I. Porter, of Nov wSeolipmng the Eng- gold
In Manchester, JF Lier. N. Brooks, July 1, Mr.
similar.
Purchasers, therefore, must he careful
minister of that church. Eldex Edward Lock, lish brethren, Rev. Dawson D." 'Rhe meet- and see that they get that containing the recom. A. A. Huntress, of anchester, and Miss Nelhe
Goadby,*D.
Thomas
Rev.
and
place,
the
if
Gile,
of Pittsfield.
5
meetings
holding
‘who had been
In Woolwich, at ¥. B. ‘parsona e, July 18, by
was iffensely intgresting and fully attend- mendations of the distinguished professors alluded
commenced to baptize, ‘and on March 29, 1798, ing FRG
to.
It
is
seldom
advertised
in
our
public
papers.
Rev.
G.
W.
Colby,
Mr.
Willism Hodge, ;0f, Edge\ 7 English deputation will sail -for
comb, and Mis. Julie E. Hutching, of Boston
SWAIM'S PANACEA is prepared only at’ Swainvs
“organizéd the first church in Maine, east of
Meanwhile;
*
month.
this
Mags. August 1,Mr, George W. Sheldon and Miss
fome on the 25th of
Laboratory, 118 South Seventh Street,hélow Chest.
Gorham and north of Woolwich, consisting of
Susan A. Conway, both of Wiscassett.
Judge Parker says / Dr. Burns will visit Washington, Harper's nut, Philadelphia.
In Lawrence, N A88. uy, ,by Rev. A. T.. Hough‘some 12 or 15 members,
LewQuebec,
Montreal,
Falls,
ton, Susie E.,oldest daughter of Dr. W. W. Colby,
Niagara
Ferry,
Descriptive
pamphlets:
mailed
gratis
on
appli
“ In Bep§ following Elder:Benj. Rapdall, sitet
of
Lawrence,
and Lieut. Frank F. Eastman; of the
visit
will
Goadby
Dr.
and
Portland;
cation,
wD Amy,
attending the” Yearly Meeting at Edgecomb -iston and
*
friends in Vermont, the White Mountains,
and visiting those. churches already formed,

has supplied the deticiency in part.

WARRANTED.

for Green-

Post-Office
C A. Hilton, Treasurer,
whom all missicn money
Cantral
Association should

'v

“BIGLOW& MAIN, Publishers.

Rev W R Norton
Whereas they should both be on pledge.
»

DEALERS IN

vl...

last (June) report I am made to
Farr

Mass.,

Analytical Chemists;

Cincinnati, Os

Coss

Schools, Fire Alar (ms, Farms, ete.

Lansing, Mich,

‘NB:

’

SOLD BY ALL Cia ANI
INE.

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

enterSterer |

2

2.00

and

BY
Lowell,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

College, and has been so applied.

:

Practical

&CO.,

Catalogue with 1500 testimonials, Jorices, els sent frees

‘Blymyer Manufacturing

The $25 given by Mrs Abel Chadwick, and
ed under educatienal,
was intended for

/

DR. J.C. AYER

-

25.00

5
3.08

health returns.

AT

2.00
.
500.00

84

their departure

2

£3!

y
546.28
SILAS
i

N. H.

2.00.

10.00e
10.00

;

New York City
Dr. Isaiah Hedge
Waukon Towa
B M Smith Salem Mass
(for Freedman)
‘
Concord,

4.00

:

1. P Elliott and M Lefrer

:

27.93
29.06
8.35
L. B. POTTER, Treasurer,

>

& Tuftcnborough

hopes to scours the remainder soon.
lin the line of centenniil offering: ;

4.00

M Collection

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffener is the only
vention
that will make old boots straight

Daniel. Batchelder, bap-

the Moultonborough

8'Mudgett and

.

With

PREPARED

By the famous war correspondent and brilliant author, C. C. COEF
IN (* Carleton”).
Elegantly
illustrated. Important proof-sheets read by GEN.
GARFIELD. Full, authentic and fascinating.
Public men and people in private life are w. aiting
for it.
Extra
Tevms.
Special inducements.
Send at once. oJ. AS. H. EARLE, Boston, Mass.

2.67

Michigan Yearly Meeting.
Receipts for July.
oy I-M.
HIM.
Bro. ‘Maryin | W AM S of Hillsdale Q

The Sunday Tribune, Rochester, N. Y.,, in
one of its issues, prints. the following:
¢ The
proprietors (of Warner’s Safe Remedies), each
and all, are men
born here, and here have
lived
the. whole
petiod of their
stay. on
earth, and are men who have the unbounded

he

133.16
:
40.00

6.00

Mrs Dame

"Business Hotes.

tized 13 persons, Eleven of'the number united
with

28.17

bility.

GENERAL JAMES A. GARFIELD,

Offerings.

Cen Jackson ch N H

will
QM)
ville
¢

preached at Wolfborough. Bro. Page was born:
in Alton, his father heing Pastor of the church
at Kast Alton. He has been absent from the
town41 years......July 4th, Rev. Wm, Cuts
ting, assisted by Rev.

vlerk, and
The collection

Centennial
Reported iin Star July 14
by I D Stewart
North Sandwich Sab
School N 0
“

1.00

10.00

was given W.M S of Hillsdale Q M
to Home Missions.” Notice was given that at
Wheatland ch
our next session
a change in our constitution
W M 8 of Hillsdale Q. M
and by-laws would be sought for,to change our
N Reading ch
WM Sof Hillsdale Q. M.
4th Quarterly from the 5th to the 3rd Sabbath
Cambridge ch
‘of the month.
Brethren J. S. Dinsmore, D: | i 0
WMS of ilisdale QM
H. Pershin and R. B. Hibbard were chosen as
ch
delegates to Y. M. Voted that the treasurer WMS Jac,
of Hillsdale QM
pay out money only .by order of Conference;
“hirfield ch
also,that the clerk’s expenses to Q. M. be hereWM 8 of Hillsdale Q
after paid by the Q. M.
Good interést was
Rom:
W MS ofEi heanle Q M
manifested.
~
Dover ch
.
Next session with Wheatland church.
Rev WR Norton (Lan.
S
.
R.,MasoN HiBBARD, Clerk.

burn church aud friends I repeat, farewell.

Aug.

the records and

HANCOCK & QUINCY Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Fairview church, Rev. J. 8
Dinsmore, chairman. Letters were received
from
Fairview and Paloma churches. Wheat
land responded verbally by Bro. McKim. * It
being. the annual session, Bro, R. Mason Hib-

to predict-that a church, ‘which has made
such a noble record in the past, will have and impressive.
a glorious future. That its future may | WE
New Hampshire.
glorious is the earnest
tev. 0. D. Patch, of Marion, Ohio, is visitnd * be more and more
+ prayer of every well wisher of our beloved ing friends in Carroll Co. He left Eaton, his
native town, 23 years ago......Rev. J. B.
i
Zion f..
i
E: Page, of Erie Co., Penn., preached: at Alton,
§

be requested to examine

‘John Thoster and C Garland Sheffield Vi
A friend NH
.

raise

2

who held services at that time.
In the affernoon we administered the Lord’s Supper, and
in the evening about fifty took part in-a social
meeting,
May my successor find a hearty
welcome, a ready support, true co-operation,

and enjoy much of the divine favor.

we

report at the next session whether there be any
nile governing the location of the Q. M.
Voted that the collection on the Sabbath be applied to Home Mission work.
Next session with the Beech Grove church,
on the 4th Saturday §in Batu
« WHITACRE, Clerk.

three miles away, he is constant in attendance
| and-eften his benediction has rested upon us,
has |
and not -one moment of unpleasantness has
and existed between him and the pastor, May

in 1879;

member

one cent per week for Foreign Mission, and
one cent-per week for Home Mission.
Report of the ordination
of Rev. Edwin Pimlott,
called for, read and. entered on record.
On
motion by Rev. J. A. Sutton, tbat the Q. M.

Pa

“It

= |

OF MUSIC

Is the ‘ONLY work that teaches
THOROUGHIBASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
In a¥manner so simple and’ progresgive that it
may be called a SELF. INSTRUCTOR« “The old
befogged sydtems are too complicated to be practicable.
¢ Palmer's Theory of Music’ makes,
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,

sio0

by mail,

Ig

a

For the price of two

sons, you can have

or three les=

¥. W. Root’s

“ SCHOOL OF SINGING,” |

Hgraiy rl
Skilled operators

aperfect vocal method on anew plan, and
a large collection of béautiful songs.
| Price, $3, uy mall, post-paid.

Deparfment,

New Hampton;

A

JOHN

CHURCH

LINCINNNATH,
10 800 Broadway;
N.
an

SR

OTiX 0.

beet

5300)

|N. H.

send for Cire ulars. 7%

1 ges!
.

EST VIRG ont & Gothic; “This Institution ia
now

w © 0.

araddamtefeam the Asean

New Hampt on Commercial Colle:

under management

of Rev.” D.-Po

with Prof. O. Gi Augir, A.M
privcipal, 1 Prof. |
Auglr is a graduate of Hon ANE ;
’
wishingto attend this Institution twill addross is
]Rev. D. TOWEL, Fie ngton AY. Va.

.
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| to go away from him, hie caught hold of my

oh : Boetry.

14

BY GENEVA E. ALLBEE.
Hi

~ °
Each life is intérwoven
«With tender, shimmering light;

." Gossamer web of childhood,

By glittering threads made bright.
‘The snowy texture teeming

With soft and silken fold;

{ 7 The royal purple’s gleaming,
The shining warp of gold.
" ¥."
The darkened web. of manhood,
Dye-steeped and bletted o'er;

~

"The damp of frost and mildew
_Has turned to gray and hoar;
The gray has turned to silvery

The sifver turned to snow;
The tangled warp grews thinner,
The threads no longer glow:

$

hands and can use

them.

With

pened soon

after.

make the mother shudder to hear it.

« In afew wedks we children were all
taken sick with the whooping" ‘cough.
Harry was always a ‘feeble “child, and
in less than four weeks my father called
me up one night and told me he was dying. When I knelt beside him he didn’t

The last thredd snaps asunder;
The web of life is done;

With tearful eyes we wonder
- At threads which have been spun; f
From texture, silken, snowy,
To childhood’s web embossed,
To manhood’s darkened weaving,
Whitened by antumn’s frost.

SUNDAY LEGS.

all its

baby earnestness it is trying to catch the
fly on the glass. Here is a first budding
fore, and I know I never did it” again. I of the habit of cruelty. It is so tiny you
turned and struck my little brother.
| are unwilling
to believé it; “bu” 80 it is.
« | Joved my little brother better than Take the little hand back, nip the bud at
all the play in the world; and when his once, watch closely for any fresh outstart
little hand let go my dress and be turned ‘of the same, and check as fast as they apsobbing away, I forgot all about my pear. Take a child a little older, it is
"staying.at noon and everything else only saying things that are laughed at,. called
seeing him happy again; ‘and running cunning, and smart, whieh, in an older
after him I wiped the tears from his face, one; would be pronounced saucy. .‘“Even
and kissing him over and over told him a child is known by his doings,” so you
“how sorry I. was. Before we “were half may know what this one will yetbe if he
way home he had forgotten about it, and is left unrestrained. By-and-by, perhaps,
perhaps 1 should neyer have thought of you will- See a would-be-called young
it again, or been so sure. that I never man swaggering around, speaking of his
struck one of my brothers ‘afterward, parentsas ‘‘ the old man” and ‘the old
if it hadn't been for Aomethins that hap- woitian,” using such language as would
dress to hold me back.
Then, children,
I did what [-don’t know as I ever dig be-

THE WEB OF LIFE.
naa

we

Oh,

if that had only been nipped in the bud,
had he learned none but pure, good language and respectful. ways!
Oh, moth-

Oud Zack lived in Virginia..

He was

~ Hiterary ‘Selections, -

a

veteran of the last war, and supported |
‘himself by doing *‘ chores” for the neigh-

SEA-COAST SUPERSTITION.

borhood. In one of his many battles he |. 01d wives by the
lost a leg,and Jimped around ona wooden, stitions ‘concerning
“mysterious main.”
substitute. It was'not one of the new Barkis lingered in
patent: legs, but a right old-fashioned the tide, when, the
broom-handle

stick, fitted

with

leather

out with it.

sea-coast hald many superthe ¢¢ hollow-sounding and
Thus Dickens tells us that
his dying until the turn of
tide going out, Barkis went
In New England it is unlucky to

kill a pig in the wane of the moon or” at the
ebbing of the tide; the pork will shrink in the
boiling. Water in the «dinner-pot evaporates
more rapidly over the fire when ‘the tide is
‘ dead low.” It is unlucky to eat fish from the

straps to the stump of flesh.
Old Zack was well-known by his*‘walk:
and conversation” among all the townspeople. In cabins, and by the wayside,"
it was not an unusual thing to seea group

head downward;

around this lame leader, listening

the shores.

to his

stories of the battle-field.
‘They were marvelous tales of advénture, some probable, but many

possible.

more

im-

But old Zack hd# told them so

many times that, like other story-tellers,
he had actually come to believe ~thém
true. And yet he was respected, because

it driv es away the

fish

from

To tell the stage of the tide with-

out going to the beach, look in a cat’s eyes; the’

over.

But it is not alone

in rural

communi-

ers, let me again entreat you to be faith-

had no intention of lying.

ful to your litfle ones!

thing about all his reminiscences was that

the ancient Greeks and Romans it was

Their education

on

the

stay-at-

nobler man than the half-educated, * smart»
inhabitant of large villages and cities, His
life is truer and more genuine, his character
more stable, his insight into right and wrong

straighter, and his worth

to the

country

in.

finitely greater. Behind all the unloveliness
of- outward life, there is the almost uncon-

scions respect for duty, the instinctive up.
rightness of purpose, and the love for work as.

the test

of human

worth

and

fitness} which

constitute the chief vittues of a manly race.
There are strength and stubbornness, plain.
ness of speech and hatred of roundabous
ways, which, if they could be infuseed, into.

gf évery intelligent cat’s eye is elongated “political life would make the government as:
the tide is at the-flood. Never count a sound as the nation. — August Atlantic.
of fish until the day’s work, or sport, is
Otherwise, the sport’ is spoiled. Simi- THE EDUCATION OF ENGLISH GIRLS,
English girls are taught—or were in my time
larly, the seaside farmer never counts his
lambs until the season for their dropping is —by a kind of system which tends to multiply
ties that men and women keep. up customs dnd

marked

ernment bonds) fooks down

| home farmer who can hardly make both ends
meet. With all his drawbacks, the latter is 5°

“pupil
when
catch
done.”

every one knew that the ‘good old soul
The

nuts with the air of a Stewart handling gov-

rites founded on pagan
mon custom

for

the

superstitions. - Among
bridegroom

a com-

to give

his,

accomplishments” rather than jaseful

edge.

knowl.

WA certain routine of teaching is gone

through, and you come out of the

school-room

with a society varnish intended to do duty until marriage,

at which

period

custom

allows

Old Zack was the center of every picture. bride, on the wedding night, a considerable you to dispense with stirface accomplishments,
know me, but kept moying his “hands,
In storming a besieging™ party, on scout sum of money, by. way of purchase of her and devote yourself to the realities of life,
and two or three times I heard him say, to lead them in the way they should go. or picket service, on the march, orin the person. From this usage, no doubt, we have mitigated as they are for the well-to-do. On
_ North Anson, Me.
the other hand, the moral atmosphere of the
; Please, sissy, go home ‘with me.” Then Do not plead that you are too nervous,but. camp, to his own way of thinking, no one derived the custom of making wedding pres- English home education is superior™o that of
ents under which so many people groan. The
the blue eyes shut and my father told me
make up your mind that your nerves must “stood higher than he. "It was an amiable ancient Saxons gave a betrothal ring, or other American education in geveral. Girls are less*
po oo
he was dead. = Oh,” how¥. cxied, when I bear whatever is your duty to do. I am weakness—that vanity of his—though in gift, which was called “a wed,” and from forward and more’ respectful; they grdw into
BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.
en more slowly and ripen better; they are
came to realize what that méant ; that my
naturally nervous enough to sympathize younger folk it would have been a blem- , which we have derived a very charming word. U4
"Fifth-avenue throws an old shoe after the de- physically stronger, and; therefore have simpler
7
little brother would never speak to me
The: pilgrim and stranger who “through the
with others, but I know the nerves can be’ ish.
day
And yet everybody liked old Zack. parting bride. Is this because -our stermer- ‘tastes; and as to society, they do not know
again. He had gone to's home where 1 strengthened by the will.
\
forefathers ordained that
the, bridegréom what it means before at least the age of seven.
\
Holds over the desert his trackless way,
+
{couldn't go with him if I wanted to; butI
The good people of the town watched the should tap his mew-made wife on the head teen or eighteen, American girls have certain
Where the
terrible sands .no shade have
nevemthought what his last words meant
wear of the old wooden leg, and thinking with his shoe as a token of her submission to advantages, however, which custom denies
SOME INTERESTING DATES
1
AND
known,:
young Englishwomen of good position: they
till
the
next
day
when
one
of
my
schoolFAQTS.
|
it dangerous for Zack to.use it any long- her lord?—N. Y. Times.
No sound of life save the camel’s moan,
>-O-0-b
are not forced by any unwritten law to go into
+o a=
er, sent to Richmond and bought for him"
Paper made of linen, in 1300.
Hears at last, through the mercy of Allah to] mates canie, and we went in to look at
and play: their part in it, while the
-| him. After I had taken the cloth off his
all,
Printing invented at Metz by Guten- a brand-new one, with springs and joints WHAT CONSTITUTES A LIBERAL ED- society
English girl hes no choice. The “upper ten
Fram his tent door at evening, the Bedouin’s face and we had stood lookingat it for a berg, 1450.
and toes. It had all the modern improvethousand” must marry or become * blue-stock~ UGATION.
‘ call:
few minutes, she said :.
Tuior
Cannon first used at the. siege of Algés- ments.
I have great respect for the classics, and ings” before the world agrees to let them alone.
¢ ‘Whoever thou art whose need is great,
¢ ¢ Jennie, don’t you wish you hadnt iras, 1342.
"Zack was apparently delighted with his would do anything within reasonto spread the A young married woman may, if she choose,
In the name of God, the Compassionate
struck
him that day when he wanted you
He wore it one day, but seemed knowledge of them; but a preliminary ques- plegd home duties as an excuse for a quiet,
Plays were first. acted at Rome, 239. present.
And Merciful One, for thee I wait.”
to go home from school with him?’
| to be conscience-stricken over the extray- tion must first be answered. What the class- useful, pleasant, and studious life, uninterruptB.C.
For gifts iin His name of food and rest
« «1 did go home with him,’ T said.
The first public Hom was founded at agance. The next day he appeared on jes are is not 4 matter of dispute, all agreeing ed by any but the necessary ** county” eivili<:
The tents of Islam of God are blest.
ties, which are not very burdensome;
but
that they are literary masterpieces, the study
« «I know it; but if I was you I should Alexandria, 84 A. D.
the streets with the old broom-handle
:
~ Thou who ‘hast faith in the Christ above,
young girls are not supposed to.bave such
of
which
serves
above
all
other
studies
to
rewish I hadn't struck him. I can see Just,
Paper was invented at China, 170 B. C. buckled on his stump. The first of his fine and liberalize the mind. But where are duties. Parents, even when sick themselves,
Shall the Koran teach thee the law of love?
how he looked when he let go your dress
O Christian, open thy heart and door,
Manufacture of silk brought from India friends who met him with remonstrance they? As to this, opinions differ.
are loath to let the chances of the London seaCry east and west to the wandering poor;
and started without you.’
received for reply,—
into Europe, 551 A. D.
3
“ The Greeks, madam,” replied John Ran- son pass by their daughters, and depute any safe
“ Whoever thou art whose need is great,
«1 could see it all then. T knew what
Pens first made of quills; A.D. 635.
“Deole leg will do berry well for de dolph, when Mrs. Jellyby asked him to con-. chaperon, the nearest female relation if possi“In the name of Christ, the Compassionate
his words meant when he was dying and
Astronomy
and
geometry
Brough
into
week-days,
but de new leg shall be pre-- tribute aid to that saffering people— the ble, to take their girls to all the balls and parAnd Mere iful One, for thee I wait.”
Greeks’are at your door.” “And some people ties. The rudimentary education furnished to
asked
me
to
go
home
with
him.
In
the
sarved
for
de
Sundays.” |
England, 1230.
:
a
=Youl’s Companion.
think
the classics are in the same vicinity; womeh of the higher classes has perhaps somelast moments of his life he was living
The figures of arithmetic brought into
Who has not heard of Sunday clothes, sdwelling, that is to say, in our mother-tongue thing to do with the prevalence of *‘ fastness”
over again what I had so nearly forgot- Europe by the Saracens, A. D. 991.
Sunday faces, and Sunday manners? But in the sense in which the needy are at badd — among a part of them, while to others it beten, and what I would have given worlds,
Paper of cotton rags invented toward Sunday legs are a novelty. Perhaps so, not exclusively, but'in such wise as to deserve comes the base of a real, later self-education,
the growths of reading, Observation, and
if I had them, to have felt that he had the close of the tenth century.
our first attention. The President of Harvard
\
in name, but not in fact.
We all know
thonght,—Augu
redugus Atlantic.
Adauiic,
;
is one of these people. “I may
forgotten.
Comedy and tragedy were first exhibit- people who hobble afounds week after ‘College
-AUNTY'S STORY.
“avow,”
says
President
Eliot,
**
as
the
result
of
¢ My mother had heen feeble for a ed at Athens, 247 years B. C.
week and year after year, on a poor
“THE
THE ORR'S ISLAND
ISLA}
ORITIC.
my reading and observation in the matter of
r+
_‘“ Aunty, tell me a goodie truly story; long time, and, little girl as I was, I had
Post-office established in France, 1464; : week-day principle, that may withoud
Middleton, in falling naturally upon the opin:
Jeducation, that I recognize but one mental
won't you, please ?” said little Nina, as: had the most of the care of ‘him, and I in England, 1581; in Germany, 1641
warning break and give its-owner a ser- acquisition as an essential part of the educa- of Mrs. Stowe's book, obtained a valuable insight into insular methodsof criticism for the
-she climbed upon my lap as I sat by‘ the’ can’t tell you how I loved him.
I cover _ Telegraphing introduced by Prof. Moss ious fall. Don’t do it any longer, reader.
tion of a lady or’a gentleman—namely, an acfirelight in the stillness that comes be- éd up his face and went out; but I didn't in 1844.
Use the strong Sunday legs every day if curate alg refined use of the mother-tongue. work of fiction. It did not appear that she
"had paid the population so acceptable a comtween the going down of’ the sun and the cry any'¥$hore when any one could see
Carry the words of Greek, Latin, French,sGerman, mathematics, pliment as might be imagined. They were
The telephone invented by Edison, in you would be safe.
lightipgof lamps. natural
and
physical
science,
metaphysics,
histhe, for 1 felt as though every one knew 1877.
the Good Book into the week; then
rather disposed to resent a willful _misrepretory and wsthetics are all profitable and de¢ Yes, Nina; every bit ‘truly.
Aunty what I had done. But when I was alone
A moderate wind blows seven miles -* shall the lame man leap like a Bait. "—
| sentation of them.
He gathered that they belightful, both as training, and as acquisitions,
doesn’t; feel in & mood to tell anything I thought my heart would “break, and per hour..
lieved that the wovel should confine itself
Dr. 8S. H. Tyng, Jr., in Companion.
to him who studies them with intelligence and
else to-night.”
:
; 2
strictly to a line of events Which had actually
s 3%. 00
time and again 1 wished my brother
A storm moves thirty- six miles per hour.
>
love, but not one of them has the least clégim to
- happened.
. .* Dear! I wanted. to hear a bear story,” could come back long enough for me .to |. A hurricane moves eighty miles per
be called an nequisition essential to a liberal
A LESSON FOR GIRLS.
“Yis,” said
one
interlocutor, severely,
said Earle; “but
go ahead, ada,
education, or an essential part of a sound
tell’him again how sorry I was, and ask hour.
“there's a gooddeal of WBvil about that.
That
was
a
wise
father
who,on
hearing
training.”
He
adds:
*
The
fruit
of
liberal
you're good for that when my. turn his forgiveness. - This was a great many
A rifle ball moves 1, 000 miles per hour.
There never was no such folks, and. no such
‘his little daughter requesting her brother education is not learning,
but the capacity and
comes.”
Sound moves 743 miles per hour. years ago. Iam old now; but this sumtalkin’ folks. There ain't po caves and no
»| to drive a few nails in the wood-house for desire to learn; not knowledge but power.” smugglers: My brother<n-law’s farm’s been
«J won't forget your as story, Earle,
Light moves 192,000 miles per hour:
mer, when I visited his grave, through
This
is
explicit
enough.
.
For
my
own
part,
I
her, 3) @id he would teach her how to do-it
alongside o’ Long’s Cove for fifty years, and he
but to-night I want to tell you just about the damp, dark earth that covers him,"
Electricity moves 288,000 miles per
hersélf.
She was apt, and drove in all agree to it.—Paul R. Shipman, in Popular never sor em. They couldn’t get in, what's
myself. You see when your grandfather afid the tall grass that waves above his hour.
the nails successfully. So pleased Pwas Science Monthly.
more, smugglers couldn't; there ain’t water to.
came up here among the Green Moun- little bed, I could still see the little quivThe first steamboat plied the Hudson in
i
float ’em. There wa’n’t. no such wreck—af
or training begins before "they _can lisp
your name. You can not begin too early

Si Erk

.

tains to live,, there.

many folk here as

i
! °

weren't

there

nearly

are

now.

as

ering, tearful face, and hear the pleading
In’ words, ‘ Please, sissy,do go home with

some families there were a great many
children, but there were but few families,
and they were all poor and lived a long

me.’ Ye Congregationniis,

ways
anwer
of the
miles

apart.
One school-househad to
for a very large district, and some
scholars had to go. two and three
to school and carry their dinners.

Solomon says that
known by his doings,
be pure, and whether
also says,
Train up

Your

grandfather

lived

very

near

the

"The first iron Stoayship

anr

Sometimes

mother

td

le

we

used

take our

to tease

dinner,

80°

we could stay and rh with the children
‘ab noon, but she always said, * No.’ Once

es IRQ while she would let us go home with
the children that lived along way from
_school, and stay over night and make a
~. visit, and then their mothers would put
. our dinner in with theirs the next day,and
we could stay all the noon. We thought,
that a

great treat. - One

day, the oon

>+@0

THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.

antici-

‘ Even a child is
whether his works
it be right.”
He
a child in the way

playing in the old

cider-mill, hunting

in the ‘bar, and jumping from the
RB rocks in the pasture into the tall

that grew all around them.
ning Thelped feed the chick, and gestae and
ught tesswas very nice and
o ride to school, and T wished I
at 1 had to Tide Svety

‘without waiting even to eat

r I ran out to the plagground. I

my little brothers, tll, stopane of the So. I1 felt

match

was

made in

!

The first horse railroad

Was

built «in

Gold was discovered

1848.

in

California i in

The first use of a locomotive in this
country was in 1829.

’

Does he let it be, saying

The first printing press in the Usited
States, was introduced in 1629.
The first almanac was, printed by Gee.
Von Furbach in 1460.
The first steam engine on this continent
was brought from England in 1753.

when it grows lajger he will attend to it?

Measure 209 feet.on each side, and you

inclined.” Watch

the skillful gardener as

he passes through his garden and finds a
little young tree growing crooked.

It is

one that he is anxious to have 'gréw into
a perfect tree.

No.

He foes at once, gets a stout stake,

and sets it firmly beside the

tree.

Then,

with proper bands, he fastens the tree to
the stake, ‘thus compelling it to grow
straight, or, in other words, training it
in the way it should go, or grow.
How

the comments of praise for the beautiful
with,

but left it unrestrained

and

will have a square acre, within an inch.
An acre contains 4,840 square yards.
A square mile contains 640 acres.
A mile is 5,280 feet or 1,760 yards in

length.

SoH

8A fathom is six feet.
. A league is three miles.
A Sabbath-day’s journey, is 1,155 yards
(this is eighteen yards less than twoi
thirds of a mile).
A day's journey is thirty: -three and onecighth miles.
A cubit is two. feet.
A great cubit is eleven feet.

A hand (horse'measure) is four inches.

with-

bushel.
Barley, forty-eight pounds per bushel.
Oats, thirty-five pounds per bushel.
buds that show
themselves where we | Bran, thirty-five pounds per bushel.
Timothy seed, ortytive. pogads per
want, no branches to grow. . "It'needs but
little more than
a touch to take” off - the bushel,
-

sponsible for the manner in which she
takes care of these most precious plants.
In training vines or trees, we watch for

strength go

to make the perfect tree. If you say: **It
is only a pretty little bud ;let it be ; it can

-

_ FLOWERS As CLOCKS. - By the
4 openitE

and closing of flowers the time of the ‘ day

can with certainty be determined. The
‘blossoms
of the ‘marigold - open at nine
“have to take the pruning knife or saw to
shan’. Go along With the boys.” wy ‘and ghen.it will leave’ an ugly scar. o'clock in the morning and close at three
seeing his lip quiver, and the tears So itis with children.
Buds of evil are in‘the afternoon. The pulsane. opens at
|
how
him
to
ain
eyes, I tried to expl
laughed at, called cuts cynning, pretty, nine and closes at eleven, The dandehie
with
on
run
to
1
him
and “encouraged to grow into: habits be- golion unfolds at 5 A. a. and shuts at 8 Pp.
8, and ite

, Sissy ido go, hoi with me!’

for ord

sharply:

§ she with her success that she would

have

“set & double row around the shed if her |
father had not concluded that these would
answer for

the

present.

* There, that

little lesson helps to make you . independent, my girl,” he said. *‘ Now, 1 will
teach you some day how to catch and
harness up a horse. You have already
learned to drive acgentle one. Learn to
sharpen a knife, and whittle, too, without
cutting your fingers. Don’t let the doors
creak for want of an oiled feathen, or the
little children’s boots get hard in the win-

ter for the want of a little grease.” Take
a lesson from this, girls. You don’t khow
where you will be cast away sometime
during your life. The most helpless people’T ever meet are those who can only do
one kind of work. Learn to help yourselves, even if sometimes you trench upEpon “ boys’ work.”
t
Ban Go on ono

LYNCH LAW.
Accounts vary as to the

origin

of

this

term. According to some authorities it
was derived
gfrom a Virginia farmer
named Lynch, who having caught a thief,
instead of Setivoving him to the law,

tied

himto a tree and flogged him with hig
‘own hands. Another account says that
in 1687—8, one Lynch was sent to Americato suppress piracy, and as thie laws
were not administered with much rigor

AN

Jeast the

The love of home is less developed in new
than in old lands; nature appears rather in the
disguise of an enemy to be
mother to be loved, and her

subdued than a
obstacles to the

outward signs of civilization make men

impa-

tient of her beauties.
Forests and precipices
have no attraction for the man whose chief
thought is how he can grow corn and pasture.

cattle to feed his family ; and it is

no wonder

that where life is 50 hard no time should be
left for the enjoyment of beauty.
The love of

‘the mountainger for his mountains, said tp be
common

England

in Europe, is iot the rule among New |

mountaineers.

They

have

hardly

any pride in their scenery, ‘and often long for a
smooth, fertile plain, where agriculture would
be easier and the cottditions of life softer.
Forests'are ** well enough’in their way;” an
indefinite'but forcible expression of depreciation. The struggle for bare existence, added

to the naturally silent, reserved mature of an
almost purely Anglo-Saxon (and largely east
coast of England) race, has developed a type
similar in all but religion to the traditional
Puritan. Here and there gleams of a more
genial life cross the path of one’s observation,
and by and by, when one has lived years in the

midst of this undemonstrative people,

an

in-

sight into their real selves, sympathy with the’

necessities which have saddened thém and the
work which has . repressed

them,

comes

to

change one’s first estimate, and brings before
one another example of the freemasonry of
human nature. Deep below this crust of un| attractiveness, there are

sterling

ship

Hanover

was

Jost

some sech|

way over to the mouth of the Kenneber; but

ENGLAND HILL oy

‘qualities,~

she had to go 'n’ plaster it onto iv and there
ain’t no sense in it. The cup’n’s wife, she

didn’t die o’ fright either, cause I seen her not
over a year ’n’ a half ago.” _
The young lady who made the aspired rag
mats, in the sume way bad read the book, because she lived in thé place; but she must say

~— And although she ‘did not say, it wss
plain to be seen that if she had said, the judgment

would

not

haye

been

more

favorable.

A bluff old gentleman, on the other hand, a
really venétable and picturesque figure, who
was said by popular report tobe the Cap'n’
Pennell of the narrative, though lamenting
that people should come from the West, and
eyen from*‘ Canedy,” and give themselves uhhécessary trouble in hunting for caverns that

never existed, and cut the bark
trees for mementos,

delivered

off his fruit
an ‘opinion

rebuttal that had the roundness and

in

complete-

ness of an apothegm.
“You don't want to inquire too clost inter a
good story, I tell’em,” he said; ¢ it’s ¢ert’in to

spile’it*— W. H. Bishop, in Harper's Mag-~
azine for August,
on

THE

STRANGE

AOTIVITY

OF

GEN--

“The restless activity of Genius bas given us-

many examples of an extraordinary desire on
the part of great men "to leave their acknowl
.edged sph
and to set themselves up on

some

new

pinnacle

of fame.

Turner it is

well known, long encouraged a * fallacy of.
hope,” and would, at one time, almost as soon
have written classic poetry as painted “ class- -

honesty, justice, immense perseverance, pain the colonies at that time, Judge Lynch | tience and endurance, evenness of temper and ic” pietures ; Frederick the Great had a gimilar
A palm is three inches.
out pruning. Now it is a gnarled, crookwas empowered to proceed summarily faithfulness of friendship,almost invariably. a weakness ; and we read how Goldsmith deA span is ten and seven-eighth inches.
ed, unsightly thing, marring the beauty
and how, in a
against
pirates, and thus gave rise fo. the | high standard of domestic virtue, and a serious lighted, in natural -history,
A pace is three feet.
of the grounds in which it stands. So itis
stranger way, Rossini prided himself on his acceptance of life's responsibilities, If there’
They need the bandage |- A barrel of flour weighs 196 pounds.. - term. But it is traced to a -much earlier is no elasticity of spirits, there is a wonderful pawers as a cook. . So, again, but more -natuwith children.
date-in
Ireland.
Tn
1493
James
FitzsteA barrel of pork weighs 200 pounds,
rally, Mme. : jo Steel once said that she would
of restraining ‘influence, wrapped well
| phens Lynch was Mayor of Galway, and steadfastness of purpose, and a tendency to sooner’ Have teen beautiful than have written .
'
A
barrel
of
rice
weighs
600
pounds.
with home love, fastened with a firm but |
make the best of everything, Homg.love does
his son, for a certain crime, being convict- ot include surroundings; even of the loveliest « Corinne” and it is not Tmpossible, though .
A barrel of powder weighs 25 pounds.
gentle hand. Many a one that has grown
likely, that there have been those among
and sentenced to be hanged, and family | scenery, but it is intense within a narrow cir~ less
A firkin of butter weighs 56 pounds)
her sex who would have given up the limited.
to be among the worst. of the bad, had
and
other
interference
undertaking
to
"cle of persons; though even here, in death, supremacy of their beauty for the world-wide’
they been properly restrained and ‘train- | A tab-of butter weighs 84 pounds.
“These consid- almost-as much as in life, it is singularly unde- reputation of Mme. De
prevent
the
execution,he
himself
acted
as
The following are sold by weight per
erations would, indeed, provide material for a
ed/while young,’ would be not only ‘good
monstrative,
.
The
present
conditions
are
of
the executioner. In the council books of
study of no light metaphypical interest, It
members of, but’ornaments. to, society. bushel :
.course far removed from the ' picturesque might possibly be shown not only how this
Galway
there
is
said
to
be
a
minute
that—
roughness of a hundred years ago, when the
It is one of woman's God-given rights to : Wheat, beans and clover seed, sixty
desire is frankly due to that broad sympathy
« James Lynch, Mayor of Galway, hang- first settlers, not long before the Revolution, “which is one the chief marks of real great5
train her children Yo be good and" useful. pounds per 1bushel.
how the notfort just spoken of is
ed his own son out of the window
for kill- came in the dead (of winter, some walking ness, bit also
tendency of
Corn, rye and flaxseed, difty- six oid
“Jess fixed thanit was; how the
We may call her a gardener, and her
-ing
a
young
Spaniard,
without
martial
or
eighty miles on snow-shoes, the women riding modern thought has sometimes gone to show,
per
bushel.
children choice plants ' fntrustéd to her
on horseback, and salt, at that time the’ most i that a man can neyer do 1wo -things,if but
he
Buckwheat,
fif! ty-two
pounds
per. common law; to show a good example to|
care by the Creator, to whom she" is’ re-.
athe must often do more than one,
precious and unattafpable article, conveyed on mean
’I posterity,”
Se
Jide
to do either well; and how there have

bud, and so let the sap and

Then

built in

1826-7.

‘he should go, and when he is old he : will

‘pated visit, and staying with so many of shape and proportion of fhe ice.
His
the children the next day nooh, for I neighbor had just such a-tfeé to start

Knew my dinner would be sent with
theirs.. 1had a happy time that night

The first lucifer
1829.

"mer
I was nine years old, rniy mother
told me I had been such a good girl to carefully he matches, those bands, and
take care of the children whiles she was rearranges them according to the growth
_ away with a sick sister, 1 might go home of the tree, but does not remove them un_ with Colonel Marsh's children and stay til it line‘grown firm and strong.
Then
~ over night. * I could hardly get my les- | with what satisfaction does he listen to
sons that day, I was so full of the

was

1830.
“wi

center of the district, so that your father not depart from it.” ‘There is also an old
and uncles and myself Gould go home.to ‘saying, “As the twig: is bent, the tree is
dinner.

ars]

1807

»

2

do no harm now!” by and by you will

| yond the mother’s control, See that ‘babe
at the window ; it has learnéd Soa

Hit has’

_ This opening

and closing. at fixed

times is the Liabit of many flowers, o ay

n

!

men’s backs,

1881., dom

;

This is a. very peculiar. number; The
sum of its digits is 9x9. It is divisible by
9 withoit remainder. The remaining

quotient consists of two prime factors, 11
and 19.

Itweads the sume both ways, If

‘or

in large

kettles

drawn

on

over with'summer hotels and railroad depots,

Personaily, it is only with the latter ingredients that I find fault. The life of the natives
is more natural, and therefore, even if rough

18 be set under 81 and the two added the: orstull, more dignified than that of the tour:

sum is 99.

Ifthe

18

be

reversed

and

been instances of men who, like a

poet-painter

really successful * in two
‘sleds ; but a good deal of the rawness of fron- of to-day, have been
‘Retier life clings ‘to our towns, whose "fag-ends heats oi 'the FROG re he. Contemporary
view.
POPE
run up mountains where bears are still not infrequent, while their central parts are dotted
:
: "BOAT ' SONG.
Ho! brave little boat,”

A

y
In the harbor afloat,
Spread out your white wings to the sunshiny
- weather!
The wind we love best
Blows out of the west.
well sail olen the bonny blue water

together.
ists-and such as minister to the tourists’ artificial wants, The majority of the travelers in
spray flashes bright; .
of the digits of which 4s 9. The 162 is these parts are of the nondescript kind, so ag- The’ ".waves The
to the sweet summer brecses are
calliing
also divisible by 9, giving a quotient, of gressive in all countries,~the class which, beitis largely urban, thinks. itself necessa3
ide on till the duy
18, which is a second time divisible by 9.—t-cause
| rily superior,
Dies sofily away,
and because it can afford a-year«
And
iy
ot
white wings when the twilight
If the 81 be reversed and added to 18, the | ly holiday (taken meanly enough, with a max8
sum is 36, which isalso divisible by 9, “imum of show
at a minimum of expense; for
Huntington Miller, in Harper's.
C—Emil
| some of dur visitors spend five cents on peas | , Magazine.
and the sum of its digs isalso 9, ©.

then added to 81, the sum is 162, the sum

SRO

[Jd
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sometimes

very

never doubtful, - A single voice in the’
wilderness may have more trumpet

pow-

finds an echo in the nation’s conscience.

good advice:

.

i

considering

what

The

for the

The young men who are now

first time

so educated that it does

party they

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat hopes to
see one method of political warfare adopt-

.

—

not at their last session make the new
The
universal
regulations * statuary.
recognition of these regulations makes
them an integral part of the law of the

and fell to the floor, I,however, managed to
crawl to the door, which * Jones’ had left

candidates.

that can be

There is no reason why Presistitution.
dent Bascom should not do his part of
the fighting against politics: in .education

Valley

Cotton

and the Cotton

Exchanges

and

Rock

leans, Memphis, Pittle
gomery,

of New

to co-operate in

Every woman wants a sensible man for
But senher husband, if she wants any.

sible men think twice before making
choice of wives, and they are not apt to
choose those who: are worn out before
marriage,and fitted only fer a career of fretfulness. If parents were wise, they would
marry
prefer to have their... daughters
young men of good mind and good morals,
© who are too poor to be able to .go to the
huge hotel, rather that the wealthier men
who are found there, and who are willing
bo marry such women as are found there.
The rising salesman or clerk, the student
“of law or medicine, the junior editr of
the paper, will make their wives happier
and richer than the majority of those who
start in life with wealth, and who take it
to the fashionable hotels to spend.

ammunition in his brain,
stormy weather.

a second time, and

of since.

When matters come

to,

This man,

received

A.

|

three large: bullets

Albany and Bostop,

The present is undoubtedly the safest
time for steamboat travel that has been
known for years, Jiose who have charge

of the boats are overhauling the

life-pre-

servers, exercising the crews in the management ‘of the life-boats and in other

Nays improving in vigilance: and care,
are displaying
inspectors
the
an

more zeal and Stsiagency in seeing
the provisions of the

law are carried

that

out,

But something? more is wanted than a
mere spasm of investigation or tempo uy.

The

improvement in precaution.

acci.

dents have revealed radical defects in the

system of signalling by “sound and by:y
light, which. requires to

more

be made

-effective, and the regulations in regard

to the quality of crews are also defective.

Chinese

Springfield

in a modest way,

‘“ I

and made preparations for

my

sleeping cars are being built

River

«

are de-

maps can
Washing-

hand-

beautifully clear and perfect,
has jusé

Globe-Democrat.

$

CC

After

A negro, after gazing at some
Chinese,
shook his-head and solemnly said: *** If de
white folks be so dark as dat out »dar, I won-

de color ob de black folks?”

*

newspaper,
‘be permitted

to live till they die a natural, death, so

as

‘to

show the world what a magnificent, healthy
country Texas really is.”

One of the saddest apd most vexatious trials
| that comes to a girl when. she marries is that
she has to discharge her mother and depend

on a servant girl.
A Leadville deacon ran a man three miles
up a hill and then rolled him back in a barrel,

for the offense of aalling a church a Joss. house.
They’re bound te have religion respected in
Leadville.—Boston Post.

¢ John, what odor is that?’ « Cloves, Joye.”

to

* Allspice,

my 'beloved.”

« But isn’t - there
anovher?”
belovedest.”
‘* Wel, John,

“Yes, apples,
if you'd .anly

drink

I

a little brandy,

make a good mince pie.”

now,

think

yeuwd

© A family going north from: Raleigh last
week took the boat: at Norfolk after dark.
Next morning the little girl awoke and scrambled up to the window, and looking out on
the broad Atlantic, exclaimed: ¢* Oh; mamma,
do get up and see; the front yard is full of

water."— Raleigh (N.
This is the

season

C,) News.

of

the

year

when

the

small boy goeth to the barber;and winkesh at
him, and

saith, ** cut/off the ends of my hair.”

And behold, the barber cutteth: the hair
leaveth the ends.~—New Haven Register.

and

¢“ What is your pame?” asked a census taker.
« John Corcoran,” * Your age?” * Twentyell that’s whut
ove.” ‘“ What nativity ??
hothers me,

I'll

tell you,

and may

be

you

ean make it out.
y father was
Irish’ but
he is now a naturalized Anierican éitizen; my
mother is English ; and Iwas
bora on a:Dutch
frigate, under a French flag) in Turkish waters. Now, how is it#”’
z
¢

and they remained open for sever-

.al minutes, Just as the train started from

the depot I heard a nofse, and locking up,
discovered

a man.

He said : ¢ Hello! is that yeu?.
thought ‘1t wad Woodward,

the

car.

At first I
the other

+ H-o-r-s-e, horse,”

commenced

Pat.

‘ Not

horse—tility,” said. the teacher; * but hoss—
tility,” * Sure,” replied Pat,‘ an’ didn’t ye
tell me,-only the other day, not

to

PERRY |

say

¥
h! its wan thing wid ye one day, ‘and
a the nixt,”
:
:

a

tooth-

hoss?

an-

.
“ We don’t want
all this we don’t want it.”

modification of

Mr.

Itear-

familiar tone of his

voice

caused

me

to not, and it isn’t irreverant, either.—Rockester

ney’s. He said, The Chinese must go. look up again, when I saw he was ‘a Democrat.
‘They sdiy, No more Chinese may come. ‘stranger. Upon this I said, ¢ I do not know
« Is your husband ont?” inquired a gentleWhat is
It is mot.the first time in the history of you: I never saw you. before,
man lately,of the wife of & cabine{-maker on
the country that the two great parties “your nam e? ¢ Jones,’ sajd he; ‘ and I have the boulevard Montmartre, Paris. ¢ No, sir.
have combined against Liberty. The run a goo d many trips for ‘this company.’ “Ho is i he back-shop, working,”” anid at that
ére came the report of a fire-arm
result will be what it always has been: Then he inquired : ¢ Where do you make, 100MeN

from that quarter. ** Gracious!” exclaimed the

. Laberty is stronger than parties, Hercules
visitor. ** What is the matter?”
« Thinking he’ was an old expressman, nothing,
-in his cradle is stronger than“thi full grown
sir, he is only finish ing
only galing
: “serpents. The
battles of Liberty” are ‘and a friend of Woodward's
3
you first stop?!

¥
.

P

ah

wy "

35.
Bottles to one address,
Price, Si: Six freely
answers alllettersof inquiry.
.

[]

“ Oh, it is

a gothic.cabi-

1

Mrs. Pinkham
:
Send for pamphlets, ~ Addressas above,
Lydia E, Pinkham’s
No family skouldbe without
LIVER PILLS. They eure Constipation, Bilious.
20 cts. per box.
ness, and Torpidity. of the Liver,

GEO, C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.
Sold by Diuggists.

For CONSTIPATION
and BILIOUSNESS.

in

Very Pleasant to the Taste,
or

other

chronic

TR

0

conlirmed in
all who

fischsee

and the

fF FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGEISTS.

mac ?
SEASON,

v.

‘AND

$

AND-S0

:

-

3

BOWELS

;

VECETABLE

|

AN UNFAILING CURE FOR ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS

g to the very plain directions inclosing
and such it really.is when taken in time and accordin
cach bottle.
frequently, very acute; but with a
and
sudden
ack is usually
, th
of the fatal result i
there is AL
y
i e use,
remedy at hand for immediat
DS
safe
which so often follows.a few days’ neglect.
does not bring a better feeling, not infrequently
The inclination te wait and see if the morrow
, and sometimes costs a life. A timely dose of
occasions a vast amountof needless suffering
with them the attendant doctor's fee.:
Pain Killer will almost invariably save both, and
constant use in all countries and climates, and
Tt has stood the test of forty yeamg’
is perfectly safe in any person's hands.
and persons of all classes and
t is recommended by Physicians, Nurses in Hospitals,
the wonderful results which have always
who have had
rofessions
J
A-3
followed its use:

for observing

opportunity

THE

BEST

EVIDENCE:

i
Messrs. PERRY DAVIS & . SON:SON
used the medicine known as PERRY
you
I have long
I know you need no testimonial to convince
it, but ¥
DAVIS'VEGETABLE PAIN KILLER in my family
for
claim
you
that
all
is
en | that your medicine
account, be without it.
“and would not on
to communicate to_you
impulse
the
restrain
cannot
medicine
no
I
here,
Cholera was last epidemic
done wonders.
in my faily it has
of any sort but the Pain Killer, and although myself | the fact that it te my
children (one eighteen months,

in

|
ily were
of m;
mem!
was |
severely, I am happy to say tat the Pain Killer
hould not 4
id
ik
equal te every
did I'not say |
unity
doing my duty.
by the Cholera |
If I were attacked
this tnuoh.
Pain Killer would be the only remedy I ||
should use. 1 have thoroughly tested it, and know

BERGINSEND, Galena, Illinois,

I administer
success.
2nd the other three years old) with perfectdiarrhoea.
all
tes their bowels, and sf
It
for
both
in
it
to
resort
wife
and
Myself
internal and external us8. I've used it in my family
Feeling
years, and will not be without it.
for five
many times
nder much obligation to you,
-myse
)
pain, I am very trul
relieved from
being

MOORE, Baugall, Dutchess Co, New York.

ne
the reach -of .all.
;
its price brings it within
No family ean afford to be without it, andconvince
you of its merits than columns of newsThe use of one bottle will go further tonever do without
it.
ik
’
will
you
Try it, and
paper advertising.
J
it at any drug-store or from
Price, 85¢. 50¢. and $1.00 per bottle. You can obtain

in

PERRY

Proprietors,

DAVIS ‘& SON,

Providence, R. I

By

met

eves

under treatment, and as honest and intelligent

an opinion given us it may be in our power to
Kor this we will make no charge,
render.
whether,after consultation, the Oxygen TreatSend for our Treatnient be ordered or not.
ise on Compound Oxygen, which will be
in it the record of
find
mailed free. You may
a case just like your own, which we have
successfully treated. Address Dre. Starkey &
Lalen, 1100 and: 1111 Girard St. Philadelphia,
a,
;

.
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CEOCRAPHY OF fig SOUNTRY, WiLL
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Obrtuaries.

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

NOTICE.

for the

Obituaries

public.

For

should

be

the- excess over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent hy persons who do

not patronize -the

Morning

Star,

it

1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at ‘the raté of FOUR. CENTS PER LINE of eight:
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

Mits, MARY NOBLES, wife of Ira Nobles, died

of paralysis, in Rutland, Ohio, July 24, aged 55
years, She was a native of Hartford County,

Muryland, and came to Meigs County, Ohio, in

1837, where she bas since resided. She was
She made a public profession
married in 1845.
of RSligion in the spring of 1871, and united
with t e first ¥. Baptist church in’ Rutland,of
which-she remained a member till five or six

0, when the

years
port.’

family

moved to Middle-

|.

he soon united with the church in that,
place, and remained a worthy member till her
death.
A large congregation and some fifty

|TSAO

cK.

relatives uttended her funeral, which was conducted by Rev. S. H. Barrett. She was highly

esteemed as a Christian, and-always seeme
er loss to
interestedin the cause of Christ.
the church and community will be severely felt.
But their loss-is her gain,
8. H. B.

‘I at all hours of

Mrs. BETSEY WENTWORTH Copp, wife .of
Mr. Isaac Copp,died in Farmington, N. H., July

M

2, in the 76th year of her age. She was a
member of the F.. B. church in West Lebanon Hl

Me., where she always lived until the, removal
armington about twenty
family to
‘yedits ago: A consistent Christian for fifty-three

sides a large circle of more distant relatives and
of sympathizing friends, lament her departure

_¥on,
and
kaloosa, and Knox“Washington to Sigourney,
onaparte, Hon:
rmington,
JAdxille; Kegkuk to
ddy=
Outuinw
Eldon,
sonsport. Ihdependent,
Moines;
8
ville. Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, an
and:
Newton td Monroe; Des Moines to ndiabola an
Winterset; Atlantic to Lewis and Audubon; onl
aAvoea toyiarian. ‘This is positively a the
throug!
Railroad,’ which owns, and operates
line from.Chicago into the State of Kansas,
‘Fhrough Express Pasrénger Truins with Pullman Pajuce Carsattached, are run each way daily
‘between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
COUNCIL, BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHIlwaicars arealso run between
, SON. “Through

bered by not a few of the older ministers of the

Rock1sland Short Line.”
is magnificently
Phe - “Great Rock Islahd™
and its
quipped. 1ts road bed is simply perfect,
.
s laid with steel rails.
The

off the

years, having liveda quiet, contented, and useful life, she came to the final hour calmly, after a
long period of trustful‘ watching and waiting,”

and has left td her sorrowing family and friends

the

sweet

assurance

that ‘all

A

is well.”

husband, one son and two daughters, a sister— |.
the last, now, of a family of ten children,~ be-.

"fee

Her Christian hospitality and other excellen t
traits of character will be pleasantly remem-

- Union on the
The Christian
.
id
Juda
messengeron the route, and I inquired: said an attorney over in the court-house, the denomination.
we
~ 4uestion:
day to a voluble old lady on the witness,
Epriu
S.,
youngest
daughter
of
Irandis
“ Where are you going?’ He replied: “Oh, other
Both political parties * have agreed on just across the river." I had not taken a stand, # it is irrelevant.” Bat: the. witness. and Harriett Brown, died fn Durham, Me. J.
on, finishing with,
Subgiantially the same Chinese platform. look at him until this reply, but the un= paid1] no heed, and talked
July 23, aged 20 years, and 11 months,
Mis 8 | 1
** There, you've got it whether you want it or,
It is a simple

E, Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

of the world in the treatment of these
1t has been used with such wonderful success in all parts
difficulties, that it has come to be considere d

:

éxperience

y

S0 PREVALENT AT THIS:
on has’been incuse so long and with such uniformly
No Remedy Znown to the Medical Professi
satisfactory results as

—————————————
- a

more than tend years’

[A

.

this Compound is unsurpa:

sex,

Bis cos rid Dlarhan, DoE

be

was

f

PERFECTLY, SAFEIN THE MOST INEXPERIENCED HANDS!

administering that new and remaikable remedy for chronic diseases, now so widely known
as ©“ Compound Oxygen,” and after a careful”
observation of its action in the largest range
of diseases, some of them of the most compliare now
cated and hopeless character, we
preparedto treat that special line. of cases
which are usually regarded by the profession
as beyond the reach ef medical skill.
Not that we will promise a cure in any and
every case that may come to us,
But we invite a statement by letter or otherwise, of the
case of any of that large class of suffering invalids to which we have referred.
This will
be carefully considered, and compared with
other and similar cases which we have had

Professor (to student in natural history):
¢ Mention six animals -of the frigid zone.”
Student (eagerly): ¢ Three polar bears and
three seals.”
SE

< But the other?

to

.

1ydia
©
! 18 prepared atthe proprietorsiaboratory.
N 0, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,

forgetful in the midst of extreme suffering and
unfaltering in her faith in God, one could not
help seeing that she had “ been with Jesus and
C. E. CATE,
ie
#
learned of him.”

No Charge for Consultation.

froth, you bet.”—Norwweh Star.

|“ We Wish,”
says a Texas
¢ that a few of our citizens could

not

-

Tor thecure of Kidney Complaints of either.

close, her experience
blessed. Patient to wait her appointed time,
grateful for every kindness shown her, self-

drawing without pain. The patient was placed in a chain, amd the instrument applied to bis
‘tooth with a wrench, followed by a roar from
the unpleasantly surprised sufferer.’ ‘“ Stop,”
cried the dentist. ¢“ Compose yourself. I told you .
I would give you no paih, but I only just gave’
you a twinge as a specimen, to shew you CartAgain the
wright’s method of operating.”
instrument was a plied—another tug, another
don’t be impatient; that is
‘ Now,
roar.
; be seated and be calm; and
Dumerge’s way
supesensible of the
‘be
you will now
Another .applicariority of ,my method.”
tion—another = tug, another roar. ** Pray
and
mode,
be quiet, this is Parkinson’s
By “this
you don’t like it; no wonder.”
hung by ‘a. thread, .and
time the tooth
whipping it out the OpEiOE exultingly ex** This is my mode of tooth-drawclaimed:
ing without pain, and you are now enabled
to compare it with the operation of Cart“wright, Dumerge and Parkinson.”—38¢, Louis

Mr. Smith,” said a lady at a fair, “ won’t
please buy this boquet to present to the
you love?
¢ That could not be,” said
Smith; “‘ I am a married man.”

der wha

He is determined

Before the days of chloroform there

He was from the mountain sidé, and was
buying his first glass of soda,
*¢ I wish you’d
skim off that scum, hoss; I ain’t payin’ for no

her: ¢ Thisis

coming into

be.—New

:

quack in San Francisco who advertised

:

Twenty Wagner

stances, act in harmony
govern the female system.

:

the family of her sister, Mrs. John Grey, and
here during a long and most painful illness she

ter movement.—Boston Courier.

the son ofa cooper.

for the New York Central and, Hudson

“
ou
ady
Mr.

I opened both doors to let

smoke,

years previous to her death she had resided

all circumelaws that

Jt will, at all times and under

A. H WHITAKER.

USE.

BY ITS

CURED

PERMANENTLY

ALWAYS

MRS. JANE G. JOHNSON died in Lake Village,
For fifteen
N. H., June 17, aged 73 years.

caught again at the game of button, button,
who’s got the button, or fo suffer from a coun-

my last trip, you’ know,” little dreaming
what was in store for me. When Lgot inA. pedagogue told one of his scholars, a son
tb the cr I fond the stove was smoking, | : of the Emerald
hostility.
:
Isle, to spell
out the

|, 80:

Kind

sisters and a brother mourn
hope they will remember
safely folded in the kind
safe from ‘‘ every wintry
May they meet him. there,

#

STRENGTH, £0 THAT THE CURE 1S radical and en
RE«
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC 8YS=
GION IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO.
NATURAL POSITION, THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PATK,. WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, 13

He lived a good
Freewill Baptist church,
Christian life and when the hour of death
He’
came he was able to say, ‘ Its all well.”
left a wife, four children, two sisters and
His first wife died
three brothers to mourn.
about eight years ago, so that this is the second
time his children have Leen called to mourn
the loss of a kind parent. Text, f There
be no weeping there.” Sermon by Rev.
shall
R. McDonald.

indexed

to

’

the last word.

~

jon
The census of Arizona gives the Jopul
us 41,5680, including 1600 Chinese and
45450
Indians but excluding reservation and Pueblo
Indians not taken in the census.
In Yreka, California, a baker puts ouf, his
curious sign: Y-R-E-K-A-B-A-K-E-R-Y.
Read
right or left, it is the same.
.

cheerful and happy, as this was the last”
trip of the week; and the next was my
week off. My wife and myself had prom*
ised ourselves several little pleasure trips
week, and as I left
.during the coming

to

.

of 840,366 since 1870. - The third congressional
district has more than doubled in population.

to Boston. It was u clear, bright moon.
light night, and I was feeling unusually

home that night, I said

PN
9+

Gd

trip

usual

gave

been sold gt Leipsic for 300 marks.

office

the

PD

a

says Halpine,

went to

Ney was

writing,

and Boston, ) popularly known

4
as ‘ Yank” Filkins.
«'On the evening named,”

authorities

kiss and men have.—Nutional Union.
A letter in Queen "Elizabeth’s
own

sailant was an old-time baggage.master
(and subsequently an expressman between
h

richest:

The young man did not lose his situation, but
he gota blowing up that made him think that
Fourth of July had come again with even
more than its wonted explosiveness,
When
anybody asks for buttons now, he bars the
passageto the door with ‘his yardstick and
points energetically, while he exclaims, * Opposite counter!” with a special emphasis on

Why do girls kiss each other and men do
now? Because girls have nothing better to

as-

his:

and

heard

ton.

such a depth as to be beyond the reach and
rescue of the most skillful surgeons in the
It was on the night of the 6th
country.
of January, 1871, that he was attacked
while engaged as. an expresss messenger
between

been

fined and named on the “published
be séen from the summit of Mount

Adams

head

never

No less than 1000 mountains, which

remember

his

in

buried

the

RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS

THIS PREPARATION

NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
8.
THE MUSOLES OF THE
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND.

was faithfully and cheerfully cared for. She
more than 1ifty years, durA lady called at a store on Winter. street, iad Been a Christian
ing all which time, but "especially near its
the other day,-and inquired of a polite saleswas peculiarly rich and

In very
eR

company, costing $18,000" each.

no less than

with

parents, two loving
their loss, hut we
that little Oscar is
Shepherd’s arms,
blast that blows.”
*
: a :

‘a population:

where a soldjer is likely

“ork Post,

An Englishman upon hearing the cackling
in a poultry yard exclaimed, ** Oh, this is really henchanting!”

agent of the American Express Company.
For nearly ten years he has survived and

attended’ to ‘business

lace.

of

cargo

the

except

ren

built this year.

Mont-

North

movements
of the faState Pris—
Halpine, as

There were 40,000 cars built in the United
States last year, and there will be about 50,000

three bullétsin

the

Halpine,

but left the mind unclouded to the last.

+
The Positive C¥e .
.
“For all Female Complaints,

LY

OSCAR WILBER, son of Wm. H. and Sylvis
a J. Goff, died near Broadway, Union Co.,O.,
For nine
July 19, aged 2 years and 10 months.
patiently suffered.
Jong weeks little Oscar
Scarlet fever did its dreadfal work on the body

every letter which ‘he has received for forty
years. The most valuable are those reeeived
irom his brother, the General.
-The two
brothers have corresponded from the’ time
they were little boys. The letters number
thousands, and make three huge volumes.
some after
Some of them, written before and
great movements and battles, cover forty
,
s of ’letter-paper
These letters were
written from school, from West Point, from
foreign
the ‘plains, from California, from
countries, from headquarters, in the saddle,
on drum-heads, and from" every
in camp,

~ % See here, John,ix your sweetheart a fac-

his head, and was not expected 0 recevér from his injusies, is still alivé andin
the employ of the express company, afford-

Thomas

“with

has filed and

Sherman

~ Secretary

tory girl?” . * Yes, William, satisfactory.”

ing one of the most remarkable examples of
human vitality.on record ifthe world —Mr.
"

The

there, own and control.

my

and the

FAOTS AND OURIOSITIES.
Marshal

attack upon the expressman.

“who

has

—¢

caused several
the immense sensation
years ago, by a daring attempt to rob an
express car while crossing the bridge, and
a murderous

entered

eye,

Albany Journal.

whether in

will

will.

of about 100,000, is reported to be

out that it was Filkins: But Mr. Halpine
and many others doubt the fact, and believe.that he is still alive and at large.-—

THREE BULLETSIN HIS HEAD.
Journal

and we hope

She

her funeral.

at

to officiate

daughters to mourn the loss of a good mother.
Z.d. WHEELER.
-

a' great

city of its size in the world.
There are 100
Frankforters worth from'$4,000,000 to $5,000.-

A skeleton was. found in a. sew-

er of the prison, and the

4

the

the writer

seemed as a shock of corm Lg ripe for the
harvest, a?hich is now gathered into the- heavShe leaves one son and two
enly garner.

man who was measuring fringe,
* Do you
Filkins proved bis desperate character
buttons?’ ‘ Opposite, madame, if you
after he was ‘lodged in State Prison, by r“keep
please,” said he, as he paused in his work,
attempts to escape and other acts of in- and showed a row of very white teeth. “To his
subordination. He escaped once and was
dismay she walked deliberately-out of the door
recaptured.
Afterwards he disappeared
and crossed the street to a rival establishment.

the form of a duel or in a less reputable
form, can give effective battle to whiskey,
can establish a good school system, and
can develop its agricultural interests, is
on the high road to prosperity, whatever
its politics and whoever is President.

Readers of

public can do

Frankfort-on-the-Main,

recovered, and ex-

from

periences no ill effect

inclined to work together is an indication

exalted idea of one kind of investigating |
committees:
It is ax undoubted but deplorable fact
that reports of parliamentary committees
appointed to investigate matters in which
the Government of the day are involved,
do not,and should not,carry much weight

‘shot

already intimated, fully

not only of an increasing readiness for
agricultural improvement, but of that
hopefulness which is born of an increasing
agricultural prosperity. A community

Witness does not have an

second

ward him on account of his
and the tracing of the purchase
tal pistol. He was sent to the
on; but subsequently escaped.

known in Southern fields, and the fact
that these great representative bodies are

which can put down violence,

money.”

clerks are content to work from 6 A.M. to 8
P. M., and that,
with four hours longer. on
Saturday, is enough in all conscience.
A man’
ought to have a few moments in his day for
recreation of mind and body.
It is creditable
to both employers and employed that this movement has been so quietly, conducted.—N.
.
Times.

-Suspicion, however, was first directed to-

series of fairs to be held in those places
autumn and spring,
during the coming
for the purpose of exliibiting various patterns of agricultural machinery in use upon the cotton: plantations of the South.
plows and cultivators
The improved
familiar in the Northwest ure almost. un-

the following paragraph :

The

deal in this matter,

third entered my right ear, and none of
the balls have ever been extracted.”
When Mr. Halpine had somewhat recovered from the shock, he gave a description of his assassin to Conductor
Sargent and Baggage-master Colson, and
a few days after Filkins was arrested.

Or-

arranging for

The

head, just undef the right

icksburg to the Chambers of Commerce

Watchman is eminently sensible in

“ The Montreal

jawbone,

at

Association

Planters’

Spending

are worth $1,000,000.
thought had blown my head ‘all to pieces.’ 000 each, and 2The who
city is one of the great
and upward.
DENNIS STRAW died at Barnstead, N. H.,
The remembrance ofit is horrible.
The
Its aggregate
globe.
banking centers of the
22, aged 65 years. He was born in Ellsfirst shot entered on the right side below banking capital, is estimated at $200,
,000— |. May
N. H., and gave his heart to the Lord
the ear and in the middle of my neck.
It more than one-fourth of which, the Roths- (inworth,
early youth. About ten years ago last May,
'hilds, ‘whose original and parent house is he united with the Strafford and Barnstead
passed through and lodged under my_ left

the Mississippi

from

coming

ptoposal,

work, there is no room to doubt.

Fo

18 hours 3 day.”

sible. 1 knew that I had been shot three
times in the head, and the last shot I

educational _proan important step in the
gress of the State; scarggly less ‘important as an indication of advance is the

in the future #8 he has in the past. That
‘he will make's winning fight, having the
support of all who value good educational

of

patronizing those who work their clerks 16 ‘to

| open when fe jumped

After the above date our laws will only
be municipal ; that is,confined to our own

lots

humbly appeal to the public, in the name of
humanity and reason, to support them by not

out.
I tried to
shout but could not. Just then the enginsea, and, therefore, no one nation is justi- ‘eer was getting upon his engine, and lookback saw my head come out of the
fied in having luws in opposition to thems ing
door. He came back and found me insen-

The debates should be confined

has

in inducing almost all grocers to close at 8
‘o'clock “PoM except on
v5 -und--they

attention, but I had not sufficient strength

as far as
possibleto State issues—issues
which affect’ us directlyas citizens of #waters. Upon the high seas and uponto
have
Missouri, and only remotely as citizens fo¥ign waters, our vessels will down
by
laid
rules
new
the
to
conform
of the United States.
the demands of the maritime world. Since
American vessels will have to conform to
The Christan Inlelligencer speaks of the new regulations in all waters but our
Si
+« half-day hearers:"
| own, and as our present regulations are
An evil which seems to be on the in: G prolific of collisions,and in many respects
crease, and which causes discouragement to inferior, and in none superior, to those of
pastors and anxiety to the thoughtful,is the the other powers of ‘the world, to be
noticed, of adopted Sept. 1, Congress should, at the
practice Which is everywhere
neglecting the second service of the sanctu- earliest opportunity, make the new ules
ary on the Lord’sday. If a careful census of the lawsi.ypder which. American ship
the attendance upon public worship eould shall be governed.
O-0-B-0-0
it would probably be found that
be taken,
the congregations in the afternoon or
ENOOURAGING SIGNS.
evening were not more than one-half as
° We clip the following editorial para¢ largeas those in the morning.
graph from the Christian Union :
;
* The Independent gives its opinion as to
We note in.some of our Southern exSunddy excursions:
changes a variety of incidents more -in. Our opinion is that few derive any ap- dicative of the regeneration and re-buildpreciable benefit from these Sunday ex- ing of the South than all political movefor they concern those
cursions, while much harmis done by ments put together,
2
1. A good deal of bad company elements of social life which underlie and
them.
beneficient . legislation. Among
is gathered together. 2. Rowdyism and produce
drunkenness ure exhibited. 3. No re- these are the formation of an anti-duelling
is both tospect for the day or its ussociations is-| association, the object of which
are un- develop public sentiment against duelling
manifested. 4. The conditions
favorable to the physical benefit sought. and to enforce laws hitherto dead letters
association
5. A-great deal of unnecessary labor is upon this subject, And this of -Senator
caused. 6. A great deal of ruoney is has the warm indorsement
Charleston News. In
squandered. ‘7. The influences are not Butler and the
regulations
restrictive
Carolina
South
healthful.
i
have been -passed’ against the .sale of
whiskey. The grand jury in nearly every
From the Milwaukee Sentinel:
county has made some utterance against
The remark of the self-satisfied Spring: 3 it, and an attempt is to be made to recog-,
field - Republican, that ¥*‘a really fine nize the Sons of Temperance of that State
* thing is pretty sure, to be too good out and to secure the co-operation of TemperWest,” is almost justified by the attack of ance workers in a vigorous Anti-liquor
the politicians on President Bascom, of Campaign.
The Ngpmal Institute for the
the State university. Yet it is_fair to say same State is announted during the month
that the declaration of the politicians that of August, lasting thrée weeks, with a
+ his Massachusetts notions are too good course of study, which will include all
for practical yse” is not indorsed by the branches taught in schools, and special
people of Wisconsin, and that if -he re- instruction in advanced methods of teachsigns it will be against the wishes of the” ing and discipline, the first Institute of
.people aswell as the interests of the in- the kind ever held in ‘South Carolina and

The

back he stoop-

ed over,and, placing the muzzle of the pistol close
to my ear fired a third time. That |
fixed me, and I was unconscious for a few
minutes. When I came to, the train was
standing still. By ‘a tremendous effort I
got on my feet, walked to the center of”

that they did
great oversi ht of Congress
1

~ people, and thus to increase the Republiother plan

I arose on

the car and seized the bell-rope, thinking
to ring the bell on the engine and attract

adopted.in every county in Missouri this
year. It will do more to edugate the

devised.

While lying on my

her choice at the place of her late residence.
Those who knew her best speak of her as a
devoted Christian, whose religion found ex-

pression in her daily life for nearly seventy
She took a lively interest in the beneyyears.
denomination, was
‘ Yes.” . There was a minute of silence, and olent work of her beloved:
a constant readerof the Star almost from its
the boy with the cart started up his load, sayand diliing: “ But I dor’t care a cent about it—he has first publication. She ardentlyShe loved
retained her
10 eat with a fork and say ‘yes, ma'am’ to ev- gently studied God’s word.e degree, and took
‘faculties to a. remarkabl
erybody.”—Detroit Free Press,
great delight in. religious conversation and
_ The grocery clerks have issued a statement | prayer. Death; to her, had no terrors. She
in which they say they have been successful
spoke of it calmly and cheerfully, requesting
ff Probably

months have taken piace within' the waters of the United States,it would seem a

f
ed im its State this year:
We hope to seethe system of joint

"can vote, than any

again.

ington, Me., of which she remained a worthy
member until death, there being no church of

The
who
That
he »

‘ Yes,” was the brief reply. “*¢ Lives in a big
house and wears good clothes?”
‘ Yes.”

saw he was
standing right over me with his: pistol
pointed at my head. Instantly I heard the
report, saw the flash and down I went

‘A code of revised regulations for pre-

ions they make when soliciting confidJeice: ‘They are known by their fruits.

rival

on until we got there.
Inter Ocean.” ‘notes- a hold
my knees, apd, looking up

Chicago

venting collisions at sea will go into ef-}
fect throughout the world on the 1st of
September, 1880,the only exception being
the waters within the jarisdiction of the
United . States. As nearly all of the accidents' to -vessels during the past few

political organizations. - Parties no more
than men are to be judged by the profes-

discussions’ between

to the

y

blundering oversight on the part of Congress:
]
;

will. unite with will’ do. themselves
grievous wrong if they do not study with,
some .care the antecedentsof existing

v

respond

Advertiser gives a bit of voice of Liberty.

stood acress the street looking at him,
contrast was very great, and a pedestrian
saw the situation said to the poor boy: **
chap over there is pretty well fixed, isn't

it

was too late. I was down, and the blood
was spouting from my mouth. My thoughts
flew rapidly, and I knew in a few minutes
we would be in East Albany Depot, and I
thought if I could get hold of him I could

And the conscience of the nation has been

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
The Boston

was but

the late Andrew | Me., after an illyears and 2!
86
ness of only two days, aged
months. Sister W. became a Christian at the |
age of 18, and joined the ¥. B. church in Lim-

On High street yesterday a boy of 10, richly
dressed, sat on the steps eating an orange, and
a boy with a cart-load of picked-up wood

him, I turned my head and commenced:
‘looking over my way bills, -when bang
In an
went a pistol and down I went.

er than all the preaching of political
scribes; it will have more power if it. instant I knew what Jones

“WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1880.

intoit.”to give an ! * MRS. SUSAN, widow of
siiallen shotantiquity
and was offiring
net,
ce
worm-eat
appearan
Wetherbee, died in Gorham,

across the river, and without the remotest
but the issue is idea that there was anything wreng about

long,

7

ol

Edith was a sufferi ng invalid for a number of
years,
but her sufferings are all over and she
iswafe in the great fold above,
A. LinBY.
’
:
J
. WILLIAM'M: PARKS, son of Riclird II. and

Margaret Parks, died in Taunton,

Mass.; Ma)

10, 1880, aged58 years and 6: months.

MARTHA M?, Wile of Geo. A. Sampson,

y

and

daughter of Richard I. and Margaret Parks,
died in Warren, Til, on July 15, aged 60 years

and 8 months, *
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Hletos Summary,

:

Fire Insurance

of spectators.

fal medical

As the largest group

of corporations doing business in any one State,
the companies covered by the New York superintendent’s report offer a fair gauge of the
general condition of these risks. In 1879 the

three classes into which companies included in

ery hour

“this report are familiarly divided,— State,”

At quarter-past twelve Taner

treatment.

Dr.

Tauner

* surplus of income over outgo; the income being $60,506,872, outgo $58,902,040, and the difference $1,604,832. This was caused, however,
solely by the surplus of “ foreign ” companies

‘the * State” und + other States” showing for
1879 an aggregate
of losses and expenses, in excess -of income to the amount of $1,061,141.
* Income ” in these returns includes dividends,
and this exhibit simply shows" that, taking all
expenses’ together, the losses'thore than consumed the entire premiums, less working expenses, taxes ahd dividends.
In other words,
if a fair return on the capital invested be taken
into account, the business wus unprofitable in
1879. For the first six months of 18380 the New
York State companies show a largely increased,
business, as measured by premiums received;
and a decrease in the amount of losses, accidental fires, it was remarked long since, are
much less frequent on a rising than on a falling market; but even the improvement in business leaves the income of the companies less

The

promises
B

well in
nie

The new Japanese minister
arrived af St Petersburg.

’ The

thal& Coy

British

troop-ship

every Irish
x

to

Russia
:

Orontes

has

has

be raised an§ existing rates do not- permit fair
profits.
If this is a correct statement of the
facts of fire and
- likely to be slowly
citable business till
strong companies
rience of the panic

marine insurance, capital is
withdrawn from an unprofhollow shells.
are left where
once sfood.
fresh éxpeof 1873 ought to prevent a

repetition of its disasters, but
. Whose profits are lessening always

( From the Country

remains’ of her

moisture sufficient, with

.

money and speakers to Florida.

the Hungarian

12 have

It would be

The

2

Internal

Revenue

Raum..ré-

$467,680,885.

All

dercien-

AMERICAN
can competition.
deeply of it.

unhurgy This

fr

but was pitched

forward

|.

William F. Reynolds of Lafayette, Tud.,

one

the grain from

He lenves about $3,000,000 to two daughters,
one of whom is the wife of R.,B,
Hill, formerly
private secretary of Senator Morton.
y

. President Hayes, Gens. Garfield and Sher-

.

Columbus, O., August 10, 11 and 12. Fifteen
hundred government tents will be pitched for
the occasion,
?
:

"Companies out of existence. ' These companieg

are the guilds to whieh all Chinese arriving in
the Pacific States are attached. It is represent~

Thomas
capitol at
Thursday,
of mortar
stantly.

“Ted tothe State Board of Equalization, by me-

morial, that the Six Companies * have and
hold absolute contfol-oyer the bodies and liber-

ties of all the Chinese,” and that, therefore,

Strawbridge, employed on the new
‘Albany, N. Y., missed his hold,
while climbing a ladder with a pail
and fell 90 feét© He died almost in-

The editor of the Paris. Gaulois

they must be extremely rich, and that, instead

‘of their being assessed at-a-moderate valuation,

and the

member of the Chamber of Deputies for Cher"they should pay taxes on $22,200,000, or some | bowig fought a duel with pistols, Thursda
y, on
hos | modest sum.
Of course, 1t 18" &xpécted [account of an article published in the Gau-

that this excessive rate of assessment and taxtion would be resisted, but as this would ‘only
lead to the seizure and confiscation of Chinese
property in San Francisco, the desired end—
the eviction of the Chinaman—would be rexched,” And the Chinese problem remains unsoly-

lows.

Two shots were exchanged, but neither

of the principles

were hurt.

Hugo Ibach and Albert Ibach, charged

extensive forgeries in Germany, and who

with

fled

hence accompanied by their mother, have been
returned to their native country, for trial, un-

ed.—New York Times,

der the extradition treaty.
Latest News,

:

:

Secretary Evarts has been notified, that an
American missionary named Harris has been
murdered bythe Turks near ‘Constantinople,

‘Sunday afternoon while.excursion propeller
+ BE. Corning’’ was leaving Glen Island for

New York city, with between 700 and 800 passengers, she ran her stern on a rock, staving a

The

government

promises

reparation.

he

slayers of Dr. Parsons and his two servants,

murdered near Ismid the other day, have been
arrested, They ‘are nomad Turks and have

Her

confessed.
A Vienna dispatch

:
says that heavy

rains

have caused horrible hayoc in Silesia.and Tep,

litz.- Bohemia is completely submerged.

The

damage
over
a large tract of country is incalculable. A fearful panic prevails inthe flood-

xd districts ‘and
occured.

a row

chrurcoal of a window-casing, using a wet blan--

in a horse-car in

K. 8, Baker

shot

ket fora kiln, and with coal thus obtained
heated the stone work of the window, broke

policeman Chumly fatally.——Dr. Tanne? com-

s pleted his forty dope fasting in New York on
sturdsy noon.
The Japers relate that a few
‘minutes before 12 o'clock Dr. Wark brought
bottle of fresh Orange county
i Dr. Tavonet, he said, intended
l. ‘Two

tables were

ensy-thair was then p!

put to-

casualities have

J

An ingenious jail delivery was effected at!
Adrian, Mich., Tuesday, night. Two horse
thieves, one adulterer and a poisoner made

¢
\
id Saturday.
it will ‘take four years to'com-

it——During

numerous

ai
it, dug the bars out and got away. 4
Reinforcements are going forward from Bom-

bay.

A

new brigade,

|' regimentof

of natives, has

u

formed

in Bengal

of a

British infantry and two regiments
‘been

southern Afghanistan.

sent

from

Bombay

to:

One report says
. Tanver could have a p
Roberts and 10,000 men are on their way to resit in full view of the
gatber~ ‘Jieve Candahar.
;
:

ight

Odessa,

instead

the way.across_the

Atlantic.

appear

case.

to

be

the

to the

tons

of

corn.

pravda

mentioned

that,

it

:

iodide
5

phion
was gree

cars and ended his life by shooting himself
throu,

{the heart.

He is believed to be St Au-

brey C. Angelo, a correspondent of the Liver00l Courier, who was with Prince Na Sleon
n Zululand, when. the latter was
: 0 on lind been
7
writing uj sie West for his
p piper and left Cheyenne,
ednesday, for Yel»
owstone

park

party...
1

to

join

Secretary

= Schurz’s

Merchants

FLOUR.

sufficed,
time

members

is

zn

becoming one

planted in

of the

Western

demand

Georgia.

at

raise $6000

annually

Millersburgh,

sold

of Colby University, withAn attempt will be made to

‘

located in the midst of the mountain pastures on a
spot safe from avalanches, and generally ‘near to
are

cording to the quality of the cheese desired to be
made, is pat into a great kettle and swung on a
crane over a gentle fire, where it is allowed to at-

tain a temperature of 77 degrees, Fahrenheit, when
the kettle is swun
the fire and remuet is- ad-

ded to the milk.
en coagulation has advanc_| ed far enoagh the curd is cut into as fine pieces as
is practicable with the large wooden knife which

The kestle is then swung

back
finely

is to the effect ** that Warner's

inch

of cheese.
O-0-0
o-o

Fag

‘tablespoonful of salt for every two quarts ‘of water.

If the water boils along time before ‘the vegetables-are put iny-it-h

its

gases, and the

mineral ingredients are deposited on the bottom
and sides of the kettle, 86 that the water is flat
and tasteless ; then the vegetables will not look
well or have a fine flavor. The time ‘for boiling
green vegetables depends very much upon the age

m

columns

how

more

quickly

?

theythoy

are eA
copked.

he
Below

good time-table for cook ng vegetables:
frvaley

is a

selling

Winter

has

change

ruled

Gives the rave elixir birth,

“Flashing, from the breast of arth.

in

sales at $24

Safe Reniedies

HYDE

made

at

Fair to good

lots ar:

selling

SONG BELLS!
A Néw, Complete and most attrretive
Collection of School Songs,

By L. 0. Emérson.
Send 30 Cents for Specimen Copy.

Books for Schools, Singing Schools,
Choirs, and Gospel Temperance
Meetings.
Welcome

am. doing my work

alone,

which

sur-

and

of Wakefield, R. I.,
Baxter Mandrake

|’

to the youn gas Dr. N, G. White’s Pulmonary
Elixir; it relieves Croup instantly.
an

KEEP IT

| HAND, »

or Teamster
Johnson's Arnica:
and Oil Liniment,
I t is invaluable in cases of
hurts either on man or beast.
Singers:
Do wns’

and

Public

Speakers

y 48 it removes

should = use

If
urify

youthedesire
rosy cheeksgoks. and f 3 Baxte
fair complexion,3
blood-b

drake ‘Bitters. y bs k es 4
she

BXiers

San

For Common

Schools.

*

Schools.
Johnsons

2
Method

for

:
Classes.

Singing

(60 cts). For a aed Schools, Temperance Jelvels. (35c). Gospel Temp. work

Teanperance Tights

CIB)

e

ain

OLIVER DITSON &C0., Boston.

ADIES AND STORE-KEEPERS—You can
get Choice Goods cheap, by writing us an orer on a Postul Card for our Price List, which en.
ables you to orde
:
by
mi
best way,
and see the many kinds of
Merchandise we keep
for sale at surp singly low prices... We send sam-.

ROBERT

a

$19 @ $20 ¥ ton,

STANDARD

$50 ,

e

but

not

Straw

much

$2 v ton. ye

easier,

.

from the original

ssession of Maj.

tan

Paintihg

by

Gen. Raikes,

ie

Romney,4g

London,

by

Rev.

Bio

oag

>

:

Proof impressions, $2 each.. No inferior prints
made from the plate.
:
All Sunday Schools and 8. 8. workers desire it;
Orders) accompanied by the cash, may be ad.
drei
to this office.
bh
: Morgan Dix, DP. Ds Rector of Trinity Church,
New

York, says,

have

examined

with

at

care the portrait of Robert Raikes, issued by
Rev.
C. C. Goss of this city, and take ‘pleasurein commending it as @ fine specimen of Art, and a very
pleasing picture.”
10132

of

~ STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
General Artistic Sterooscopic Views of Weirs
Camp Ground, and hny
part of Lake Winnepisseo-

gee, N. H., at 25 cents
for single vews,
Jer dozen, Taken at the time of the ¥.
tennial. They will be sent to any
United States or Canadi, on receipt of 25
single views, or $2.00 per dozen. A
A. W.SHACKFORD,

632

|

:

or $2.00
Baptist
of the
cents for
:

"Farmington, N. H.

O you want to educate
your chil ren at a
D
ewill Baptist Inatitution,,Btipport rt
3% and make a little money at
same time?
ou can do it by buying
one or hoth of Rev. E.

houses at New

npn

opposite school.

bulldings, 10 room# each, suitable for renting to
8at
; Of
for sale Jor first time; a val int
e pro
Fick
Vi
igan reason
2
ress,
Rey. KE, FISK , Bristol, N. H.

New Books.

FACULTY AND

:

circulated there among the various Sunday
hoods...
;
J
:
Endorsed by the Joading clergymen of New
York, and commended by the 10 the Sunday
Schools of this country,
.
alf Life Size, Printed on plate paper, 22 x 28
Inches~the only large steel plate of Raikes ex-

Fisk's

\,

PORTRAIT.

STEEL ENGRAVING,
produced at a Lost of

0. C. Goss, 97 Varick St., New York,
%
ally recognized ‘by the London Sunday
School Union, dnd 8:8. workers of Great Britain,
aud

th

:

MEMORIAL

LINE AND STIPPLE
his portrait has Veen

is, and most of Hie Sa loe Hinge
n.

RAIKES.

Founder of Sunday Schools, 175,

*

»

JEABIT CURED
at home, privately,
at low rates,

0PIOM “Don’t

1,000

THE
TERMS:

advance;
days, an

cured

fail to ‘write Dh

=

a

years.

MARSH,

©..."

EET

MORN ING
$2.00

in 10.

i, A8t1%e0w

STAR

per year, if paid strictly in

bet

.50 if not.

Within the first. thirty -

or25 cents recéjved we will sénd the Star

INSTRUCTORS, D D

| Rev. Geo. E.
Rev. Sam} Harel

.

: Each subscriber
will p pleahie notice the date
subscr

Bitters in my family for over two years, and as
a result have not called a phy cian in the
™M
Bail
LEC
8;—Rev.
Drs.
whole time, My wife had been/an invalid for
.
man
Beecher
course), John
four years, but these Bitters have cured her.”

There is no Cough Medicine so well adapted

($1.00). - For High Schools.

(ots).

White Robes. (30 cts). For Sunday Schools.
Temple. ($100). For Cholrs and Sing’ Schools,
Voice of Worship.
($1.00). Choirs and Singing

West.

prises all the people that know me.”
New Grafton the Family Tree (A.)
;
;
Mgs. P. NORSE.
By Pansy. A new story
Pansy
is al
Jémand, snd1 this WHY be BL one'of her ih d i
EVANS, COL, Jan, 8th, '80.
evel
sl
best
Dear Sirs—The Kidney-Wort I got of you | mo, Cloth. Hust, $1.50, Ew
! i Janse
is the best medicine I ever. used. I shall recBoston: D, Lothrop & Co., Publishers.
ommend it-to all my friends. I thank you and
kind Providerice for conveying it to me, it is a
great temporal blessing. © =
.
Chi
Divinity School of Yale College, 1880-81,
Very Respectfully,
Ww. Eris.
PRESIDENT :—REV. NOAH PO
The Rev. Chas. E. Piper, formerlyof Pitts, D.
-

field, N. H., but now
writes:
‘I have

Chorus.

Song Bells.

at

of Kid-

ney-Wort and it has made me so much better
that I wish to recommend it to all that may |
need such a remedy. I am sixty
years old
and have raised a large familyof children.
I
have not been able to do my housework
many years, but now I have sent my Kixis ali
off an

23%

A NEW SCHOOL SONG ROOK!
©
JUST OUT.

10 a8

and Western mostly at 7% @ 8¢ ¥

PARK, Minn. April 23d, 1880,

a package

:

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

since

" LARD, Thre hos been 2 FL, tendency, with
Sales of Boston

ip

_% T'have taken! nearly

"

For the sick man’s instant use !

and

prices

°

Time and distance, what are they ?
._ When Art can thus reproduce
Springs, a thousand leagues away,

2 whites
of No 2

quiet

g

Heathful as the fluid sent

from $4
at $4 25

ORK,
continues
firm, with a small
Stet of all ki Bs, Sales Sf exira prime 3 812 @
2.80;
al
§ clear at $1
8;
Sia Boston backshat $18 essa
voor °
_ BEEF. There has been a light trade, with ¥no
change in i Rriees. Sales of mess and extra Western at $9 50 @ $10
50 ¢ bbl. Extra plate at $11 e
$11.50 ¥-bbl.
:
y
SMOKED HAMS. The markets quiet and firm,
with sales of Boston and Western at 10@ 10%¢c ¥
Ib, and fancy jn
bags at 11 @ lie
# 1b,

and

long they have heen gathered. The ‘ncreases the power of the voice, hoarsenwss and
Ra ——
and
more
freshly gathered = thp.

aud

are

supply:

; and Fine Feed and Middlings

a@ 817

his xing Soin

they are specifics, there is no disputing; neither is there the ¢ Ghost’ of a chance to call into
being a negative to so positivean operation.”

pel all the whey. The salting of the cheese is also
considered a delicate and important process. The
salt is rubbed from time to time upon the outside
of the cheese, care being taken to discern when
enough shall have been absorbed. The Gruyere
cheeses are commonly three feet in diameter, and
weigh over 100 pounds. A successful cheese of
this kind is like a solt yellow paste, which melts in |

cavities about the

Patents

small

16c; Canada and Island at 15 8 15%c;

are & positive cure for disabilities for which

The curd ‘is fijen

is filled with

in

ern 14 @ 14}c ¥ dozen.

The testimony of the Sunday Herald, Roch-

attained. The kettle is then immediately swung
off the fire, and the waste of curd and whey stirred
for some fifteen minutes longer; and if the cook.
ing has been properly performed, the particles of
curd have the appearance of bursting grains of

and

and

|,

at

and only strictly fresh bring full prices. Most of
the receipts are more or less stale. Sales of East.
ern 16 @ 16X¢c; New York and Vermont at 15 e

flocks and herds of

ester, N. Y., is taken from their

Though a thousand leagues away
Seltzer’s Tonic fountain foams,
We can drink the same to-day,
~In our far-off Western homes.
Thanks to Chemistry’s Spell—
In an instant—presto! pass!
Fresh as from the living well
Seltzer bubbles in the glass!
TARBANT’S PURE APERIENT

8@9)c¥ ib. The tendencys to still hisher rates,
as our market is lower than other leading points.
Liverpool quotationjto-day is 57 shillings.
EGGss Tue market is dull, with a large supply,

will command

the * cooking ” process, which ensues up (0 a
point when a temperature of 90 degrees has been

size of a pea, one or two, say, to each square

at $16 50

very reluctantly.

Y NOT OPEN TO ARGUMENT.

division of the curd in order that each particle
may be fully exposed to the action of they heat in

the mouth,

Winter wheat

gale

103c ¥ Bb. and at the close, holders of fine marks
sre very
firm at 1lc% 1, though buyers respond

38, and master mechinic, 47.
The Prussian Ministry of Agriculture has just
issued the annual return of the ravages of diseas-

in small

Great importance is attached to this

rice swimming in the whey.

is

BEXNS. Therehas been a steady market for
Pruseia during the past year. Fool-and-mouth
Pea Beans, and receipts are fairly sold upat $1 75
-@
$1 90 ¥ bu, including extra hand picked Northdisease caused the death of 1%,589 cattle, 2435 sheep,
ern at the outside. Medinms
in good de.
amd 2047 pigs, or in all’ 23.701 ani
, many of mand, with sales of good to continue
choice screened at
which were slaughtered. There were
1980 cattle $130 @ $1 4), and choice hand picked readily com$145¥ bn. Yellow E es are selllng “freely |
attacked by pleuro-pneumonia;
which
died or mand
at $225 @$240 ¥ bu.
Red
idneys are not wantwere slaughtered. Jnflamation bf «the spleen
ed and mostly iominal.
caused the deatf’ of 70 horses,1903 cattle 1327
POTATOES, Swing to the rain-storm, receipts
sheep and 202 pigs.
There were as many as 2848 ‘have dropped off, and prices are about 95c
bi
higher.
Sales of Bristot Feiry at $225_@ $250 3
horses, which died or{were killed on account
and other kinds yange
x
from LD e \ 3: 25 ¥ bb).
of glanders . or farcy. +The pock carried off 3888
ew Sweet
Potatoes have
se
at
:
sheep, and 85 cattle and horses, while 1306 sheep
died of scab.
Finally, besides, 32 cattle, 33 sheep,
ghREEN™ APPLES. Th e market
k
is
a
well
supplied
16 Digs and 6 horses found suffering
and prices rule Tow. Reoei
from rabies,
’
pp
ot
there
were
killed 1098 dogs,
attacked by rabies or
AY AND STRAW.
pts of Hay are almost as
bydrophobia.— American
Traveller,
large last weekjand the supply of ay
quality
still greatly exceeds the demand. Strictly choice

the valleys are car

collected in a cloth, and great care is taken to ex-

the

way

brands meet with a ready

Sales of choice factory have been

freight agent,45; general passenger agent

the

Iumm

les of Hamburgs, Laces, Ribbons, Frin,
@ 27c ¥ h,and one or two popular brands go high-.
y: &0.
er. Ladle
packed Western has béen in sir de. p if requested.
e sell Wholesale and
Retail for
mand at 158 190 ¥ Bb, with a few desirable-brands.
Cagh down.
A mew combination system which
at 0c ¥ Bb. Dairy packed Western is in light re.
we have just started, enables ‘ug to quote very
Seiph, and selling at 20 @ 22c ¥ Bb. A few poor lots close prices.” We have $1, $2, and §5 packages of
of Butter have been disposed of at 16 8 1c, but
notions which can not be bought for twice the
money elsewhere, all wanted in every» family.
there is not much stock here that can
bought
under 18c. The market closes with a quiet tone,
Money returned if not satisfactory for any. purand_buyers and sellers’ views are somewhat” chase.
HOUGHTON & DUTTON, 55 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
apart.
:
:
y
4132
. CHEESE. The market started up considerably,
under the influence of the rise in the country and
in Liverpool, and we quote prices lc higher.

$1,036,596,242, less $198,800,

es of-all kinds. among

weekly to the chalets, and it is under such
and romantic circumstances that a cheese
which for hundreds of years has been conalmost, if not quite, the best on the conThe milk, partly skimmed, or not, aec-

divided.

meet

the

York and Vermont dairy lots have been at 22 ac

executive officers, the president being only 46; as.
sistent to the president, 43; treasurer,
47; superintendent,45; general frieght agent, 30; assistant

The chalets are

quantities in a porringer, and poured
through the fingers, whereby it is still moie

on

¥ Bb, with 25¢ as the Sop for choice Vermont
“straight lots. Fme Frauklin county lots are-gen-

the Boston & Albany railroad has a young set of

animals descend for the winter into the sheltered

is used for the purpose.

difficult to

supply

steady, with no material

$484,120,550 of 5s, $250,000,000 of 4 1-2’s, $738,180,

general

sum

Choice
are as
and

our last. Strictly chivice grades are well sold ups
but. medium grades are rather slow and are beginning to accumulate.
The stock, however, is small

450 of 4’, and $1,167,330 of refunding certificates.
Although one of the oldest roads in the country,

huts habitable, say from the melting of the: snow
in May to the end of September, when men and

over the fire again, the curd is taken up

it

The

at $18 @ $20¥ toa.
BUTTER.
The market

for five years, part to meet

1 was

As ress,

C0, Toledo, 0.

is

whites at 37 @ 37)c¥ bu.
RYE.
The sales have been in small lots at §1 &
bushel.
FEED.
No change td hotice. Shorts have been

405, the cash in the treasury,
The interest-bearing debt includes $235,221,050 of 6 per cent. bonds,

pastures on the mountains are accessible, and the

ried up
difficult
is made
sidered
tinent.

find

them.

37 8 40c ¥ bushel, as to quality, for No
and above, and including large sales

child die.— Hour,
and on Aggust

such

Flour

receipts and reduced stock. ' The sales of No 1 and
extra white have been at 46 @ 4~¢; No 2 white at
44 @ 45c; and No 2 mixed and No 3.white at 40 @
43¢
¥ bu. New Oats to drrive have been sold at

is considered the danger-

boiled and ate them. Severe sickness ensued and
when, on the following day, medical aid was summoned the doctor arrived only'in time to see the

the most justly celebrated cheese made

when

New

A young girl wear
| orally
“heid
at 3c Pb. Dut re yer Of yery few
sales
a
ver
exce
a
sma
way.
gathered some mussels from the quay, row
are firm pr
selling
at %

on the continent of Europe is the Swiss Gruyere.
This is made mostly in hits, called chalets, high
up among the Alps, atthe time during which the

water,

last.

Corn, but the demand
has been moderate since
our last, both from exporters and the trade. The
sales of mixed and yellow have been at 53 @ 53¢ ¥

The public debt decreased $5,576,053 iast month

Provisions from

our

Meal, with sales at $2308 8240
bbl.
:,
YE FLOUR. - There is a firmer feeling for Rye
Flour with sales at 84 50 @ $5 25 ¥ bbl.
OAT MEAL. The demand for Oat Meal is steady,
with sales at 85 @ $6 50 ¥ bbl for common and
choiee,
an
A
“CORN; The receipts of Corn forthe week have.
beef 366,875 bu, and the exports for the same time
have been 817,873 bu. The market is steady for

Mussels are by no means safe article of food,
the consumption of them sometimes producing

the

PAD

1,260

for the season; und holders are not disposed to
| ‘make any conces«ionis, as supplies are reported
small in the country, where prices rule about as
bigh as they do here. Sales of good to choice New

(From the Dairyman’s Journal.)

available.

Liverpool,

fine has been quiet at $3'25 @ $3 75 ¥ bbl.
. CORN MEAL. There is a fair demand for Corn

2

President Robbins,
draws his resignation.

KIDNEY

@ $4 75@ bbl. ' Good shipping
ektras from local
mills are selling at $325 4” bbl.. Western super-

Marshall P. Wilder once said that strawberries
would eventually be grown as large as pine apples. J. F.C. Hyde, of Newton, is on the way to
this result, having vaised this year; two specimens
of the President Lincoln variety that measured
five and a half inches in circumference.

THE OELEBRATED CHEESE.

a small pond or spring of

romarkable cures sent free. Write for it.
DAY

choice bakers brands; Wisconsin extras
25 @ 85 25; and Western common extras

The

' At a public sale of

Our book, “How a Life was Savod,” piving the

history of this new discovery, and a largo recond of most

3

$5 50 @ $6¥ bbl for Ohio and Michigan.
Minnesota extras range from 35 @ 87
bbl, including

Bel

start, and a very

towards morning, which

S-o-&-&
+04

of feet below.

and

‘wheats have been selling at $6 @
50 for St
Louis; $575a$8 25 for Llinois and Indiama; and a:

rains have given ita splendid
large crop is expected.

ous period.

to London.

valleysthousands

No

A smoke will keep off a frost, and in the vine.
ba. To arrive high mixed Cornis held al 53 @ 54c
yards on the Rhiné this method is not infrequent”
¥ bu, by Lake and rail and all rail,
t
ly resorted to to save the vines. Fires of brush.
OATS, The receipts of the week have been 28,wood and rubbish are started on the windward ’| 800 bu, and the exports for the same time have
been 11,673 bushels to West Hartlepool. The marside, and wet straw is thrown on them to create
ket is quite flim for Oats on’ account of onr small
@& dense smoke.
The fires are not kindled until

cost of conveying the corn in-wagons from the
trucks to the foreign ‘steamers was heavier than
the carriage of the grain all the way from Odessa

Perhaps

millers

for

$850 @ $3 75.

rams brought an average of £41.80 each.

ed a mile and a half from the export quay, the

|

Gellar

Saturday, August7, 1880.

sifice

at $6 @ 33 ¥ bbl,

Ky., recently, forty yearling Cotswold ewes sold
at an average of $18.50 per head, and ten Cotswold

all

to

cheese

&c.

very scarce and difficult to find. The sales of Patent spring wheats have been at $7 8 $875 ¥ bbl,

in

most important

Cotswolds

butter,

sing and sales are more difficult to make:
spring wheat Patents, on the contrary,
much
sopght
“after
as
ever,

the Northern Pacific

southwestern

in

coming forward more freély from Ohio, India,
11llinois and St Louis, and the demand for leading
brands of winter wheats is less wrgent and pres.

and the choice

Rice is

dealers

£1.50.

The racsip ts of Flour for the week have

change to notice

A bullock when slaughtered yields about fifty

crops

and gives uniE

7

(extra size), $3.00; Child’s Pad (for incontinence of uriac),

Commission.

1 small and mostly contracted for ahead, and io
of this Yesctiption is likely to be small until the
new springwheat from which they are manufactured is available... Old winter wheat Flour is

cheese

It sells every day

on receiptof le prico—Regular Pad, $2.00; S:ctiil Tad

Report.
& CO.,

bbls, of which 6,077 bbls were to

butchers

from

DR. A. J. STONER, Decatur, TIL —*Tour Pad fs

doing
great good here,
Vos satisfaction.”

bbls to Glasgow. 253 to West Hartlepool, 250 to
Africa, 100 to Cayenne, 825to Halifax, and 2,475 to
other
British
Provinces. There is very little

:
for

~I have been a great sufferer from Kidney complaint,
pel 1
wearing your Pad 25 days
I feel better than i
have in 15 years.”
)

been 42,016 bbls of ail kinds, against 40,048 bbls for.

Y. Sun.

increasing démand

BR

Chem4132

the corresponding week in 1879, and 34,136 bbls in
1878. The exports for the same time have. 10,740

was

forswear

of Ed€n springing up here, but

and

BOSTON,

desired,

a

Produce

eggs, beans, ‘dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston.

goods’ stationof the Odessa Railway being situat- | | very serions results.
recently

A Kansas express train on the ‘Wabash, Sb younger

switch at Clark station, eight miles fram Mo:
yo
ii,

The

for

railroad has been bought for a colony
fast, Ireland.

not

ery,” gives the following general ‘rules for cook-'
ed Badk and Long Branch.
.
ing all kinds of vegetables. Green vegetables A man named A. C. Angelo was found dead | should be thoroughly washed
in ‘cold water, and
beside the Union Pacific track at Laramie City,
“then be dropped into water whiéir has been salted
Wy., Thirsday. He had been run over by the and is just beginning to boil. There thouldbe a

foru peach,

Boston

Reported by HILTON BROS

un-

were rotting

VEGETABLES.

]

diet.

who

. Atrflet of 50,000 acres'on

corrupt

owing

Pharmaceutical

For sale by drugzists, or sent By mal (free of nostage)

Governor Cornell has signed the bill establish¢
ing an Agricultural Experimental Station.

be-

A storm, Wednesday night, carried away
| in Thirteenth street, “Allentown bridge and an extension bulkhead
Miss M. Parloa, in her new book on * First
. ante-room, made an em- on
rewshury river at Branchport, New Jer-. Prin
of cipl
Household Management
es
and Coekexelaimed: “IVs over, and | y, and. did
copsiderable damage to roads at

could interpose, be-

with

was, the thing

monarch

:

THE MARKETS.

that they

together

England,

alongside the southern railways,
owing to the
absence of proper granaries to protect it from the
weather and the inadequacy of the rolling stock to
transport it to the sea. As an instance of the
badness of Russian railway organization, the
Odessa

of the

R. BESHUP, Bpencer, 0,—" The doctors bad given

me up with what they called Bright's disease, and two of
your Pads have entirely cured me.”
LARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles, Mich.
={(30 years in business)—‘‘DAY’S KIDNEY PAD
Is hay
a
large sale and gives better
:
Satistaction tha sy

Vd

association,

ITEMS.
There

complaining
struggle

Johnson,

"4

done me'imore good than any remedy I ever tried.”

17

25 Cents.

ists.

the world,

need feel no immediate alarm lest their Tccupa-

sysiem of subsidizing the railways of Russia and
the steamboat communication in the Black Sea,
the freights charged are so excessive that the
merchants at Tifiis find it cheaper to bring over
corn from America.
During last autumn the.
provincial papers of Russia frequently ‘complain.
ed that thousands of

into an

yoked

name

are

this does

Thanks

Seabury &
in

| pounds of blood, which for fertilizing purposes is
worth 25 cents.
A

of bringing

But

themselves

tions should be gone.-N.

vessel isweported to have touched at Odessa ‘with
a cargo of corn for the famine-stricken people in
the Caucasus.
One would have thought that as
.corn is as plentiful as dirt in the interior of Rus-

of the richest men in the State bas just died.

Thé very latest expedient for ‘getting rid of | man, Senator Logan and. others haye promthe Chinesein California is to tax the Six ised to attend the national soldiers’ reunion at

Cincinnati, Sunday, Thomas

that when

ing as we should find it if they commenced to ship
coal to Neweastle. A few days ago an American

There is a strike among the American District telegraph messengers in New York.
The
boys receive four dollars a week, and demand
five. The strikers threaten that the movement will extend to all the offiwes.

resist-

‘hele in it, filled, and sank to the guards.

For some time past the

are superiorio all others.

Ln

?

long flourished

unequally

If ‘a long

Gardens

CORN IN RUSSIA.
are

ie

Price

For Diseases of the EIDNEYS, BLADDER,

ARY ORGANS and
NERVOUS‘SYSTEM.
CHAS. DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street, Bostons “1
have now used Day's KIDNEY Pap thirty days, and it has

have signed a paper

stating that . .

although itis only three and a half years sincé
the society was started, Garllens of Eden are said
to have multiplied with rapidity. As Myr. Rich
ardson, the founder of the sect, not long ago Vis.
ited this country, it will not be surprising to find

late

which

2000 Druggists

on

| BENSON'S CAPGINE POROUS PLASTERS

fish, fiesh, fowl, beer, spirits, and tobacco. - Their
places of resort are called Gardens of Eden; aud

to carry corn to Odessa, which is just as aggravat-

several feet, rolled

nder the cars and killed.

ance to the law has practically ceased in all of
these districts, except the 2d district of Georgia.

ih

and

be

in memory

now the Americans have so far developed their
strength that they have actually had the audacity

«of 25 miles an hour at Biddeford, “Thursday,

of whisky and tobacco in a numberof distriéts
in the Southern States, where for many years
‘the practices have been rife, During that pe“riod 8,874 illicit stills were seized,7,708 persons

>

as

not

put out to.a grass

The plant,when

The Russians

Over

Nebuchadnezzarites might perhaps have

crop

the European corn trade has been a severe one,but

John Murray, 25 years old, of Lowell, Mass.,.
attempted to get off a train moving at the rate

collected. In the disbursement of this sum the
government has incurred no loss.
During the
past four years a well-sustained effort has been
made to suppress illicit manufacture and.sale

~~

sown

d

+

organized

ites.

“tween them, and the Yankeés for the supremacy of

;

little more than 33 per cent. upon the amount

Expedient.

fodder,

5

yellow, 1 1-2 to 3 hours.

PLASTERS.

The only improvement ever made
the Common Perous Plaster.

believers in the vegetable diet. They call themselves akreophagists,’ or non-flesh eaters; the
outside world more commonly calls them Daniel

( From the London Examiner.)
We are not the only people affected by Ameri-

There were 200 cases of yellow fever in the
city of Havana, August 1. For the week end.
ing July 31 there were 51 deaths from yellow
fever and 13 from small-pox.

Latest

green

POROUS

we

with inifiation cereinonies, vows, badges, tassels,
degrees, and other details of a regular sect or society. They are beginning also to greatly favor

O-O—0-b
404

*. year.
Forfour years, however, the total expenses of collecting the: above amount of rev.
enue, including the salaries and expenses of
the bureau, will be about $19,729,000, or but

The

cellent: succulent

other green food-is often scarce.

.

impossible to state the exact expensé of the

havé been greatly reduced and violent

grass may be safely

)ICAPCINE

ir ‘many lands and ages, but in England they

may

a large

BENSON'S

\

hour,

Vegetarians have

Gentleman.)

a rich seil,

1

0-0-0
+404

irritating to the stomach, especially those .of
horses which have fed abundantly “upon it.
Trouble from these can be avoided by cutting the

Heavy and extended rains in Virginia and
North Carolina have ended the serious drouth,’
The Petersburg (Va.) reservoir, which has
been so low, is abundantly replenished.

arrested for illicit distilling and 25 officers and
employes kitled and 55 wounded
while enforcThe frauds upon L thé revenue
ing the laws,

:

marrying within their society, in order

tude of hard, sharp bristles or awns,

to Case Bros’ works at South Manchester. It
is 8 feet in diameter, 27 feet: long, sand weighs
20 tons.
:
:

cies in the accounts the collectors during that
period made good by payments into the treasury. The accounts for disbursements for the
last fiscal year are not yet closed, therefore it is’

=

5

&

AKREOPHAGISTS.

.sia, it would have been cheaper to have exported

tors of internal revenue and paid into the treas.

to

60°

Nearly all these vegetables are eaten dressed
with salt, pepper, and butter,’ but sometimes.a
small piece of lean pork is boiled with them and
seasons them spfiiciently.

John Mullen;

‘allowed to ripen fully, has a head bearing a multi-

~ Baptiste Ferschueider, a cook at the United
States hotel in Saratoga, was shot dead, Tues.day, by his friend August Brimmer, who playfully pointed a revelver at him as they were

on

ports that during thé past fiscal year $123,981,
916 of internal revenue taxes was collected and
paid into the treasury.
During the past four
fiscal years the total taxes received by collec”
ury amounted

|.

The New York police commissioners are
considering the advisablity of appointing colored men on the police force of that city.

Revenues.

Commissioner

arrived at. Candahar

leaves-12 unaccounted for.

fire risks.— Springfield Republican.

Internal

45

Carrots, 1to2

as July, though the best results may be expected
when sown as early as June. Sown at intervals
of &'week or so, it will give a succession of ex.

Of 53 officers of Gen. Burrows’s force 21 are
killed or missing, 8 wounded and escaped and

interesting to knowif it were possible to as-.
certain, how much an ipcrease in. the moral
risk of fire insurance has to do with its diminishing
profits in insuring against so-called
~

.

Parsnips, 1 to 2 hours.

of this valuable fodder may be produced in six to.
eight weeks. About ond pd yushel of seed is required per acre, tobe sown broadcast and slightly
harrowed in.. From the rapidity of its growth,

Eighty out of 106 houses in the village of
Jaurrieta, province of Navarre, were recently
burned and several persons were injured.

a business
offers spee-

to blame as any one.else.

$

A.quick growing plant is required for the production of a second crop ,upon the early rye or
other stubble, and this is well supplied in the
Hungarian grass. Ifthe season is warm and the

Ex-Empress Eugenie intends shortly to guit

ial temptations to weak directors and many
it-falls for the negligent.
Tn these matters,
Pr
the public are sometimes. quite as

- much

Rain

crop as soon as the head is formed, and at the
There were 1,327 deaths in Chicago last July
same time a better fodder in all other respects is
against 884 the preceding month and 1,094 in ‘obtained. 1ts excellence as a soiling crop is only
July, 189. .
:
equaled by its value for fodder when cured as
‘hay. A 46w acres of Hungarian grass on any
The executive committee of the Republican
National Committee, Friday, decided to send farm is a good index of thoughtful and profitable
farming.
|

competition does not. permit rates to

z

Beets,1to 5
*
~Tarnips, white, 45 to 60 minutes.

HUNGARIAN GRASS.

©

Secretary Thompson addressed alarge Republican meeting at San Francisco, Wednesday
evening,
—
ine
3

son with her.

greens,

“ Onions; T-to 20

Aural and Domestic,

left

Eight men were killed in a colliery explosion
near Wrexham, Wales, Wednesday.

Chiselhurst and will take she

Beet

is for conspiring.
to. sell

Congdon-&

:
How Xe Saved His Son.
Israel Jones, of Franklin Station, Ohio, had a
son whom the doctors had given up with Diabetes.
He applied a DAY’S KIDNEY PAD, when he com"menced to improve, and is now able to get out and
“attend to his work.
of

-

im
ed,

baked,

lately

000 in excess of their capital, and the advance
for July, 1879.
in these securities appears to be the cause of an
* d. Lloyd Haigh, of New York, for forgeries
- increased surplus.
As insurance coinpanies
on the Grocers bank, was sentenced to four
on ‘their insurance business, fire or:mdrine,
their profits have not been large enough to ‘geurs 4 hard labor, Friday.
to permit ‘dividends
on their capital without |’
The Norwegian bark Polly has just sailed
leaving. their income less than tneir..outgo,’
There is reason to believe that this is true of from Halifax} N. S., for London with 12,000
the fire and marine insurance business of the boxes of preserved lobsters worth. $60,000.

Fixisting

45

“

“"

areon a strike. The firms have to compete
against other firms who employ convict labor,
and in consequence wages are low, the highest
paid being $15 a week.
The sen struck.for gn
advance of various amounts, according to the
line of their work.
The manufacturers sa
they cannot afford to give the advance asked.
There is no prospect of a compromise.

Portsmouth for Indja with, 1000 men.

bonds to the amount of $28,378,437, or $4,670,

to be true of the general condition of the busi-.

ed

«

About 400 Chicago
shoe-makers, employed
by Wgber & Co, Daggett, Bassett, ‘Hill & Co,
Phelps, Dodge & Palmer, Greensfelder, Rosen-

Miscellaneous.

The harvest
county.

second charge

same ‘offence and bound over. -

“The Erench revenue, receipts from taxation
during July were nearly $3,400,000 more than

ness by those whose judgment. shonld. be good.

1]

Squash, boiled, 25 minutes.

diplomas after having. beh arrested for the

Official reports confirm the statement that
‘the crops in the midland provinces of Russian
Poland are very good.
g

It'is" widely said

Fas

. Sweet Potatoes, boiled, 45 minutes.’

scalded about .the head and body, while his
brother, who was riding’ on the engine, wis

he partook of some nourishing food

.

“E'New York companies show, it is true, fn in. crease in their surplus of $556,145, ahouts3 per
cent. ; but these corporations hold goverpment

a whole.

Potatoes, boiled, 30 minutes.

William Talman, the fireman, was killed and
Frank Benville, the engineer, was dangerously.

spent a

|,

by $161,160 than the outgo, after dividends are
dincluded in the latter side of the account. » The

country, takef'as

T

berly, Mo., Wednesday, dnd the mail and baggage cars were ditched and badly injured.

or drink, which 'included watermelon, milk,
potatoes stewed in milk, ale, beef tea, bread
and wine.
At six’o’cloek it is said his weight
had increased to 130 pounds. - He was quite
lively to-day, and frisked about his room like
a school-boy.
His physicians say his rapid recovery from the effects of his long fast is somehing remarkable;
EEE

»¢ other States ” and “ foreign,”—showed a bare

¢ ,

yr

quiet day Sunday, and saw very few visitors.
Green peas, boiled, 20 to 40 minutes.
His physicians say he is improving as well as
also seriously injured.
Shelled
beans, boiled,60
“
could be expected after such a long fast. DurString beans, boiled, 1 to 2 hours.
A warrant
was issued at Philadelphia, Wednesing the early part of the morning he chewed A
Green corn; 25 to 60 minutes.
half a pound of beefsteak, retaining only the
at,
day, for the re-arrestof John Buchanan, Who | Asparagus, 15 to 30
Spinach, 1 to 4 hours.
)
juice, and, partook of some milk toast and was trapped two months ago and held in
Tomotoes, fresh, 1 hour.
wine. Shortly before noon he ate half a pound
$12,000 bail for selling bogus diplomas of the
"
canned; 1-2 hour.
of beefsteak and some potatoes which had been
Eclectic medical college of Pennsylvania and
Cabbage- 3-4 to 2 hours. stewed in ‘milk. He was then weighed, and
the American university of Philadelphia, which
_ Caulifiawer, 1 to 2 hours.
he turned the scales at 126 pounds.
About ev¢* ,
institutions Buchanan owned and operated. | Danyglelions,2to 8

Fire Insurance Companies, it has been plain
for two years past, are‘hot sharing in the gen-

S

TE.

got down from the table amd left the hall in a
coach in charge of Dr. Gunn, who teok: him to
his own residence, where he underwent care-

Companies.

«eral revival of business.
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